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STAR SCHOOLS FOR ALL OUR STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24. 1991

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DCThe committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Kennedy, Dodd, Simon, Harkin, Adams, Binga-man, Hatch, Thurmond, Durenberger, and Cochran.Also Present: Senator Kerrey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.We welcome all of our students this morning to the Committeeon Labor and Human Resources' hearing on "Star Schools for all ofour Students" this morning, and we are in for a real treat.We are going to have a live demonstration of the Star Schoolsprogram which Congress enacted in 1987. Star School means dis-tance learning, the linking together of remote classes of studentswith teachers and courses to which they wouldn't otherwise haveaccess, by using satellite and otner communications technologies.This technology allows schools in the most rural areas with only afew students to access math, science and foreign language coursesfor those students even if the nearest teacher for those subjects ishundreds of miles away.

This morning we are going to link up the hearing room with sev-eral classrooms around the country where distance learning classesare taking place right now. We will eavesdrop on those classes andthen have an opportunity to interact with the teachers and stu-dents at those distant sites.I am going to ask members to withhold opening statements untilthe demonstration is over because we are viewing live clmseswhich are taking place as we see them, and we must stick to afairly strict timetable as we switch frcm class to class. An outlineof the timetable for the next hour or so has been provided to mem-bers and guests at tip- hearing.
[The Frepared stat,....tents of Senators Kennedy, Hatch, and Jef-fords fo

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY
Today's hearing on "Star Schools for All Our Students" exam-ines a Federal program which has only been in place a few years,
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but which has already had tremendous impact on schools and stu-
dents across the country,

The Star Schools Program Assistance Act was first authorized in
1987. Since that time, the Education Department has awarded
grants to 8 multi-State networks which provide live interactive in-
struction to students in every State. These networks have provided
math, science, foreign language, and other courses to thousands of
schools and tens of thousands of high school students and their
teachers.

More and more elementary school students are receiving Star
Schools courses too. By linking together remote classrooms and the
best teachers, Star Schools has turned one-room school houses from
Forest, MS to Tok, AK, into windows on the best instruction in the
Nation. We have truly taken satellite technology to create "Star
Wars" and used it to create "Star Schools."

Yesterday, 1, along with several other members of the committee.
Senators Cochran, Metzenbaum, Dodd, Simon, Adams, Wellstone,
and Durenberger introduced reauthorization legislation which
builds on thE most important elements of the Star Schools pro-
gramour focus on underserved elementary and secondary school
students. At the same time, we propose to extend the reach of the
technology to other groups, such as children in hospitals and other
institutions? And after the school day ends, learning can continue
through teaching the illiterate to read and immigrants to speak
English. The capacity of this technology is virtually limitless. But
much of it goes unused for hours each day, when students of all
ages could benefit from it. This legisirtion will encourage educa-
tional networks across the country to use the technology to the
maximum extent possible.

This morning's hearing will demonstrate Star Schools by linking
together the hearing room with schools around the country which
are taking Star Schools courses. And then we will hear from some
experts about moving in these new directions, and what role the
business community can play to facilitate this growth.

American students rank below students in other nations in inter-
national tests of math and science achievement. Studies show that
they have less access to these courses than students abroad, which
helps explain their poor performance. But with increased access
through Star Schools, and greater focus on these subjects through
the National Education Goals, we can clase this education gap and
restore excellence to our schools.

PREPARED STATFMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

am pleased with the presentation that was prepared for us this
morning. I know that, in Utah, even though we are not involved in
the Star Schools program, there is an increasing use of satellite
technology. This technology is especially important in the rural
areas of our State where it is sometimes difficult to get qualified
teachers in specialty areas, and where there are often not enough
students to justify holding a class when a qualified teacher may be
available.

I look forward to reviewing the discussion about the reauthoriza-
tion of this program. I would like to gather more information about
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how widely this program is available. I have heard that this pro-gram is operated in cvery State in the Union; yet, our educationoffice in Utah has told me that it is not operating in Utah. I wouldbe interested in finding ways to ensure that this technology isavailable to every school that wants it, especially to schools inrural areas, which arguably are those who have the greatest needfor satellite technology. I would like to work with you, Mr. Chair-man, to ensure that this program reaches children in States whichare heavily rural. At the same time, I recognize the budgetary con-straints we face.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS
Thank you, Mr. Chairman for calling this hearing together andfor the reauthorization legislation you have introduced on StarSchools.
The programs provided by Star School grants are particularlyimportant to small rural States, such as my own. Our elementaryand secondary schools are fine institutions but often lack the neces-sary resources to remain state-of-the-art in every discipline. Fur-ther, outside teachers or special programs are often not availableail to Vermont students because their schools are lacated in suchrural, hard to serve districts.
The opportunities provided by Star Schools are key to bringinginnovative and informative programs to our youngsters. In thisworld of ever changing technology to be behind is to be lost. StarSchool programming can be the means to keeping students currentwith events, interested in school and given the opportunity they de-serve to nave the best classes available to them.I wholeheartedly support the reauthorization and look forward t.13working with you in the future on this endeavor.

The CHMRMAN. I want to welcome Gary Vance. the executive di-rector of SERC Network, one of the- Star Schools programs we willsee demonstrated this morning. Mr. Vance is going to lead usthrough the demonstration, explaining as we go what we areseeing.
Gary, we're glad to have you here.

STATEMENT OF CARY VANCE. EXECUTIVE initErron.SATELLITE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES' CONS()RTIC11 !SERV'Mr. VANCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do want to say that itcertainly is an honor for me to he hcre today and get to share withyou a very great success story, the t,tory that we have experiencedover the last several years.
For example, the organizatior that I represent, the Satellite Edu-cational Resources Consortium, or SERC, has been in existenceonly a short 3 years. But since that beginning just 3 years ago,SEFtC has now grown into a 23-State consortium that includes theStates of Mississippi, South Carolina, Ohio, and Iowa, representedon this committee, and we have been able to do some things thatwe are very proud of.
We are a consortium that continues to grow, and of course, thatrapid growth wouldn't have happened were it not for the fact thatwe were a recipient of the very first round of Star Schools funding
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that was initiated by this committee. So I want to take this oppor-
tunity to publicly thank you, the members of the committee, and
the Congress of the United States, for making that r-ssible.

Today it is going to be my pleasure, as Senator Kennedy has in-
dicated, to take you on a tour. We are going to be taking a tour to
Nebraska, Kentucky, Washington, and Oklahoma and a few other
States, as we visit several distance learning programs that have
been funded through the Star Schools program,

In addition to visiting two courses that are produced by SERC,
you will also have a chance to interact with students in a course
that is offered by Oklahoma State University which, like SERC,
was the recipient of a grant in the first round of Star Schools fund-
ing; you will also have a chance to talk with students in a middle
school science class, a program that comes fr9m Spokane, WA, of-
fered by STEP, the Satellite Telecommunications FAucational Pro-
gramming Network, and STEP was the recipient of a grant it. the
most recent round of Star Schools funding.

Wha, you are going to be seeing in these segments that we'll
look at in just a few minutes will be a demonstration of how tech-
nology is being used to serve education. And as you view and par-
ticipate in these programs, there is going to be a little bit of a tend-
ency to want to focus on the technologyin fact, I have seen a few
of the Senators looking at the boxes that we have placed at your
desks. It is important that you do focus on the technology because
we are going to be connected to students and teachers by satellite.
by telephone and by computer interaction. But what I hope you
will focus on as you see what we are doing is the true magic of
what this is really all about. It is the magic of kids learning, of kids
being turned on to education, of sharing their ideas and parts of
themselves with their peers and teachers all across the country. I
do hope that this comes across to you today. The educational oppor-
tunities afforded through distance learning, things that we have all
had the chance to see for the last two and a half years. truly are
changing lives day in and day out for the students across the
Nation.

And since I have been designated as the "MC- of what we're
going to see, let me just take a moment to briefly explain what you
will be looking atand I will review this as we go along.

First of' all, you will be taking a look at a physics class. We will
see that particular segment on a videotape, for reasons I'll explain
in a little bit, and you will see one kind of interactivity that is
being used in distance learning today, the keypad technology I

mentioned just a couple of moments ago.
You do all have keypads in front of you, and these are the instru-

ments that provide immediate feedback to both students and teach-
ers during the classes every day that they are involved in.

The second class that we'll be taking a look at is a Japanese I
class, one of SERC's most popular classes. The third class will be
an advanced placement, or AP, American Government class from
Oklahoma State. The fourth will be a group of middle school sci.
ence students from the STEP program in Spokane.

Part of' what we want to do today is to give you a flavor of what
it is like to be part of a distance learning class, and we certainly
want you to be able to ask questions of the folks who are truly the
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star witnesses at this hearingthe students and teachers involvedin the program.
To accomplish this, while we are involved in certain segment of

the class, your microphones will be connected to the telephoneaudio-bridges that we use every day to connect the students to theteachers and to each other.
So we encourage you tc ask questions. I don't want to say youwon't be able to leave until you ask one, but we certainly hope that

you have some questions to ask. The students will be coming fromaround the country, and you might want to ask them questions
either about the substance of their particular class or about theirexperience in this type of learning in which the teachers and stu-dents are separated by hundreds of miles.

The very first thing that we're going to do to get you into thisbecause I think it is truc that oftentimes a picture is worth a thou-sand wordsis to give you a little bit of a better idea of what dis-tance learning is all about, what we are talking about when weconnect satellite dishes to student classrooms, and so on. And Ithink a v".ry good way that we can do that is to give you a quickoverview by having you take a look at a videotape that shows howthe Star Schools program works.
The particular tape that you are going to see is one that was pre-pared by STEP, the Pacific Northwest Educational Telecommunica-tions Partnership. Later, as I mentioned before, you will have anopportunity to interact with students involved in one of those class-es.
So if I could stop at this point, why don't we take a look at thistape, and you'll get a chance to see what Star Schools is all about.[The prepared statement of Mr. Vance follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY VANCE

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name is Gary Vance. I am ex-ecutive director of the Satellite Educational Resources Consortium 4SERCL, a leadingnational nonprofit provider of distance-learning courses, based in Columbia, SC. 1am pleased to be here today to report back to you on an investment you made 3years ago when you created the Star Schools program.Because you sent dear signals about the objectives to be accomplished, you target-ed an area of need that was particularly urgent. you specified that technology wasto be a key ingredient in addressing that need, and you set forth enough guidelinesto ensure that funds were allocated appropriately. we have a wonderful succete;story to tell. So. first, on behalf of the education community, thanks to each of youfor the public policy you put into place .3 years ago.
SERC offers a compelling example of how Fedend funding can stimulate local andState initiatives to achieve a cooperative effort that otherwise would simply nothave been possible. SERC was one of four multi-State consortia that received fund-ing for the first 2 years of the Star Schools program. SERV is a consortium of Statedepartments of education and State educational television networks. These twoagencies in each State have been working together for years to deliver quality in.structional television to local school children on a national Kale. It was only natu-ral that the SERC partnership be formed on the basis of those working relation-ships. SERC represents a 5-50 partnership between those officials responsible forcurriculum in each State and these with the technical expertise to deliver thecourses via the best technology available.
Back in 19148 when SERC applied for Star Schools funding. we had IS members:today, with the recent addition of two States. Michigan and New York. we have thefollowing 25 members:
Alabama. Arkansas, Florida. Ileorgia. Iowa, Kentucky, Louisnina. Maine, Michi-gan, Mississippi, Nebraska. New Jersey, New York, North Carolina. North Dakota,

1 0
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Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas. Virginia. West Virginia, Wisconsin. and
Detroit. MI. Kansas City, MO. and New York City.

A number of additional States are on the verge of joining SERC. Membership is
01-w8; We haPe all :TO States will join in the next few years.

SERC met your committee's call to address the need for advanced ninth, science,
and foreign language courses for geographically and economically disadvantaged
schools. This year, students in small, remote high schools, some with fewer than 500
students in 4 grades. are able to take Japanese, Russian, Advanced Placement
Economics, Discrete Math, World Geography Honors, Physics. and Probability and
Statistics.

The growth in enrollment in SERC courses has been phenomenal and exciting, as
the graph on the following page illustrates. We started with a pilot senwster involv-
ing 59 schools and 3(13 students with two courses. Last year, 35011 students were en-
rolled in credit courses. This year. in just our second full academic year of oper-
ation. we already have 700 schools in 23 States linked to the network, and almost
541111 students are enrolled in 10 high school credit courses. In fact, we had to turn
students away this year because we were not able to handle the demand. Equally
impartant is the fact that SERC now has the infrastructure to growads:ling more
schools and more courses.

Attached as Appendix A is a list of the courses that SERV has offered with the
help of Star Schools funding over the past five semesters. since the spring 19149 pilot
semester.

More impurtant than the total numbers of students and schools served are the
characteristics of SERC schools. Last year 79t7r of SERt7 schools were eligible for
Chapter 1 funds: this year 71'1 are eligible. One-third of our schools have enroll-
merits of less than :ittO students: 7rir; have less than 1.000 students, This year 22';
of SERC's students are minorities; VC( are African-American.

As you can see. Mr. 42hairman, we are serving precisely the student popu:ations
that you and this emnmittee identified its the principal beneficiaries of Star Schools:
students in poor or rural school districts that v.ould atherwise he unable to offer
these college-oriented courses to their students.

How Do SERC Classes Work!
Today you will see two SERC clasws in priszress. In fact. everyday 17 SEW class.

es meet. via satellite and audio-bridge, fur live classroom instruction. The .4. chmses
are taught by highly qualified and experienced master teachers located in four dif-
ferent States.

Although the class may involve iv( many as 31H1 or 4110 students in 23 States, there
are normally no more than 4 studentsand sometimes only 1- taking the class in
any one school. We require a classroom facilitator to be in the room with the stu-
dents to coordinate the class at the school, hut, in general, the students manage
their own classes. working closely with the student workbooks and their textbooks.

Depnding upon the subject. the students may be on-line lon the telephone(
throughout the class, ISome classes rotate which schools will he on-limo The sta
dents t an be expeeted to be called upon. by nanw, just as thuugh the teacher were
in their classroom, and they likewise nmy ask questions of the master teacher.

SEW' courses are full-credit, graded classes, just like every other course that the
mu? ot takes Each of our courses is fully accredited in each participating state (due
in large part fa the participation 1.4 Stale departments of education tit determining
our curriculum offerings'. Each master teacher prepares tests for the students and
the ex:lois are returned to the master teacher for grading. SEM' svnds a numerical
grade to each student's school at the end of each t; weeks, the semester, and the
year. The classroom facilitator in the local school assigns the final letter grade.
based upon the individual school's system of converting numerie scores to letter
grades

Our language courses operate a little differently SI i I hilt we can expase our stu-
dents to native speakers. Students are divided into groups of Pt- 12. and on the tele-
phone days each week, they call and speak with native speakers for :'1,1 minutes of
conversational class. These are highly structured classes, and the studeats are
graded on their participation and perforrnanco.

Teachers and tutors are awailahle after chiss and throughout the day during office
hours. Students and classroom facilitators are encouraged to call and talk with the
teacher if problems occur. We use the feedback from the facilitators to help gauge
the pacing tor the cise,,s and identity problems to resolve.

Mr. Chairman, while you may initially be captivated by the technology t hot the
Committee will see this morning, for our students the technology very quickly be-

1 1
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comes secondary, merely a part of the classroom background. As one of our studente
recently commented. "The technology becomes transparent." And the focus becomesnot the technolow but the std*Ct matter of the class.

We do not maintain that SERC courses are as good as having the class taught by
a qualified, experienced teacher who is physically present in the classroom. But thewhole point is that for these specialized, critical courses. our schools do not havetand are unlikely to be able to afford) the teachers who can teach these courses,Without Star Schools the students in these schools would simply not be able to takeclasses in these subjects-subjects that will contribute significantly to their suceetz4in college.

The following State departments of education and their respective educational tel-
evision networks are producing the SERC credit courses for high school studentsthis year

Alabama-World Geography llonors-iProduced in association with the Universi-ty of Alabama at Toscaloosal
Kentucky-Physics-Diacrete Math-Probability and Statistics
Nebraska-Japanese I and II
South Carolina-Russian 1 and II-Advanced Phicement Economics- Macro andMicro
In addition. Fairfax County Public Schools in the Washington, DC area, producesour student science seminars -enrichment seminars designed to be used by scienceteachers in the SERC schools. And three additional States are preducing extensive

teacher in-service and staff development programs after school in the afternoon:
Louisiana, New Jersey, and Wisconsin.

How Important Was Star Schools Fundingf
It is highly unlikely that so much could have been accomplished so quickly:, with

the level of tex.peration that characterizes SERC. without the Federal Star Schee&money, Although some of the research and planning for SERC had already beencampleted. the funding gave just the incentive and encouragement that was neededto move widespread distance-education from the drawing board to the classroom.Particellrly in light of what has happened to local and State education budgets inthe past years. I am quite sure SERC would still be in the concept stage if it werenot for Star Schools.
SERC has ueed the Star Schools money to leverage both financial support and thetime commitment of scores of educatMn officia1s. It has used the Federal support toattract financiel commitments from both the public sector ithrough State and localeducation agenciee) and the private sector ohrough corporate and foundation sup-port).
Table / on the following page offere a detailed explanation of how SERC lever-aged Star Schools Wilding to attract State and local funds. The matching funds wereused in large part to equip schools with satellite receive equipment and classroomtechnologies. including the interactive keypads used for the math and science

courses. The first-year Star Schools grant of VIA million generated an additional$5.2 million in State thies. equipment matches and student fees. The second-yeargrant of $4.1 million generated $61 million from State membership fees, studentfees and foundation funding. In all, with an investment of $9.7 million. SER' hasgenerated an additional $11.3 million for equipment and course production and de-livery.
As these numbers suggest, SERC did not use the Federal money to offer a freeride to States and local schools. From the beginning each State joi-ing SERC put up$21).0)99 for an annual nwmhership fee. This year, that annual reemberahip fee in-creased to $417),(10u. In addition, either the State or the local sch al districts had tosupply a match wfwn roughly :0;1 for the satellite receiving equipnwnt. Finally,each local school roust pay a per-student fee for SERC courses. This truly is a Feder-al-State-local partnership in the fullest sense of the word.
In addition, we have worked closely with other Federal agencies and the Consira-tion for Public Broadcasting to ensure that SERC not only achieves the objectives ofthe Star Schools program. but other educational objectives as well,
We leveraged more than just dollars, We also used the Federal money to attractthe production expertise, resources and goodwill of the educational television com-munity, We leveraged people-power from curriculum specialists and education tech-nology departments in our State departments of education.
We have also used the Federal money to attract private sources of funding. Justlast month, for example, the- Sony Corp announeed that it was giving SERC a grantfor curriculum development This year we have also used a grant from the Dodge

1*2
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Foundation to plan for the expansion of our Japanese course, thereby enabling us to
serve more students.

DIVERSITY OF FUNDING

During the past 2 years. SERC has operated with funding not only from the Star
Schools grant, but also membership dues and two _grants from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting Thegie funds, have enabled SERC to stretch the positive impact
of Federal dollars well into the 1990-01 academic rear.

TABLE 1. FUNDING LEVERAGED WITH STAR SCHOOL GRANT

thar

first Year .Grant.

Star Schools first ye3f grant to SERI: $5,600.000

Stale arid Associate membership dues , ... . ' 382,500

State and local match for equipment (budgeted). * 2,243,000
State match for productions (buteted) * 1,667.000
Schoch tee for student courses (estimate) 900,000

fees fte teacher in-serInce and graduate level courses (estimate) .. 30,000
total levraged from first year grant $5,222,500

* Based upon a 50-50% match on Star School funds

Second Year Grant:

Star Schcals first year grant to SERC..... , $4,101,000
State and Associate membership dues . 6u5.0013

Slate and local match for etvApment (budgeted) . 1,230.300
Slate match for pmductums (budgeted) 2,204,376
Schooi fee for struient courses (estimaler 1,792,873

fees for teacher livservrte and graduate level courses (es mate)... 25.000
Foundation Fundnip 182,000

Total leveraged from second year grant. $6,)29,549
* Based upon at least 25% match of Star Schcol funds.

Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, we are no longer eligible for Federal funding under
the current legislation. But because of the broad nature of our partnership, we have
managed to keeE operating, serving our existing base of schools, without Federal
support. Throug the State fees, local school fees, and private support, we have
managed to maintain our general operations without Federal moneys, Through in-
creases in these fees, we have moved toward becoming selkupporting.

While the lack of Federal support has not caused us to cut back on our general
operations, it has. however, meant that we have had to turn down schools and stu-
dents who wanted to take our courses. We simply do not have the funds to help
them get the equipment they need or to add the teachers and clam sections neces-
sary to serve the new students.
What Dri the Etialuations Show?

SERC has had a commitment to evaivation from the first pilot semester. As a
result, we have data from students, classroom facilitators, and principals about how
SERC is working in their individual schools. The marketplace is a good rough-cut
measure of effectiveness. After SERC's first full year of operation, 98% of the school
principals said they wanted to continue with the program and expand their offer-
mgs; another 309 schools put up matching funds to get the equipment installed so
that they could receive the programs. Enrollments climbed from 3,500 students to
5,400 students. And, w ad to turn students away.

The education comn, dnity is increasingly asking for measurements of leallinaignej
out-omesand we at SERC are trying to collect that information as well.
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upon our first year of operation, we designed pre- and post-tests for our math and
science courses. That data will be collected and analysed at the end of this year.

Meanwhile, the Nebraska Department of Education conducted an independent as-
sessment of the Japanese I course last year, with the participation of the other
SERC State departments of education. We are pletised to report that the SERC stu-
dents not only performed comparably to students classes. hut scored sig-
nificantly higher in listening, written and total test ormance (see Fable 2 on the
following paget Of course, there are several possib explanations for these differ-
ences, and we would urge caution in their interpretation. But, in fact, the results
give us cause for optimism for using distance education methods in foreign language
bWruction.

TABU 2. JAPANESE I ACHIEVEMENT IN SERC AND COMPARISON SCHOOL

Sehc°13 c,74;;SCiTce-13--Mouse
Sea SD a SD

Leming Test... ..

Total Test

r
15.99 3.16

......................................... 21.62 6.32
37 61 8.90

14.39 3 01

19.67 5,95
34.06 626

flati Adanameal says an land an M al 7/1 x 196 In Sac end meow scads, oath,* The man e SERC saxes
renesealte s Una all Iva 156 al ot a um DI 170 Oafs pa parkland fa MC Mame 1, it* The wen 01 comaaan salaxianansated ea 13 Tat mak sma The Wenn anli Mite Tests we 20 and 30, laNn analse fansains dab facemlMa 8, 1940

We have a second independent comparison between students learning Japanese in
traditional classrooms and our SERC Japanese students, Last spring. the State of
Georgia held a statewide language contest which students across the 'State competed
in several languages, including Japanese. Students were separated into two catego-
ries, one for students with classroom instruction only and another for students that
had additional exposure to the language through native speaking parents. SERC
students from Athens and Thomaston won first place in looth categories and a
second place honors in the second category. Attention was given to comprehension,
pronunciation, vecabulary, overall competency in grammar and syntax, fluency and
student initiative in conversing in Japanese.

The exhaustive evaluation data we have collected on student and teacher atti-
tudes has helped enormously as our course curriculum teams have designed their
courses. We are not only collecting valuable data about how to measure the effec-
tiveness of distance education courses, we feel we will be able to make a valuable
contribution to the overall effort measuring learning outcomes of all educational en-
deavors.

What Are SERC's Plans for the Future?
We anticipate over 7,000 students will be enrolled in SERC high school credit

courses nest year. We are adding 2 new courses to the 10 courses already offered:
Latin and Pre-Calculus, both from Kentucky. We are expanding our capacity to
handle twice the number of Japanese I students over the number we could accom-
modate this year.

In addition to expanding student course offerings, SERC will be offering 120 hours
of teacher in-service and staff development courses, programs, and seminars. The
offerings will be coming from Alabama, Louisiana, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey,
and Wisconsin, working with State departments of education, colleges, and universi-
ties and special content experts. We are also hoping to work with several corpora-
tions in offering staff development programs next year.

We have just recently added two new States to SEW membership and expect sev-
eral other States to join within the next year. It is our expectation that by the 1992-
92 academic year we will be reaching well over 10,000 students daily with the ad-
vanced math, science, and foreign language courses they need.
What Is Me Unmet Demand for srair Courses?

Although we have significantly expanded the number of students and schools
served by SERC, because of the lack of continued Federal support, we unfortunately
have been forced to turn away many students who would have lifted to enroll in ourclasses.

This year, for example. because of our requirement that language students have
an opportunity to speak each week with native speakers. we had to limit our enroll-
ments in Japanese I and Russian 1 to an average of just over 50 students per State
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in each course. Most of our States simply had to limit the number of their schools
that could offer these two courses in order not to raise student expectations, Private
fundiog will enable us to add additional sections of the Japanese course next year,
but even that will likely be insufficient to meet the student demand.

Perhaps even more diAurbing than the fact that we had to turn away students
who wanted to take our Japanese course is the fact that there are literldly scores of
small schools in virtually every SERC State that would like access to SERC classes
but, because of the cost of the satellite dishes and other classroom technology, they
are unable to do so.

When receiving Star Schools funding, we used the Federal money, on a matching
base to outfit these small schools with the equipment they needed to participate in
SERC classes. But now that we no lorwr receive Federal money, we are unable to
provide the matching funds. We have had to focus our resources instead on serving
our existing base of schools. The result, then, is that these other schoolsand, more
importantly, their studentsremain unserved by SERC.

Serving the new schools that would like SERC classes means more than just out-
fitting them with the appropriate technology. It also means adding new sections of
our classes and adding additional teachers and tutors, so that we can keep the
number of students in each class at a manageable size.

Finally, we currently cannot afford to lease the satellite transponder tune beyond
6;30 p.m. eastern time. As it is, we are spending almost $1 million a year for satel-
lite access just in peak daylight hours. Further Federal support would enable us to
acquire additional hours of satellite tune, thereby using our substantial delivery
s3stem to provide a variety of after-hours tor evening) courses, such as adult literacy
classes or vocational training. There is no reason that the satellite receiving equip-
ment at the local schools should be used only during regular school hours, but we
lack the financial resources to lease the transponder time that would enable us to
offer courses to special student populations in the evening hours.

Mr. Chairman, the need is thereto serve more schools, to teach more classes, to
reach new student populations with special after-hours courses. But without contin-
ued Federal support. we simply cannot afford to expand to meet these critical needs.
What Elements in the Legislation Led to SERC's Success?

Several key elements in the Star Schools authorization legislation were instru-
mental in getting SERC off to a strong start. The requirement that State and local
educational institutions be involved with educational television entities enabled us
to build on existing relationships. The priority given to multi-State consortia helped
us maximize the resources through distance-education technology. The match re-
quirement of no less than 25%, while difficult for come of our States and schools.
has given all of our partnerships an ownership interest in the project. The focus on
advanced math, science, and foreign languages has kept our priorities straight and
served as an organizing force when other agendas presented themselves. And, the
preference for serving Chapter I schools has kept our focus on those schools where
SERC courses will accomplish the most good. We urge you to keep these provisions
in the reauthorization bill as well.
What Does SERC Need Star Schools To Offer Now?

As testimony about the SERC success story suggests. this committee displayed
considerable fought and wisdom in the way it drafted the Star Schools authorizing
legislation. Consequently. the number of legislative changes that we are recom-
mending is small.

First, we believe Congress should extend the underlying authorization for Star
Schools. As our experience demonstrates, this program offers an effective way of
providing quality courses to students who otherwise would not have access to classes
in these subjects. It merits reauthorization.

Second, we encourage Congress to make the Star Schools program an integral
part of the Federal support for education. We suggest that it may no longer make
sense to call this a demonstration program. SERC. and the other Star Schools con-
sortia, have demonstrated the success of this distance-learning technology, and this
success argues for making Star Schools a regular part or the Federal education
effort

Along this line, we are pleased that the President has included funding for Star
Schools in his 1992 budget. We believe that an effective balance can be achieved
between the funds that are used to acquire equipment and the funds that go to de-
velop and produce instructional programminga balance that will enable us to
meet the needs of remote or disadvantaged schools for the satellite receiving equip-
ment while at the same time improving the variety and quality of the courses we
are offering.
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Let me be clear. though, Mr. Chairman. We are not asking for Federal funds forthe regular operating budget of SERC. We believe this should be self-supporting.Rather, the Federal moneys can best be used to help us reach additional schools andstudents with additional courses.
Third, we recommend that the annual authorization level be at least $50 million.We recognize the spending constraints that confront the Appropriations Committee,but we are also aware of the literally hundreds of schools that still desire equalaccess to educational opportunitiesparticularly

in math, science, and foreign lan-guages. An authorization of at least $110 million annually would afford the appropri-ators greater flexibility in meeting this need.
Finally, and from SERC's penspective, most importantly, we urge you to allowthose of us who have received Star Schools funding in the past to be eligible forcontinued Federal support. Because all States are now covered, at least potentially,by the eight Star Schools projects that have already been funded, the,committee sinitial goal of ensuring broad aphic distribution has been acheved,We encourage this change hlier°;griree primary reasuns. First, set have invested sub-stantial sums (not just Federal, but State and local as well/ in an expensive and so-phisticated delivery syster. Because we now have this infrustruceire in place, wecan add new schools, mar, students, and additional courses for omy incrementalcosts. This offers the most efficient use of Federal dollars. Requiring the creation ofnew networks as the prerequisite for securing further Federal support means. ineffect, that a given level of Federal funding will reach fewer students than if theexisting consortia could be the providers. In short, Congress can reach more stu-dents with the limited Federal dollars available if those of us who have developedan elaborate infrastructure are allowed to be the providers of the distance-learningcourses to new schools and students.

Second, we have developed a record of experience and quality performance. Wehave shown that we can provide courses that meet the highest professional stand-ards of the educators in our participating States. Equally important, we havelearned, through hard experience, how to make this technology work in the practi-cal classroom setting. There is no need for Congress to require other entities torepeat our experience and go through the trial-and-error learning process that wewent through. Mr. Chairman, when you have a partnership that has learned how todo something well, it makes sense to use that partnership's experience and expertiseto the fullest extent possible.
Third, we have substantial needs that, without Federal support, we will simply beunable to meet. As I mentioned earlier, we have literally hundreds of schoolswithpotentially thousands of students--that would like to participate in SERC. Unforta-nately, now that our Federal funding has run out, we are having to say no to them.We simply are unable to accommodate the added costs involved in supplying themwith the equipment and the courses. Allowing us once again to receive Federalfunds would enable us to serve the additional schools that would voluntarily chaoseto offer SERC courses to their students.Mr. Chairman, we have also had a chance to review your prepared legislation re-authorizing Star Schools. We fully support language allowing existing Star Schoolsconsortia to apply for continued funding and increasing the level of funding. Wealso, however, have two primary concerns

While we support efforts to reach additional populations, and expect to be work-ing with state and local officials to see how SERC courses can be made available toother types of students, we are concerned that the Department of Education couldinterpret the language to create a funding priority for serving these new groupsrather than simply permitting this expansion. Given the small amounts of moneythat are available for Star Schools. there simply is not adequate funding for StarSchuois to meet its initial goals (providing math, science, and foreign language tosmall or disadvantaged schools) and also place a priority on serving these new popu-lations.
We support working with the business community and are happy to include pri-vate sector participants in our partnership. We are concerned, however, that thecurrent legislation allows for-profit companies to be the actual grantees of StarSchools funds. We would suggest that only public agencies or nonprofit entities beeligible to receive the grants. They in turn, then contract with the private sectorpartners for necessary services and equipment.
Our overall concern is that the legislation shifts the general focus of Star Schoolsfrom its initial mission of prividing math, science, and foreign languages to schoolsthat would otherwise be unable to offer these classes to a new priority of providinga variety of different educational services to II host of new populations. Under thecurrent appropriations levels, there simply is not enough money to do both We
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would encourage the committee to keep its emphasis on the original objectives of
Star Schools.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, SERC's experience has validated the wisdom of the
committee creubing the Star Schools program. We have shown that you can use
this technology to provide quality academic instruction to students in small, disad-
vantaged schools that would otherwise not be able to offer these advanced math,
science, or foreign language classes to their students.

But we have only begun to exploit the possibilities offered by the technology. We
ask that the committee reaffirm the Federal commitment to the Star Schools pro-

ggaand
allow those of us who have mastered the use of this technology to again

il partners with the Federal Government in helping ensure that ail students
no matter how poor, small, or rural their schoolshave access to the courses they
will need to perform well in college and be competitive in the international market-
place of the 21st century.

've look forward to working with you and your staff ii. a collaborative effort that
uses distance-learning technology to help achieve America's long-term educational
goals.

APPENDIX A

IsEn Courses and Seminars 1989-911

SPRING 1989 ACADEMIC COURSES (PILOT SEMESTER)

High School Credit Courses

Number

of ,

stu
dents

Number
of

teach-
ETs

Nuniber
of sites

Probability & statistics 162 .

Introduction to Japanese ..... 202

High School Non-Credit Courses

Science, technolog and society senes.. ............................. ............. .... 14,655 . ..... . .......

Teacher College Credit Courses

/danced placement calculus for teachers 36

Teacher In-Service Program

University of Wisconsin Teleconference Series... 3,292

1989-1990 ACADEMIC YEAR COURSES

High School Credit Courses

Japanese I.... 921 . ,.
Russian 1 788 .... .. .....,..
Probability and Statistics 549 , .

Discrete Mathematics........ .,. .... . ... .,.... ............ . .. 582 .

AP Economic& Macroeconomics ....... .. . 368 ... ....
AP ECOROMICS; Microeconomics ..... ....... .. 336 ...

High School Non-Credit Courses

Science, technology and society seminars . . . 134

Teacher College Credit Courses

AP calculus for teachers .. . 20 .

Teacher In-Service Programs

Current issues in education (workshops/forums) . 471 122
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APPENDIX AContinued

[SERC Courses and Seminars 1989-91)

Algebra 1 for teachers

Teacher training in Mouiry-based science
1 158

1990-1991 ACADEMIC YEAR COURSES

Natter
of

stu-
dents

Number
of Number

teacir- of sites
ers

58

High School Credit Courses

kipanes 1
*tame II
Russianj

Russian!'

Probability and Statistics

Discrete Mathematics

AP Economics: Macroeconomics

AP Economics: Miroeconrs
Wodd Geography-Nonors

PhYsics

High Scheel Non-Credit Coyne%

Science, technotog and society %Ties .........
Pre-college guidance information series .

Teacher College Credit Courses

Melhodeogy and czriculum development in second language instruchon
Educational psychology of critical thinking skills............ ..... ...........
Special studies: Improving the high school

Teacher Is-Service Pisgramming

Engligh as a second language in-service workship

Technology education: Implementation of a new currisum preparing students for the
11st century

Videoconferencing: Its power for professional development. ........ . ........ ....... . ....
Science arid technology workshops for leathers 8-12.... ... ....... ............. ... .....
Strategies for improving schools teleworkshop series
foundations for the future: Career development at the elementary level
Making the dream work for our children: A new vision of school guidance

,

.....
...

:

,

1 121

278

786

163

684

738

310

277

434

61$

,

... ...... ....

t

.......

.........

..

37

18

12 ;

.

20

253

....

83

19
* 9

* 20

150

350

120rv...............-----.-- __ .. . .. i. .
-.- . - .- - .- - ..... ...- .. ......

* Enrollment remains open.

[Due to the high cost of printing, the additional material submitted by Mr. Vanceis retained in the files of the committee.]

[Star Schools overview videotape from STEP network in Wash-ington State shown.]
Mr. VANCE. As you can see, you are looking at technology, andthe things that we are able to do are to truly be able to link peopletogether from any part of the United States, link them to the re-sources they need no matter where they may be located geographi-callyand I hope that does come through. But please notice the
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network of people who sit behind the classes. Not only do we have
an instructor on line, talking to the teachers; we have tutors avail-
able; we have other support people who are interacting with the
kids. And I think as you see some of the other classes we're going
to get a look at, you'll see that with a network, almost a family
develops in these classes. It does take the distance out of this kind
of learning.

We are going to switch now and take a look at one of the first
high school courses that I mentioned, the physics course that is put
together by the Kentucky educational television network out of
Lexington.

Kentucky is in the unique situation of having its own very strong
model of distance learning that it offers for students in the State of
Kentucky, but as part of our consortium, the SERC consortium,
they are also able to make these resources available to students in
the other 23 States.

We are going to look at a segment of their class on videotape. I
mentioned that the first one would be taped. And the reason we
want to do that is to give you a chance to look at this other kind of
interactivity that I mentioned.

You all have been given keypads, and those keypads have a
series of numbers on them, yes/no keys, and so on, and by using
those little boxes that sit on the students' desks, they are able to
interact with their teachers in real time, and the teacher gets im-
mediate feedback as to what is going on with the students in re-
sponse to a question that he or she may be asking; it helps keep
track of students' progress; the teacher knows whether the class is
with him as a whole and also whether specific students need help.

We decided to show you this segment on videotape so that we
could be sure and highlight a section of a class that is making use
of this particular kind of technology. So we'll take about 5 minutes
and look at a physics course done for Kentucky educational televi-
sion and also offered to the Nation through SERC.

So if we could see that tape, please.
[High school physics class (SERC) videotape shown.]
Mr. VANCE. These are the results of keypad answers that the stu-

dents are punching in. [Pause.] If you were the student, you would
be pushing the "A", "B" or "C" response for this particular
answer. The little keypad that you have in front of you would give
you immediate feedback as to your answer, but then the answer
would also be transmitted through a computer and a telephone line
to Lexington, KY, which would make it appear on their television
screen.

I hope that little segment does show you that this kind of tech-
nology very much keeps the teacher in tune with what the stu-
dents are doing. He is not just standing there, lecturing into a tele-
vision camera and hoping the kids are getting it on the other end.
He and the students are very definitely connected with what is
going on.

I don't know if Chuck Duncan, the teacher here, knew that we
would be using this particular segment before a Senate committee.
He does a very excellent job with his classes, and they are having a
lot of success.
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I do need to warn you, too, I'm not here as a witness for physics,
so don't ask me any questions because I didn't have the benefit of
this class when I was going through school.

We were in Lexington, ICY in this particular class just now, and
now we are going to move a little farther West and move to Lin-
coln, NE. well move moving live to another SERC class. As I men-
tioned, Japanese 1 is one of the most popular classes that SERC is
able to offer, and I think there are three reasons for that. One, Jap-
anese is a language that a lot of students around the country and a
lot of schools have identified as something that they want to get
involved in, for a lot of reasons. Second, this particular class has a
vary strong instructional team behind the class, and in fact some of
the original results of uur studies on learning outcomes that have
been done have indicated that this particular class comes out very,
very favorably when we measure the learning outcomes of this
class as compared to students in traditional classes. We plan to
continue that kind of work.

Then the third factor is you are going to meet a very charismatic
teacher. I think sometimes you have these lucky accidents. Tim
Cook, who is the teacher involved with this Jananese class, was
travelling through Hawaii from China to somewhere back in the
United States, and he read a job ad on the bulletin board in the
airportand that's how we got Tim Cook after a thorough search
for people around the Nation. He has been with us from the very
beginning. He was in the pilot course that we initiated in spring of
1988, and he continues to be with us and is a very excellent teach-
er, as I think you'll see.

So what we're going to do now is join that class for about 5 min-
utes as observers. We won't ask you to interact at this point in
time, but we will come back to this class at the end of the time, at
about 10 minutes to 11, and Senators will have a chance to interact
not only with Tim, but some students he has in the studio today
working with him on some skits and some students that we have
on-line from the various States.

So we'll now go to Lincoln, NE and join the Japanese class.
[Live Japanese class (SERC) telecast from Lincoln, NE.)
Mr. VANCE. These are students from the dugs. They would nor-

mally be in the high school and have been invited into the studio
for participation on this day. I assure you it really was done before
we ever knew we would be here for this hearing today; but this is
done from time to time.

You should also have a copy of the textbook that is used in this
class sitting in front of you, and 1 believe we have highlighted the
lesson that they are working with today. So if you'd care to look at
that, you can see some of what the students have as backup for the
kind of work they are doing every day.

Today there will be almost 1,200 students taking this particular
class in three sections, and they will be interacting with Tim as
you see here 3 days a week, and then on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
since conversational practice is very important, they will be inter-
acting with native-speaking Japanese, 25 of whom are located in a
lab that we have in Lincoln, NE. And this course is so popular that
we are doubling the size of that class for next year, and we are
going to open up another language proficiency site in New Jersey.
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For some reason, we ran out of native Japanese speakers in Ne-
braska, but we found a few more in New Jersey, and we will be
opening up another lab because that ratio of approximately one
tutor to ten students is so extremely important. It is not one teach-
er teaching 1,200 kids. So we'll be able to double the size of this
class for the coming year, and we are very excited about that.

One other thing I might point out is that an advantage we gain
from using television as one of the teaching mediums is that you do
get to see the Japanese characteis superimposed on the screen. We
have an instructional design team that works with that kind of
thing. So we are using a multimedia approach to the teaching, so
that the visuals can appear right during the appropriate times
with the teaching, and that's a strength I think you'll find in any
distance learning program if you are able to bring that to it.

The students you hear, of course, with the voices that sound
slightly different are the ones that are on the telephone line. They
are connected through an audio-bridge that can handle up to 150
calls. That is located at our headquarters in Columbia, SC, but the
students can be amnected through this class or another class and
are interacting from the various schools around the country with
the teacher as the class is going on.

OK. We will be joining that class again, or at least some of the
students who are left from it, at 10:50 when the class ends, and
that is when you'll have an opportunity to ask either the students
or Tim Cook some questionsand I hope you will have some.

We are going to switch now, though, and move on to Stillwater,
OK, where we're going to have the opportunity to join the AP or
advanced placement American Government class that I mentioned.
And again, you will be watching this class for about 5 minutes, and
then it is your turn. We have scheduled time in this presentation
for you to be able to interact with the teacher, Bob Spurrier, and
with some of his students. And the subject may be very appropriate
since we are dealing with American Government, so feel free to
talk to the students either about the classthey may wish to ask
veil questionsor certainly, ask them about their experience with
'distance learning.

So let's move on to Stillwater, and we'll look at the Oklahoma
State University program in American Government.

[Live AdvancM Placement American Government class telecast
from Oklahoma.]

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you for the opportunity to inter-
rupt the class, Me. Spurrier. This is Ted Kennedy speaking to you
from Washington, DC. The members of the Senate Labor and
Human Resources Committee have been watching and listening in
on your class for the last 5 minutes or so, and it is very good of you
to allow us to participate. It is also fascinating to watch how the
lawmaking process is taught. [Laughter.) We in Congress try and
stick to those rules that you have been outlining very closely, but it
is always helpful to have a refresher course every now and then.

Let me mention how valuable your contribution today will be.
When we are considering legislation, we often call upon experts to
testify before the committee about their experience with a pro-
gram, and this testimony helps the committee to include the best
ideas on the legislation.
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Today, you are our experts on the subject of distance learning,
and the Star Schools program which we are considering today is a
program which provides Federal funds to enable students like you
to take distance learning classes like this AP American Govern-
ment class. So we will be very interested to hear your views on
how well it is working and the pros and cons of taking a course
over the television.

I understand that we have students on the line from Ohio, Mis-
sissippi, Illinois, West Virginia, Wyoming, Alabama, as well as the
students in the studio from Oklahoma.

Let me mention that for any of you who are participating in the
class today who do not have the chance to speak, we always accept
written testimony from the witnesses, so if you would Eke to write
a letter or statement to the committee, we will include it in the
hearing record.

Let's start of with a substantive question. I gather ycm have been
studying the roles of the different branches of government. Do you
have any views about Congress' role in the area of social programs?

Why don't we start with Chuck Lester, a student in the studio.
Mr. LESTER. The role of Congress in social welfare programs is

important; it is also very large. When I say it is important, there
are people in the country who really need the help, but I feel that
there is probably some waste in the system that could be trimmed
back so the people who really need it could get more. But I feel it is
a very important program.

Thl CHAIRMAN. Good. Let me, if I could, go to your views about
distance learning and invite members here to feel free to ask any
questions at this time. A number of members of our committee are
presentSenator Bingaman from New Mexico; Senator Simon
from Illinois; Senator Kerrey from Oklahomaexcuse me, Nebras-
kaand Senator Cochran from Mississippi. We have the advantage
here of having what they 'call the Congressional Record, so if you
make a mistake like that, you can erase it. But unfortunately, in
this program this morning, we can't do that. In any event, I do
apologize to my colleague, Senator Kerrey from Nebraska.

Senator Durenberger and Senator Hatch were also here earlier,
as well as other members.

Perhaps I'll ask my colleagues if they'd like to ask the panel out
there any questions.

Senator Bingaman.
Sena Or BINGAMAN. Let me ,just askI have often wondered if

technology in some cases doesn t get in the way of learning instead
of facilitate it. I know the conventional wisdom is that it facilitates
it because it does allow you to have access to excellent teachers,
and I think that is certainly a benefit. At times, though, I wonder
if the technology itself becomes the focus of attention, and you
really don't get down to the substance of the subjects that you are
trying to get into.

I don't know whom to address that question to, but I'd be inter-
ested in anybody responding who has participated in one of these
classes, and telling me whether they think it is really a benefit,

Mr. SPURRIER. Let's throw that out to Cara Peterson at Freder-
icktown High School in Fredericktown, OH to start off with, and
we'll pick up a couple other students as well.
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Cara, are you on-l; le?
Ms. PETERSON. Yes. I don't think the technology of the program

interferes at all. We learn just as much in this program as we
would in a regular government class, maybe even a little bit more
because it is more in detail. And with our teaching partner here at
home, on the days that we don't have the program, we review, and
she goes over everything with us. So it is actually a little bit more
in-depth.

Mr. SPURRIER. Let's follow up on that and go to Steve Thomas at
Spoon River Valley High School in London Mills, IL. Steve, how
would you respond to the Senator's question?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, I personally I3elieve and I think my class-
mates believe that we've gotten quite a bit out of the course, and I
think that it really, really helps a lot in understanding certain
things about government.

Mr. SPURRIER. OK. Let's go back tu Chuck here in the studio.
Perry High School students are close enough that they could
almost drive down to see us live in the classroom here in Stillwa-
ter.

Chuck, do you see any advantages or disadvantages in the tech-
nology?

Mr. LESTER, Well, I'd say that the technolop has helped me a lot
because not only do you get to hear somebody lecture, but the
graphics that are put up show the diagrams in our book so that
even if, say, somebody doesn't read the bookwhich I know they
should, but if they don'tthey'll get the graphic anyway, because
you put it up and you go over it in detail. So that is part of the
technology.

I also like being able to call in. That's part of it, too. So I don't
see any problems at all with the technology. If anything, it helps,
and that's all it does.

Mr. SPURRIER. Senator, does that respond Eufficiently to your
question?

Senator BINGAMAN. It sure does. I appreciate the answers very
much, and let some of these other Senators Psk some questions
here.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if I could direct a question to Patrick Gordon down in

Houston, MS, at Houston High School.
I notice that there are a few students there in the studio in Okla-

homa. I wonder how many students are able to participate at the
Houston High School, and how could we improve and enlarge the
program by getting a larger number of students involved in the
classroom settingor is there a real limit as to how many students
can participate at one time?

Mr. GORDON. Senator, we have three students that can take the
Government class at Houston. I think originally we had more, but
a lot of people are intimidated by it because it is an advanced
placement course. But we do have seven signed up for next year.

Senator COCHRAN. That'3 good to know. Do you have any sugges-
tions about how to relieve some of the concerns that students
might have who do feel intimidated? Do you have any suggestions
about how we can make it more relaxed or less intimidating?
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Mr. SPURRIER. Patrick, do you want to follow up on that? Do youthink the students are intimidated once they are in the course, oris it something that seems a little intimidating before they actuallyget in?
Mr. GORDON. Before they actually take it. Once I got in, I foundit's really not too much above the high school level, but people areafraid it s going to be just like college, with a lot of papers oo write,and stuff like that, and it scares them off.
Mr. SPURRIER. OK. I think the technology can sometimes be alittle bit intimidating. Nathalie and I have found in the past thatuntil you get people involved, even in the national communications

system and things we've done with other telecoms, people are alittle apprehensive until they begin work with the media, and thenall of a sudden you forget about it, and you are just sort of there,and it becomes very natural.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. To follow urt, how do students get help and as-sistance if they have questions after class, or if they have questionsabout homework? How does that work? Maybe the students cangive us some reaction.
Mr. SPURRIER. OK. Let's go to Kaycee, WY and Jared Tinnin. We

haven't been out there yet. Senator Kennedy has a quesCon aboutcan you follow up with us if you have questions after class.
Mr. TINNITC Yes, you can call in on the toll-free number and askany questions afterward, and also you can talk to your teachingpartner if it is something that can be asked here.
Mr. SPURRIER. And Senator Kennedy, I might point out that theteaching partner is really a crucial link in the system the way wedo it here from Oklahoma State University through the Arts andSciences Telecom Service. The idea is that the teacher in the class-room is a certified teacher, not necessarily in social sciences, butthere is always a certified teacher in the classroom working direct-ly with the students and back and forth with Nathalie and me herein Stillwater. And we find that we get to know those teaching part-ners very well over the course of a semester.
Jared Tinnin out in Kayree is one who we are on the phone withquite a bit, and it is something that really helps us know ahead oftime if there are problems coming up and also provides a secondsource of information for the student beyond the SOO telephonenumber that is on-line here all the time.
The CHMRMAN. SPriator
SCHator SIMON. Yes. First, I'm pleased to have IAmdon Mills, ILamong those who are out there.

am curious---we had an example of Japanese, and I can under-stand why you have to use this kind of system to teach somethingwhere there aren't eachers in many schools who can offer Japa-nese. Hut in a course like American Government, what is the ad-vantage of doing this by satellite over the traditional kind of class-room setup?
I would he interested in a reaction from either teaclwrs or stu-dents on this.
Mr, SPURRIER. OK. Let's go to Spoon Myer Valley Iligh Schoolout in Illinois and get their respimse.
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Mr. THOMAS. Well, you have an actual college professor who has
a much broader education with a doctorate. Some schools can't
afford that type of teacher, with that high of a degree, to actually
teach there.

Mr. SPURRIER. We're having a little bit of trouble hearing you
out there.

Senator, could you hear the response?
Senator SIMON. I heard it with some difficuky. But I would also

be interested in having a teacher respond.
Mr. SPURIUER. OK. Joy Roberts, are you out there near a phone

in Spoon River Valley.
MS. ROBERTS. Yes, I am.
Mr. SPURRIER. Great. You can respond to Senator Simon's ques-

tion, then.
Ms. ROBERTS. Well, we only have three boys in our class here,

and they are of the upper level, but they seem to be rather inter-
estEd in it; I think they are getting a lot of good informaCon. Pro-
fessor Spurrier and Nathalie have really brought out good points in
their lectures. The graphics are great. I think they are getting a
much better understanding of how government works. They are
getting much more, I think, than they do in an actual class here in
the high school.

Senator SIMON. OK. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I follow up on Senator Simon's question.

Would most of you be interested in taking another course in dis-
tance learning? Have you found that it has been very satisfactory
to you in terms of the educational experience?

I'd ask any of the students to comment.
Mr. THOMAS. I would say a big advantage is simply the speak-

erslike right now we are on the phone with a Senate commit-
teeyou can't get something like that in a class. So the speakers
that we have, and the way the program is set up is very good.

But one disadvantage, the mikjor disadvantage, is the fact that
we can't stop and have a one-on-one conversation if we really don't
understand something, because we just can't stop with all the other
schools on the line.

As far as our teacher partner goes, I think I could speak for him
in saying that he is learning just as much as we are; this helps him
just as much for his classes as it does us. I think that having a pro-
fessor gets us ready for college and prepares us and lets us know a
little bit more what to expect.

So I think it is a very big advantage overall.
Mr. SPURRIER. I think I may have stepped on a question that

came out a moment ago. If you could repeat the question from
Washington about whether students would be willing to take an-
other coursewas that the question?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Do they feel from the experience of taking
this course that it was sufficiently useful and valuable that they'd
be willing to take another course in distance learning, in another
subject matteror do they feel like they've done this, and they
want to move on to something else?

Mr. SFURRIER. Let's go out to West Virginia, to Herbert Iloover
High School. April Swiney, are you there?

Ms. SWINE?, N'es, sir, I am.
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Mr. SPURRIER. Would you be willing to take another course like
this?

Ms. SWINEY. Oh, yes. As a matter of fact I'm considering taking
Japanese next year.

Mr. SPURRIER. Great. What about some of you here in the studio
from Perry; now that you've been through almost an entire semes-
ter, would you be willing to go at it again via satellite with a differ-
ent course?

Mr. LESTER. Definitely. I think I have enjoyed this class enough
and learned enough that 1 wouldn't hesitate to take another one.

Mr. SPURRIER. OK. Nathalie, you might throw that to a couple of
other students here and see if we get similar endorsements, or if
they tell us this isn't what they want at all.

Ms. GENTRY. OK. Let's go back to Fredericktown, OH. Cara Pe-
terson, are you there?

Ms. PETERSON. Yes, I'm here.
Ms. GENTRY. What do you think about it? Would you take a

course like this again?
Ms. PETERSON. Yes, I would take another one. As a matter of

fact, I'm taking AP calculus by satellite right now, and chemistry
is offered at our school, and two of the students in our class take
AP chemistry, and we have no inroblems with that.

Ms. GENTRY. How about Patrick Gordon in Houston, MS?
Mr. GORDON. This is my second satellite course. In fact, I have

already had applied economics, and I enjoyed it, and that's really
the reason 1 took this course is because of my experience with ap-
plied economics.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I ask the teachers, Bob and Nathalie, how
this experience is different from the ordinary teaching experience,
and have you enjoyed it as teazhers.

Mr. SPURRIER. Oh, I think we enjoy it very much. I think the
overall give and take with the students is frequent, and they are
not at all intimidated about calling in to the studio, and they are
doing a good job.

Nathalie?
Ms. GENTRY. We keep in frequent contact with our students on a

weekly basis. We have quizzes, exams and papers. So just about
every week we are getting something in the mail from the stu-
dents. This makes it easier for us to track their progress, point out
the students who may need a little bit more help from their teach-
ing partners.

Our teaching partners for the most part are real good about call-
ing us if there is a problem or if there has been good progress made
with a particular student; or if someone has placed well in some
sort of contest, we always like to know that so that we can give
them the recognition that is due them over the air.

So we have a lot of contact with the teaching partners and a lot
of contact with the students. They use the 800 number very fre-
quently, and we are available to them most of the time, and it has
been real rewarding.

Mr. SPURRIER. One of the joys of being on live, Senator, as you
pointed out earlier, is when you make a mistake, they take some
delight in giving us a call and saying, "By the way, do you realize
you made a mistake on that?" And about all you can do is fess up
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at that point, because they've got you on videotape. [Laughter.] We
do appreciate it if we do have some glitch that they give us as call
and let us know about it.

Another thing I think taut we can't stress too much is the impor-
tance of the teaching partners out in the participating schools, as I
mentioned a moment ago. They are really a tremendous asset to
the program. We find in the context of student performance, the
students who are doing the best as a group tend to be the students
who have the most enthusiastic teaching partners out in their
schools, who are encouraging them and really motivating them to
keep up with us at all times.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you how do you give the exams and
?sts?
Ms. GENTRY. As to the question on the technology, whether it is

to our advantage to use the technology or if it gets in the way, for
this particular course it works to our advantage because we can
stay much more up-to-date and give them current information as
opposed to just giving them textbook material which, as you know,
once the textbook comes out, a lot of times the material in there is
a little outdated. Although this is a goad foundation, and we have a
really good textbook that we use, we like to give them current ex-
amples so they can relate what they learn in the textbook to what
is happening today, and this gives them a better overall picture, so
I think they learn a lot more effectively that way.

Mr. SPURRIER. Let me give an example of that an the Persian
Gulf war. Hostilities broke out on a Wednesday evening, and by
Friday's broadcast, the next scheduled broadcast, we were able to
go up with a full 45-minute show on the war powers, the power of
Congress to declare war, the role of the President as Commander-
in-Chief and chief diploma, and bring something to life. We had
originally scheduled the program that day on the structure of Fed-
eralism very early in the semester, and with Nathalie's help and
Lisa Allen, our producer-dircctor, we scrapped everything, re-
worked it and come on with graphics and everything. That was
something that we were able to do because of the live medium that
you can't do with any other sort of material, certainly not the print
material.

Another thing that is very important to our course is the Con-
gressional Quarterly Weekly Report. I'm sure those of you in the
Senate are familiar with it We use that as text material for the
students. so every week they are getting a ef.w copy for CQ that
update's them in written form about what is going on in Washing-
ton. and then we make assignment!, out of it. and they also use it
for some of their term papers and so forth.

Nathalie. do you want to follow up on that?
Ms. GENTRY. As you said, we have the CQ material that we use;

we also ask them to usc the Government manual and the Congres-
sional Director, and that way they have as much current informa-
tion as possible. We are having them write a couple term papers
',his semester using this current information, and most of the stu-
dents I have heard from have learned an awful lot from it,

Mr. SPURRIER. And I think thr video that we are able to do, the
graphics-- you've seen a few this morning, both the straight letter
graphics and also some of the videotape things we havewe are
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trying to teach a generation that has grown up with MTV, and it isa visually oriented generation, and it is very difficult to do.When I leave the studio here and go into a regular classroom.even though it is an honors class, at Oklahoma State, I feel asthough I've left part of my equipment back at the studio because Icannot do things nearly as easily in a regular classroom to illus-trate visually what I'm teaching as I can here on the satellite.
The CHAIRMAN. We have been joined by Senator Thurmond, andjust before he questions, I was wondering how you give exams andhow they are corrected, and how that is different from what hap-pens in a regular classroom.
MS. GENTRY. Dr. Spurrier and I come up with the questions forthe quizzes and exams and the topics for the papers. We haveasked the students to write essays on two or three of the majorexams that we've given. We come up with all that material, and wesend it to the teaching partners to be duplicated and distiibuted.Once that has been taken care of, we have them send that back tous in the mail; we grade them and record them, keep track of thegrade that they would make here at OKJ, send those materialsback to the teaching partner, and then the teaching partner hasfinal say over the grade that the student will receive, depending onhow their school district does their grading. So we do most of thework on this 1-nd, and then we send it back to the teaching part-ners for the final dispensing of the grades.

Mr. SPURRIER. The pattern is to try to match the college boardAP examination in U.S. Government and Politics that many ofthese students will be taking at the end of the semester, which is acombination of objective, multiple-choice questions and essay ques-tions. So when we send the exam out to the teaching partners, wesend along an answer sheet ar the objective segment to givealmost immediate feedback on that part.But one of the important things on the AP exam and in a collegegovernment course is the ability to express oneself in writing andessay form, so those are sent back here for Nathalie and me tograde, and we usually have about a 24-hour turn-around to getthem in the mail and back to the students.
That's the basic format. We are teaching the course at the col-lege level, and as Nathalie said, we will give a grade the studentwould have learned if he or she were enrolled in a college coursehere at Oklahoma State, but because this is a high school coursefor the student's transcript, the teaching partner has discretion toadjust that grade if necessary to fit into the high school gradingsystems around the country.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. We'll have to move on. We want to thankyou again for letting us join the class today and for oil your helpfulinsights and comments. And for those who didn't get a chance tospeak. if you want to drop us a note on your reaction to this wholelearning experience, we'll make it a part of the record. You canwrite to us here, to myself or Senator Hatch, in the U.S. Senate,and we'il be glad to mention the Star Schools hearings and will in-clude your comments as part of the record.
We'll switch back to Mr. Vance. Thank you very much.Mr. VANCF.. Thank you, Senator Kennedy.
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If I might follow up very quickly on a very important question
that I think Senator Simon raised in terms of why do we pick the
classes we pick and the specific topics that we deal with. For the
most part, of course, it is very easy to identify math and the sci-
ences as areas of high need in this country, and most of the dis-
tance learning programs are targeted toward schools that simply
are not able to provide those resourceslargely on the basis of the
size of the schools, they are not able to do it.

In the case of the American Government course and a course
such as World Geography such as SERC offers, I think you heard
some Yen, good answers. Geography is also a topic that has been
identified as one that needs to be dealt with in a more eifective
way in the United States. So in the SERC model and in some
others, we are using a master teacher who is not only teaching the
World Geography course but is also modelling that course for certi-
fied social studies teachers who are required to be in the class with
the students, but may not have the skills to deal with that particu-
lar course. So we are also able to teach teachers at the same time
we are dealing with the students.

And of course, as some of the students said, using this technolw,
is a wonderful way t.., bring people such as yourselves into the
classroom. Students in Leland, MS had a wonderful opportunity to
interact with Senator Kennedywe seem to be sticking him on our
audio-bridge more than some of the rest of you, but we want to get
you on as welland that's an experience they still talk about be-
cause they got to talk to him about the breakdown of the Berlin
Wall and the changes that are taking place in eastern Europe.
Those are experiences they just don't get to have any other way in
those particular kinds of classes.

We're going to move on to Lincoln, NE. And Senator Kennedy, I
appreciate you moving the distinguished Senator from Nebraska to
Oklahoma earlier. Recently when I made a pmsentation to another
group, I promoted a Congressman to a Senator, and I was told that
was okay as long as I didn't go the other way. So I'm glad to hear
that that can happen on all sides.

We are going to rejoin the Japanese team. They are sitting there
now. These are the students who have finished the class with Tim
Cook.

I'm going to turn it back over to Senator Kennedy, Tim, to wel-
come you back to this congressional hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning to Tim Cook and the Japanese I
class. This is Ted Kennedy from the Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee in Washington. Thank you for letting us talk to
you for a few moments about distance learning.

As you know, we are in the middle of a hearing on this subject,
and we wanted to invite some experts like yourselves to tell us
what it is like to talc:. a course by satellite.

I understand we have schools on-line from Iowa, South Carolina,
Ohio, Mississippi, Georgia, and Wisconsin as well as those in the
studio from Nebraska.

Again. I invite members to feel free to ask Tim and the students
questions at this time

First, would any of the students in the studio from Fr.mnont High
School like to make any comments?
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Mr. COOK. Let me introduce them. Good morning to all of you.The students here from Fremont High School are: Ken Lowther,
Becky Drieling and Melanie Stoltenberg. If you have any questionsfor them, we'd be more than happy to answer them.

The CHAIRMAN. Tim, what is it like for you to teach Japane-eover a satellite oetwork; what are the pros and cons, in your view?
Mr. COOK. Well, the cons are obviousI can't see the students di-rectly in front of me; I can't get their facial reactions to things, andI can't interact with all of the thousand students that we have on apersonal basis Givery day. But I try to emphasize what I can do byTV, and there are a lot of things I can do that an ordinarr class-room teacher couldn't do.
I feel like I can play with reality more than anything; I can showsomething on TV, and there are all kinds of visual things I can dowith pictures and with video. Even really small pictures whichwon't be very big in a classroom, you can't see them very well, on aTV screen, you can take a small picture and make it as big as theTV screen. So there are a lot of visual things that I can do that Ican't do in the classroom.
I think for the students it is fun to be able to interact with theTV. Usually, TV is just one way, and to be able to talk back to theTV is fun for me, and I think i. is fun for all of us who are in-volved.
Let me also introduce the students who are on-line today. Wehave Thad Murphy from North Fayette High School in WestUnion, IA; Gwen Williams from Princeton High School in Cincin-nati, OH; Shannon Staats from Green Sea Floyds High School,Green Sea, SC; Lisa Hoyer from Dublin High School, Dublin, GA;and Jennifer Franklin from Hernando High School, Hernando, MS.The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thurmond is here, and I think he had aquestion or two.
SeDatOr THURMOND. Shannon Staats, I want to say we are veryproud of you, and please extend my greetings to all the students atGreen Sea High School.
I'd like to ask you what it is like to learn Japanese by satellite.Ms. &MATS. It has been a very interesting experience interactingwith the Japanese facilitators, the teacher. with Tim, and ofcourse, our tutors, and working with people from all over the coun-try. It changes learning a little bit, but I think it helps, too.
Senator THURMOND. Well, congratulations, and many goodwishes to you.
Ms. STAATS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bob Kerrey.
Senator KERREY. Tim, it is good to see you. Your parents arehere watching you on television as well.
Let me just ask you if you'd have said yes if one of the 16,000school boards in America would have tried to recruit you to comein and teach 5 or 6 periods a day, with 25 students in a period;would you have found yourself agreeing to teach in a traditionalclassroom?
Mr, Coox. Actually, my experience teaching in a classroom hasbeen mostly in other countries; I haven't spent a whole lot of timein this country in a classroom except as a student, In a way, I envyclassroom teachers because they are right there where it is happen-
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ing, but I don't think I'd trade this experience for anything in the
world. I feel fortunate that I have been able to do a lot of interest-
ing things up to now, but this is the most fun thing I have ever
done, and I wake up every morning, thinking, "Gosh, I get to go to
work and do this again." [Laughter.]

Senator KERREY. I guess one of the things I was focusing on is
that it seems extraordinary to me that you are teaching 1,200 stu-
dents a day, that you manage to teach such a large number of stu-
dents. My experience in Elkhorn, NE, where I visited a school
where the students were learning, their conclusion was that they
learn faster, they learn Japanese better, they learn languages
better. All three of thy students that I talked to had taken lan-
guages, and they said they learned it faster, and they learned it
better, and the numbers as I have examined them appear to cause
us to colclude that they also learn it cheaper, which is a pretty
devastating combination for th.ve of us who are paying for it.
[Laughter.]

Mr, COOK. I think the students who are taking this coursewe
feel like we are a community spread out all over the countryand
the students are enthusiastic and want to see it succeed. There are
usually some problems during this kind of a course, that they are
learning anything by TV, and I think they might be working
harder for this course and want to see it succeed.

Senator KERREY. Tim, one follow-up question. I know you work
directly with Liz Hoffman, who used to be a public school teacher,
and she left to join the Nebraska Department of Education just to
put this thing together. She is a very gifted teacher, an award-win-
ning teacher in languages. How important is it to have a gifted
teacher like that being directly and actively involved in the devel-
opment of the curricular program?

Mr. COOK. You couldn't imagine how important it is because
there are just zillions of little details that I have forgotten since I
was in the classroom, and she'll tell me. Tim, you can't do that be-
cause either the students won't understand it, or the facilitator or
the classroom teacher won't understand what you're doing. Or
she'll say that's wonderful, they'll really groove onto that. She
came right of the classroom before she joined us, and she is really
an excellent teacher, She has won awards, and she is famous all
over the country. I feel so fortunate that she is with us in this pro-
gram. and I don't know what I'd do without her. She has been my
mentor.

Senator KERREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VANCE. Tim, part of my job is to take off my classroom

teacher hat and wear my television hat, and I'm trying to keep us
n time, and we're doing a good job so far.
The Senators I am sure would express their gratitude for your

joining us today.
The CHAIRMAN. We certainly do. Thank you very much. This has

been enormously helpful and valuable, and we are grateful to all of
you for sharing your experience in this distance learning class.

Thank you very, very much.
Mr. COOK. Thank you. It has been fun for us, too.
The CHAIRMAN Senator Simon.
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Senator SIMON. Could I just ask one question. What is the limithe is teaching 1,200; could he teach 12,000; could he teach 12000?Mr. VANCE. The limit that we are dealing with currently, Sena-tor, is that we keep that ratio of tutors that are on the line interac-tively 2 days a week with the students to approximately one-to-tenor one-to-twelve.
As I mentioned earlier, we are currently expanding that fromthe 1,200 students thvt we serve now to 2,400 students for the nextyear, which is doilbie 'rut still not !he number of students that wewould like to serve.
What you will see happen with interactive learning in the nextfew years as we reline the process is getting to take a look at whattruly needs to be interactive. You saw some skits in an earlier partof this presentation. Those skits will not always need to be live andinteractive, so we'll be able to use the other time that we havetechnology available to do what we discover truly has to be interac-tive. We are on the cutting edge of the use of this technology forlearning, and as we refine what we know about it, we can expandthe number of students.
We will get to 12,000 students, but we are still in the process offinding out how to do that most effectively.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We need to move on. We've got one more livedemo, and then Gary will be invited to join our next panel for thequestions.
Senator THURMOND. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I need to getback to the Judiciary Committee. Could I make just a brief state-ment?
The CHAIRMAN. We're going live, Strom. I know that you have togo on.
Senator THURMOND. Oh, I see. I'd just ask that my statement beput in the record, and commend Mr. Vance and Mr. Cauthen forthe great job they're doing.
Mr. VANCE. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We'll make sure your statement is put in therecord.
[The prepared statement of Senator Thurmond followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR THURMOND

Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here this morning for thislive interactive hearing on Star Schools. Seeing Star Schools inactionsuch as we are doing today--is most worthwhile.Just a few years ago, it was a privilege for me to support the es-tabl'ishnwnt of Star Schools, which allows students in K through 12to take courses by way of satellitewhich they otherwise wouldnot be able to take. For example, some high school students inrural areas are now able to take courses in Russian I and II, Japa-nese I and H, Physics, Advanced Placement Economics, Precalcu-lus, and several others. Just a few years ago these same courseswere not available, but now through satellite technology many stu-dents can participate in these challenging courses.Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to commend thework of my good friend Henry Cauthen, the president of the South
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Carolina Educational Television Network and also the cochair of
SERC, the Satellite Educational Resources Consortium located in
Columbia, SC. Henry has been a real leader in the development
and implementation of Star Schools, and also in getting SERC up-
and-running.

As you know, more thau 20 States are a part of the SERC part-
nership, which provides for-credit courses via satellite to high
school student& At the present time, about 5,400 students are en-
rolled in courses 23 states. I am pleased with the progress that has
been evidenced in just a few short years.

Mr. Chairman, I want to also tAe this opportunity to welcome a
fellow South Carolinian to the hearing, Mr. Gary Vance, the execu-
tive director of SERC. He has done a fine job in not only adminis-
tering SERC, but also in attracting financial commitments from
State and local education agencies, and corporate and foundatirn
support. This is a partnership at its best, and I wish to commend
him for his fine work. It is a pleasure to have him here today to
moderate the demonstration and also to present testimony.

In closing, it is again a privilege to be here, and I look forward to
reviewing the testimony.

Mr. VANCE. We'll now move on to Spokane, WA, where we'll join
a group of middle school students who are involved in a science
class. By my calculation, it is 8 in the morning out thereSenator
Adams may correct me if I'm wrong, but that's the way I figure it.
So let's quickly join them.

The CHAIRMAN. We want to thank you for joining us so early in
the morning out there. You are participating in a Senate hearing
on the Star Schools program. We are gathering information about
distance learning and what it is like for both teachers and students
to take a course via satellite.

I understand that you are not usually in the studio, but that you
are usually sitting in a classroom and taking the class over the tel-
evision. Can you tell us a little bit about what it is like and wheth-
er you have found it to be a useful educational experience?

Maybe I could ask Debbie Wilson if she would be good enough to
respond.

MS. WILSON. Good morning, Senator.
I'm Debbie Wilson, and I am teaching the middle school science

class. We have a combination of students here with us this morn-
ingnot all from the middle school science class. We also have two
students from our AP English class. Getting people here at this
time of the morning was not simple, so we took whoever was clos-
est. The middle school science student did get up at 3:30 and leave
this morning, so let's start with them and let them introduce them-
selves.

We'll start with Tim.
TIM. I'm Tim from Oroville, which is right on the Canadian

border, and I'm taking the science class.
MAIMIE. I'm Maddie, and I live in Oroville, too, and I'm taking

the same science class.
Senator ADAMS. Why don't the two of you tell them how far

away Orovilk. is from Spokane?
MADDIE. It is 5 hours, approximately. [Laughter.]

"
5 0
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Senator ADAMS. Just so you can get some idea about how bigthat State is out there.
TRAVIS. My name is Tray, and I go to Freeman High School,which is 20 miles southeast of Spokane.
CHARMAINE. My name is Channaine. I also go to Freeman HighSchool, and I take the AP English class.
Ms. Wusorr. Thanks, gang. They want to know some detailsabout what it's like for you in the class. Let's start with Maddieand Tim.
Tim, tell us about technology in this class. We've been usingtechnology to do this class. What do you think would be a good wayto continue or improve on it?
TIss. Well, the toest way it could be improved would be a fasterway of conveying written material over the distances. That couldbe done by FAX or by computer system.
Ms. WILSON. And part of the Star Schools money that we havegotten already and are putting into our network is for computersto share data back and forth over the satellite system and over thephone lines.
Let's talk to Travis and Charmaine a little bit. Travis, let's startwith you. What do you think about your English skills this year,and how have they changed as a result of this class?
Timm. Well, basically, I have learned many things that I nevereven knew about. I have learned how to read analytically and in-ferential reading, and I have reaa a couple works of literature thatI didn't even know existed; they are may popular pieces of litera-ture, and I had never even heard of them before. So I have broad-ened my horizons, basically.
Ms. WILsoN. Charmaine, can you add anything to that?
CHARMAINE. My essays are a lot more organind, and they stickto one topic a lot better than they did at the beginning of the year.Ms. WILSON. Do any of you have to add about your peer groupout there that you are interacting with on a daily basis throughthe class? How has that affected you?
CHARMAINE. You can compare what your scores arefor in-stance, we have a "Shining Star" list, and you can see how well theother schools are doing, and that makes you want to do better, soyou try harder. It's a competition thing with the schools.
Senator ADAMS. Deborah, if I might break in a minutethis isSenator Adams. When we started thls program, one of the concernsthat we were trying to cover was the great distances between thevarious schools and the fact that teachers could net be available atthat particular time. Have you found that you are able to contactyour teachers through this system and get information that youneed that you would otherwise get from a teacher in the schoolroom? We are trying to spread our teaching staff out to some of thesmaller schools.
Tray, I know you have been involved in this, and I know you arean all-league tackle, so I'd like to know your feeling about whatkind of communication you are getting from the teacher now,TRAVIS. Yes, it is very easy to get hold of our teachers. They arejust a phone call away. You can talk to them on the program, butif you don't get the chance then, you can just go to a phone andcall them here at the office, and usually they have someone here

48-881 - 91 - 2 34
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that you can talk to and get the information that you need from
the class or assignments or help with something. After school, you
can call in and get help on assignments or just talk with the teach-
er.

Senator ADAMS. Is the FAX system in yet in your area, where
you can get it over the phone linesmaybe I'd better ask Deborah
that.

MS. WILSON. Some of the schools do have FAXes. We have one in
the studio, of course. But not all of the schools ao have a FAX ma-
chire capability. The data transmission system with the computers
is not going to be in place until fall; that will help the English stu-
dents a lot share assignments and let them critique each other's
work much more easily than they can do it now. The English
teacher is real excited about the ability to do that, and we're really
excited in the science class about the ability to share data rapidly
and quickly.

Senator ADAMS. Deborah, could you have two of the students
comment on Oroville and the relationship of the program there, be-
cause I think many people don't understand how scattered and
how remote certain parts of the State are, and why we consider
this program so valuable.

Do you want to describe your high school a little bit, where it is
and what you have received, from the STEP program that you were
not receiving before in terms of your curriculum?

Ms. Wrisori. Maddie, do you want to try that?
MADDIE. Sure. Our high school is pretty smallwell, it's not

really small, but it does have a really small number of people in it.
It is different from the other science classes. I am currently taking
physics, and it is like a group thing, and with this, it is all over,
and you can learn a lot of stuff, and if other people have questions,
you can learn, too. If they calf in and talk to Debbie, they might
ask questions that you never thought of asking right there, but you
did want to know about.

Senator ADAMS. How many are in your school, approximately?
MADDIE. Two hundred.
Senator ADAMS. And what is the nearest town to Oroville?
MADDIE. Tonasket.
Senator ADAMS. OK, now you are getting the point across of

what I'm trying to indicate to people, which is that this gives you
an up-to-date physics curriculum that you might not otherwise
have in that small city.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Have you thought about what courses you might take next year

through distance learning, or do you know what courses are going
to be available yet?

MS. WILSON. Well, we are changing our offerings. We are adding
more courses. We still have the strong language orientation with
Japanese and Spanish and Russian, but we are adding a high
school technology class and a high school applied math class. Three
of the students are graduating and going on to college, so it will
have to be Tim who can address that question.

Tim, have you thought about taking a language over the satel-
lite?
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Tim. Yes. Before I am out of high school, I plan on taking a lan-guage, and also probably some math courses over satellite.
Senator ADAMS. Tim, what do you think could make this pro-gram better for you? What additional tools should we be thinkingofI mentioned the FAX machine, computers, other ways of com-municating in addition to this face-to-face contact, which I think isjust a gigantic step forward, but I'd like to be sure we are focusingon all the things you need.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Adams, I apologize to you and to Tim,but we are about to lose the satellite in about 20 seconds.I want to thank all of you, and maybe you could give a littlethought to that and drop Senator Adams a note.We want to thank all of you for permitting us to enter yourclassroom and for your very, very useful and helpful comments.Maybe you could give them the rest of the day off from school,Ms. Wilson. [Laughter.) Thanks an awful lot.
Ms. Winsost. They've got to change classes in a few minutes, andwe've gut seven other kids ready to play science TV students here,so we're excited about that, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks very much.
That concludes the demonstration portion of our hearing, and Iwould extend a special thank you to Gary Vance who was an excel-lent moderator for the demonstration. Your explanations wereenormously helpful, and I hope you'll join our next panel at thetable, Gary.
I think this experience of seeing this program in the differentcommunities, having the opportunity to participate in classes inMississippi as well as in my own State, and seeing the dimensionacross this country from Washington, DC to Washington State, theMidwest, and the vast degree of information that is moving is enor-mously helpful. And I think what was so impressive was the liveli-ness of those students. You can see that they are learninF and ben-efittingand they are excited about it, too. You just can t miss thecentral points of this experience, and that certainly has been enor-mcusly valuable to me in this demonstration.
For all intents and purposes, if any of the members want tomake opening statements, this would be the time to do it, or wecan put them in the record and move to the first panel.We have two panels, and we hope members can remain.Senator KERREY. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Kerrey.
Senator KERREY. I do have a longer statement that I want to in-clude in the record, but since I am not on this committee, it mightbe useful to say that I've spent a lot of time in contact with theStar Schools program in Nebraska, and the question that I directedat Tim was designed to provoke indeed the response that he gave,which was a very enthusiastic statement in support of having agifted teacher in charge of or connected to the programmingas

have had a lot of experience with telecommunications and theattempt to apply it in school before, and I could bring before thecommittee, as I am sure you have seen as well, lots of "born!, s", lotsof them that just don't work. They are very exciting, you look atthe video disk, you look at the application and you think gosh, this
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is greatbut somehow it doesn't work in the classroom. I think the
key that unlocks that is having at every stage possible, particularly
the programming, where they are constantly acIjusting fire on a
daily basis, to make certain that that curriculum in fact works for
the students.

The second thing that I would urge the committee to consider is
that there are 16,000 boards out there that are having to make the
decision as well as 110,000 principals who are running the schools
thernselves, and notwithstanding our language to deregulate those
Enl.lools, the tact is almost every, single impulse that we have to try
to improve them requires them to do additional paperwork to get
over just the physical tasks that we have given them. So they find
themselves in a board meeting, face-to-face with all kinds of sales-
people who are trying to sell them some new technology, and it is
extremely difficult to answer the question "What works?" If I've
got $10,000 or $20,000 to spend in a relatively small school district,
the question of "What works?" becomes a paralyzing question.

So for your committee's use, Mr. Chairman, I would urge you to
look for perhaps some way at the local level to assistin perhaps a
laboratory fashionto assist us in trying to answer how do you
make that application work, because those boards are sitting out
there in a position much like most of us, that is, that we are at an
age where we don't understand the technology at allI'm sure the
chairman does, of course--

The CHAIRMAN. Of course he does. [Laughter.]
Senator KERREY. but which makes it extremely difficult to

make a decision. Those boards need an awful lot of assistance; oth-
erwise they will apply it incorrectly.

The CHAIRMAN. 1 think that's an excellent comment, I hope
maybe we can get from our first panel some suggestions on it be-
cause I think the Senator raises the point that there are going to
be common questions asked all over the country, and being able to
be of some help and assistance in terms of local communities is
something that clearly we ought to be addressing.

We thank the Senator from Nebraska from coming. You are wel-
come any time. We appreciate very much your longstanding inter-
est in the program, and your statement will be included in the
record.

Senator KERREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kerrey follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KERREY

I want to commend the committee for conducting this hearing on tile Star Schools
program and for including the demonstration of the Japanese language course,
which originates in Lincoln, NE, and is distributed through the Satellite Education-
al Resources Consortium tSERC1 to students in 22 States.

The Star Schools program is a success storythe kind of success story which
should be expanded and replicated. Students are able to learn subjects for which it
is often difficult to find good teachers. Moreove, it appears they learn the subject
faster and better than th:-ough other available methods And. for icing on the cake
it appears the per pupil cost is less. Faster, better, cheaper is an exciting combina-
tion.

Star schools and SERC have been crucial in helping deliver satellite technology to
schools. Currently 67 schools in Nebraska have uplinks These uplinks are the basic
building blocks in the system. They mean access and participation. Without them,
there would be no system.

3 7,
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Before spending time with students and teachers who are using this technology, I
was skeptical about ita merits. My impression was it would be nothing more than
the talking hesds which bored so many of us into submission in the 1960's and
1970's. Furthet, aaving heard so many unfulfilled promises about the potential of
high tech teaching devices I thotwht this would be another disappointment.

After spending time with stu&nts and teachers who are using the Star school
technolop, I am sold on its potential to dramatically improve the performance of
America s primary and secondary school students. If we do this one right and if we
connect it to the need for more home based learning, i.e., adult education, we could
have an even greater success in the making.

Mr. Chairman, this will not be an easy venture. One of the most important keys
to making the Japanese language program work is that a gifted classroom teacher is
m charge of the program development. It must be said with emphasis that Star
school technoloay is nut easy to apply. We cannot just turn on some machines
hoping the learning will occur automatically.

In Nebraska, we are fortunate to have a fully developed Educational Television
Network which enjoys broad political support. wry has built a much deserved rep-
utation for programming and progressive thinking about the educational challenges
in our communities.

The most immetente challenge is to sustain and expand our support fur Star
schools. Beyond this we should look for ways to help our schools discover technology
applications that work. Every one of America's 110,000 schools is busy morning,
noon, and night just trying to accomplish the long list of things Mich the public
wants them to accomplish. (Some of the most difficult programs for our schools are
those which are "cost free". . . the ones which purport to increase accountability
but merely increase the amount of paperwork.)

Every one of America's school boards is deluged with presentations by equipment
sales people who offer some new gimmick to make teaching easier. AR of them
promise a miracle; the dilemma is trs lag to separate the merely revolting from the
truly revolutionary.

I would respectfully suggest the committee look for a mechanism to encourage the
development of public-nonprofit centers of applied educational technology. These
centers should be looking for useful educational applications for our schools and
Samos. These applications would include but not be limited to the STAR school ap-
proach.

As to funding the current program, I know some people have food that equipment
should be a local expense. I know that people have said that many schools have
equipment; or that we should now move on with programming and other activities.
To some extent, both are true. There are local systems which can finance their own
equipment. There are private sources which can and will make contributions. There
are other needs in the distance learning area. But, there remain schools that do
need help in acquiring equipment. And, if we do not assist them, we are in effect
shutting them out of a tremendous technology.

Today, students in the schools with uplinks not only have access, they have access
to courses of study which have been developed especially for them. Nebraska is
what is known as a producing State, i.e., it develops and disseminates courses for
use in secondary schools. The Japanese language program which you will see today
is our current contribution to this effort. And, we have another course offeringin
environmental sciencein preparation. Our students also benefit from the program-
ming which is produced in other States.

Production is both time-consuming and expensive. And, despite the success of the
Japanese language course and several others, such as those produced in Kentucky,
this is a very new field. I have, in fact, had people in the education field tell me that
good programs are 4 to 5 years down the road. While I know the success stories. I
also know U an expansion of these success stories will, indeed, take time and re-
sources. The Star school program can help provide thaw resources and help us gct
start on the work which goes into them.

The Nebraska success has not been a solo success. Much of our success has been
intertwined with the Satellite Educational Resources Consortium (SERC, which in-
cludes 23 States. We share programs, information, teachers and students. What
might not be justified for a single State becomes feasible because we w..-k together.
It is the kind of effort which does indeed contribute to greater educational opportu-
nities throughout the country.

I have been in the educational television studios in Lincolnwhere the Japanese
language program originates. I have been in the classrooms in Omaha where stu-
dents are practicing their Japanese I attended the technology fair held here in the
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Senate in early March where students from other States spoke of the opportunities
which had been available to them as a result of this program.

Climpetitions and evaluations indicate the strength of this program. SERC Japa-
nese language students took top prizes in a competition in Georgia. An evaluation
undertaken in Nebraska showed that Japanese language students performed at
least comparably with those in traditional classrooms and significantly higher incertain areas.

The Star school program has made technology available to teachers and adminis-
trators and students who would not otherwiae have had such access. These efforts
demonstrate that we can assist students in accessing resources that open up a new
world to them regardless of where they happen to be located. This is especially im-
portant to students in rural America.

By most measures Star schools is a young program, but it has already had wide-
spread impact, and its potential is vast.

I would urge you to extend the Star Schools Program. I believe both equipment
purchases and programming efforts should be eligible activities and I believe that
current and past grantees slwild be allowed to apply for additional funds. I would
like to explore with you further the educational technology center concept.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I want to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to address you on this important program.

The CHAIRMAN. We are pleased to have with us the first panel on
"New Directions". Nancy Carson is from the Office of Technolwy
Assessment in Washington, and she will be accompanied by Kath-
leen Fulton, an analyst with the Office of Technology Assessment.
Also on our first panel, Inabeth Miller, executive director of the
Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecommunications in
Cambridge, MA.

Well also ask Gary Vance, who served as moderator for the Star
Schools demonstration, to join the panel for questions.

We welcome you all. Your testimony is greatly appreciated, and
we thank you all very much.

We'll start off with Nancy Carson. Good morning.

STATEMENT OF NANCY CARSON, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY AS-
SESSMENT. WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY KATHLEEN
FULTON, ANALYST, OTA: AND INABETH MILLER. EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR. isussAcHusErrs CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION-
AL TELECOMMUNICATIONS. CAMBRIDGE. MA

MS. CARSON. Good morning, Senator. It is a pleasure to be here.
Our remarks this morning will reflect work that was done at the

request of this committee in a report called "Linking for Learn-
ing." It was fun to do this report. You've seen the excitement this
morning of the classes. We learned an enormous amount from
doing this, were able to put it together, and the report itself is now
closing on 10,000 copies distributed worldwide, so we're glad the
committee asked, anal we hope our remarks can be helpful.

In the interest of time, I'd like to briefly summarize the conclu-
sions so that we can move on and answer questions.

Five years ago, few States had distance learning projects or plans
or any knowledge of distance education and what it could bring.
Today, every State and many districts have projects which are up
and running.

it is important to keep in mind that these projects are evolving
and changing as ..ve have new objectives for education and as we
learn to combine technologies in new ways, and as many partners
come forward to participate in supplying information, hardware,
and resources for schools.

39
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The principal application of distance learning in K through 12
education has been providing high school courses in advanced sub-
jects, especially where such courses are not available because of too
few students or a lack of qualified tPnchersand this is a lot of
what we saw in the interesting feeds this morning. But an increas-
ing number of efforts go beyond courses and offer modules and en-
richment activities for classroom instruction, electronic field trips,
and visits with distant scholars, scientists and heroes. One of the
most valuable applications, and something we sometimes forget,
has been for staff development and in the in-service training of
teachers and administrators.

The systems, as I said, are increasingly becoming hybrid systems;
as the electronic technologies are so versatile and capable of being
flexibly linked together in new ways, every system we see will be
different.

OTA found that in most instances, distance learning is as effec-
tive as face-to-face instruction. Most of the hard data that exists ondistance learning comes from the workplace or adult learning envi-
ronment, but we do see some evaluations being conducted in
schools; we look to the outcomes of the Star Schools first-round re-search, and by and large we think it works given some effort to
make it work.

One of these efforts is to remember that to have the technology
meet its full potential, teachers need to be trained and supported.
They need to be comfortable with the technology, the technology
timid': to work, there need to be good resources, good programming.
The programming is the thing that comes through; the hardw&re
just brings it to us. So we want to keep in mind that it is as least
as powerful for what it can do for teaching as for learning.I will summarize some particular conclusions we came to on theStar Schools programs since that is your particular focus this
morning.

One of the primary goals of the Star Schools legislation, which
was to create multiState and multiorganizational partnerships, hasbeen realized. We feel strongly that much of the strength of the
programs comes from these collaborations. It is very important to
cross boundaries in education, and as you know, it is hard to do;
boundaries present problems for teachers and administrators.
These programs force the crossing of boundaries and bring newideas.

The first round of Star Schools awards increased the access par-ticularly of rural and isolated schools to distance education. We es-timated that at the conclusion of the first round, 30 percent ofrural and isolated high schools would be /inked by a dish, and ofthat number about one-third would have been funded by StarSchools.
The firm numbers are not in, but we still think this is on target.A lot of useful information has come from these projects as Sena-tor Kerrey mentioned; we are learning more about what works.

That information presents some data that now can be shared and
built upon.

Particularly Star Schools as a program has moved distance
learning from the realm of science fiction into reality and given ussome real experience in what we can do, and I think we will look
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back on this as the starting point when we begin nationally to
really look at what technology can do for education and put things
twther.

Finally, the committee asked us if we might suggest some things
to keep in mind in looking at the legislation and looking ahead at
new direction.

The original emphasis on mathematics, science and foreign lan-
guage was certainly understandable and is very important in terms
of educational needs. But increasingly these needs are starting to
be met through these programs and, the Department of Education
and National Science Foundation support, and it may be time to
look a little more broadly, look at new kinds of needs, There is lots
of interest now in schools in what we call critical thinking, higher
order thinking skills. This lends itself well to electronic field trips,
bringing in resources, new kinds of interactive learning and exer-
cises in the classroom. And critical is thinking that exists over and
above the subject, so the original emphasis on math and science,
while certainly understandable, might be something that you
would want to consider broadening.

We would also suggest you might want to consider the nonschool
learner. This might include homebound and disabled students, and
as you know, we have many youngsters in detention centers and
prisons. Interesting things are going on in institutions with tech-
nology for learning, and this might be something that you would
want to consider.

We also suggest you keep in mind that we probably do need some
better mechanisms to disseminate what we are learning in these
programs, particularly for teachers in States or regions to share
their experience on a very practical basis.

In conclusion, I'd like to say that it is vital that the Star Schools
program stay as dynamic and open and focused on results as the
programs we have seen in action this morning.

I'd like to put my full statement in the record and answer ques-
tions whenever you wish.

The CH*JRIVAN. Thank you very much.
1The prepared statement of Ms. Carson followsd

PHEPARF.D STATEMENT OF Ms. NA...'y CARRON

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to have the opportunity to provide testimony for
this hearing on the oversight and reauthorization of the Star Schools Assistance
Program. Our comments today draw on OTA's assessment of distance learning.
which was requested by this committee. OTA's report, Linking for Learning A New
CaurNe for Edurathm has received wide attention in Congivss, in Federal agencies,
and at the State and local levet The accompanying video report has been usvri by
hundreds of educators seeking guidance on innovative telecommunications applica-
tions for educat ion.

Our testimony is in two parts. The first provides a broad overview of distance
learning in today's classrooms. The second section discusses the impacts of the Star
Schools Program and suggests new directions for the future as you consider reas-
thorizatkm.
Mstaare Eduranon In Today's Classrooms

Today we joined a government class taught in Oklahoma. All acrass the country
there are classes similar to this. electronically linking students and teachers as far

1! S I Oflive of Technoklpy Ataiessment. Linktng 1 zrnnq. 4 Nrzr ruurNe tro-
Eduruhun fWaNhington IX': 17 S Government Pruning Office, November 19S91
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as a continent away, across the continent, or as close as across town. Students maybe working on a common science experiment with hundreds of sites across the coun-try, or speaking Russian with a teacher in another State. Others may be reading aformula on the chalkboard in a classroom on the other side of town, or discussing
poetry with a Pulitzer Prize winning author in London. These are examples of whatis commonly known as distance learning using live, two-way interactions to linkteachers and students at different locations.

Distance learning in today's classrooms is diverse and growing. Five years ago fewStates or districts had projects, plane, at even knowledge of distance education atthe K-12 level; today every State and many districts have projects up and running.The reason is twofold: important educational needs can be met with this technology,and the technology itself is becoming more accessible and less costly.
The Star Schools Program, other Federal programs, statewide initiatives, local ef-forts, and projects supported by the telecommunications industry have all contribut-ed to this growth. To&y's distance learning involves many players and new rela-tionships. Connecticut's distance learning efforts have involved a partnership be-tween the schools, the State education agency, and the telephone company. In C'edarRapids. Iowa, the Kirkwood Community College offered its and expertise to the localdistrict. The local telephone cooperatives in the Oklahoma Panhandle worked withfour school districts to develop a state-of-theart fiber optic television network. Andin a unique partnership involving museums, schools, a research laboratory, privateindustry, and the Federal Government, students joined Dr. Robert Ballard, thepi aminent marine geologist and discoverer of the Titanic, as he conducted undersearesearch last year on the floor of the Mediterranean Sea and in the Great Lakes.The ipal application of distance learning in K-12 education has been provid-ing school courses in advanced subjects, eepecially where such courses are notavai le because of too few students or a lack of qualified teachers. For these stu-dents, distance learning is the only way that they can study advanced Russian orSpanish, calculus or astronomy, art history or philosophy, psychology or economics,eiectronica or advanced placement courses (see table 11. An increasing number ofefforts, however, go beyond courses and offer modules and enrichment activities forclassroom instruction, electronic field trips and visits with distant scholars, scien-tists, and heroes. One of the mast valuable applications has been for staff develop-ment and inservice training for teachers and administrators.

Advances in informaticn and teleeommunications technology have made possiblethese rapidly expanding learning opportunities and access to educational resourcesoutside the four walls of the classroom. Some of these technologies, like cable andeducaiional television, Instructional Television Fixed Service I rrn), and microwavebroadcasts, have been around for years. Others, like fiber optics and eatellite, arenewer. But whatever form of technology is utilized, recent developments have re-sulted in systems that are powerful, flexible, and increasingly affordable. Most dis-tance learning systems are hybrids, combining several technologies to provide in-creased flexibility to meet local needs. Maine's telecommunications network, for ex-ample, operates with a hybrid of microwave, ITFS, and fiber optic transmission link-ages. There is no one best technology for all applications tsee table 2).In most instances, distance learning appears to be as effective as instruction inthe classroom. While not as extensive as the evaluation of distance learning in in-dustry, the military, and higher education, research to date conducted by StarSchools projects and others has provided much useful information on K-12 npplica-tions. To be effective on these systems, teachers must have training, time for prepa-ration, and institutional support. Students report that they must work harder incourses offered at a distance but they welcome the increased course options, respon-sibility for their own learning, and the opportunity to expand their community.Whether distance learning works well for all students is yet to be determined, andmore research is needed.
Much attention has focused on the power of technoloal to improve student learn-ing in today's classrooms. At least eqoally powerful and promising is the potentialfor technology to improve teaching. The system that brings resources to studentsbrings resources to their teachers. Distance learning not only provides tools forteaching, but also a means to train, support, assist, motivate, and connuct teachersin the CIASSCOCITII. As in the program in Hartford, CT, teachers can team teach withcolleagues across town or across the country. They can discuss problems and shareideas over an electronic network like Montana's Big Sky Telegraph. which links allof the one room schools in the State with one another and with Western MontanaUniversity. Teachers can observe master teachers in action, participate in profPs.@ionsl meetings and courses, earn advanred degreesall without leaving their homeschool.
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We have seen a few exciting examples of using these resounces to reach out to
those with special needs. For example, in the Pennsylvania Tele learning Project, au-
diqraphics technology linked a student too sick to attend school with his classmates
aM teachers- ht this same Project, the technology allows students in a correctional
institution to take calculus from the local high school, electronically allowing them
to work alongside the town kids. Some systems are beginning to reach the home,
through homewo k hot lines and special activities for parents. OTA's current work
is examining how distance learning and other technologies can reach functionally
illiterate adults and those with limited English proficiency.s

Despite the explosive growth of distance learning in K-12 education, access to
these resources varies nationwide. The majority of teachers and students have yet to
realize the benefits that distance learning can provide.
impacts of the Star Schools Assistance Pnogrurn

The number of students with access to distance learning in grades K-12 has in-
creased dramatically over the past 5 years, due in large part to the Star Schools
Program. OTA estimated that in the first round of Star Schools funding, some 9,000
students were able to take courses via satellite, and another 18,000 participated in
science an.1 math projects via electronic network (see table 3). Recent data from the
Department of Education suggests that, in the second round of awards, an addition-
al 11,0111) students will have access to distance learning resources (see table 4). Star
Schools Programs will have reached students in schools in every State.

However, the impact of Star Schools can be measured in ether ways.
One of the primary goals of the Star Schools legislationto create multistate,

multiorganizational partnerships in educationhas been realized. OTA suggests
that the real strength of these programs has come from these collaborations,
producing a rich network of expertise and ideas, collaboration between the
public and private sector, and mechanisms for cost-sharing. Because of the 25
percent matching requirement built into each Star Schools grant, and the
amount over and above this contributed by States and others, the oeginal $33.5
million in Federal funds for Star Schools in the first round of awards leveraged
a substantial capital investment in education.

The first round of Star Schools awards increased access of rural and isolated
schools to distance education. In OTA's 1989 report, WP estimated that 30 per-
cent of rural and isolated high schools would have a satellite dish by the end of
1990; of that number, approximately one-third were expected to be purchased
and installed using Star Schools money.

Evaluation from the first round projects has provided valuable information.
The projects have begun to provide a record of "what works" in distance learn-
ing. They demonstrated that students could learn as effectively as those in tra-
ditional classraoms. The projects experimented with ways to increase student/
teacher interaction, to encourage gimp learning, and to train teachers.

Beyond the direct impact of the Star Schools grants, the program itself
brought distance learning out of the realm of science fiction and into reality in
the minds of the public and educators. The Federal money stimulated a majori-
ty of States and/or districts in States to consider distance education instruction
as a means of meeting their special needs. The program captured the attention
of the education community, helped them focus on real needs, and encouraged
investment well beyond the resources of the Federal program. Several projects
that did not receive Federal grants went forward under the support of the part-
nerships that created them. And, after the first round of funding, some States
moved ahead to implement programs initiated by Star Schools, seeking funds
from other sources.

lAwking to the Future
While benefits resulted from the Star Schools requirements lor multi-State

awards, this provision did affect technology applications and size of projects. In both
the first and the second round of funding, three of the four selected projects were
satellite applications. Because of the emphasis on multi-State efforts, some very in-
teresting statewide or local innovations were not funded. In the future, it will be
critical that Star Schools Program requirements are flexible enough to take advan-
tage of advancing technologies on all fronts

Increasingly, systems will become hybrids As technologies of telecommunications
and information processing become increasingly integrated, legislation should allow

=The study on Technohigies fur lAteraer 11104 requested by the flouxe Committee on Fdocation
and Labor and the Senate l'ontrruttee on tabor and Human Hesources
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users to choose and combine technologies in ways that best suit their needs. Thiswould include more experimentation with computer and telecommunications tech-nologies sat the classroom. In addition, the reauthorization might set aside a smallamount of fUnding for projects within States, especially to encourege demonstra-tions of new approaches.
The emphasis on mathematics, science, and fcreign language has provided a varie-ty of neWed programs. However, there is now considerable support for these sub-jects in other pi-Exams of the Department of Educati.:n and the National ScienceFoundation. It may be time to encourage development in other areas of critical needas well. For example, many schools have a great need for resources to help studentswith limited English proficiency. Mem are seeking ways to help students developcritieal thinking skills in cross-disciplinary courses. Teachers are experimentingwith new methods of measuring student learning via performance assessment. Inthese and other examples, Star Schools could make a maior impact across the cur-riculum.

We believe that it would be valuable to encourage projects that target nonschoollearner populations, including homebound and disabled students, and youngsters indetention centers and prisons. Systems that serve schools could extend their reachto the community; parent education, adult education, and other activities could beexpanded. These applications extend the use of resources to after school hours andhelp assure long-term support of efforts once the Federal program has ended.Congress may wish to consider ways to leverage the investment in Star Schoolsprojects by making it possible for awardees to receive support beyond 2 years offunding, in return for additional local commitment and development of services tonew clients.
Dissemination activities, coupled with research that evaluates ongoing projects(particulariy those that reach new groups of students and offer new areas for study),can further delineate benefits, costs, and impacts on students, teachers, and institu-tions. Research can help us understand the social and cognitive factors that affectthe learning process. There are many questions to be explored: How much interacti-vity is eseential fr r learning? How can "distant" teaching be extended and supple-mented by classroom activities? How do computers, interactive video, and fax ma-chines provide tools for learning? How can this technology be harnessed to bestserve the needs of American education?
Finally, our recommendation is that the Star Schools Assistance Program be dy-openended, and focused on results Encouraging responsiveness to advancingtechnologies, centering on educational needs, and encouraging the expansion ofservices and objectives are all to be desired,
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Miller, we are happy to have you.
Ms. Musa. Thank you, Senator.
I am Inabeth Miller, the executive director of MCET, an organi-

zation which in the last year has created the Mass Learn Pike, a
satellite network; the Mass Learn-Net, a computer network; and
has been the recipient of Star Schools for a research project in
middle school science and education for seven States in the North-
east that tests the assumption that we can change the way science
is learned and taught; we can change it by using multiple technol-
ogies, we can change it by involving the total community, we can
change it by usi,.ig things that are already available, others than
can be modified, and creating new what has to be created, and fi-
nally, knowing the cantankerous northeastern part of the United
States and how we prize local autonomy and local control, that
each and every one of our northeast Star Schools can choose for
themselves what parts of the program they want and how they will
change science.

I want to tell yoi a few stories about us because I think that's
what you want to hear, some of the calls that I get every day. It's
the morning after the war has started; "Inabeth, what are you
going to do about the war?"

"What do you want me to do?"
"We need a program for principals and guidance counselors to

help us work with the kids and answer their questions."
Friday morning, there was a psychologist talking to 120 princi-

pals and guidance counselors. The following week, three academic
faculty in military affairs, history of the Middle East and diploma-
cy, from MIT and Tufts answered questions from 2,000 students
who were desperately interested in what was going on in their
world.

"Vladmir, how could you create a space shuttle without asking
us in the United States first?"

"The laws of physics are the same for all the world. We use phys-
ics, and you use laws of physics, and sometimes we have similari-
ties in our space designs."

The kie:s yesterday in Chelsea who asked a question on Tour de
France that none of 40 high schools can answer felt on that day, at
that moment, Chelsea High School was the best high school in the
State of Massachusetts.

When the teachers in Frovincetown saw on the screen their solu-
tion to a problem in a staff development project on inquiry math,
began to yell, "Yea, Provincetown."

"Are there cows in Dalton?"
"Where is Stoneham?"
"Are you really having a sequence of programs where kids

around the State :in testify before the legislature about a real bill
that is about to be passed that will affect them, with legislators in
every classroom?"

Yesterday, 300 children were dancing and singing in 9 schools.
We felt like we had punched a hole in that television set and
reached a hand through to the other side.

You know, I've never even met the teachers in the next school,
and today I feel like rm part of a community.
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We are inventing a new kind of television, nothing like what you
know and see. It involves talking on both ends the way you do, but
it involves doing. We distribute mealworms and lava and fabric
and computers, and they are all used as kids do stuff at each down-
link site.

The first wave of Star Schools, as has been said before, brought
distance learning to remote areas, to AP kids. The second wave of
Star Schools, what we're doing in STEP and teams in Los Angeles
are doing, is bringing things to ordinary kids, to whole classrooms
where the teacher is there, to parents, to families, to school
boardsall of that is happening right now. It is volume one of ev-
erything we are trying, and we are reaching them.

at is the third wave of Star Schools? What do I want you to
do and this new legislation to require to happen?

The third wave of Star Schools should bring together whole com-
munities, should talk to intergenerational learning in hospitals and
prisons and night schools and libraries. A 6-year-old can learn with
a 60-yearold.

It is time we began to learn as a community together in all of
those places, in churches and in synagogues. We have to learn how
to read. Before we can do math or science or any of the fundamen-
tal skills which come next, we need to be a literate society, and
then we can branch outwe can do sequences and programs in
drug and alcohol rehabilitation, in vocational skills; we can do pro-
grams in how people should participate in the Government process.
All this should be in the next wave of Star Schools.

Second, we've got to use resources. I mean the community col-
leges and the colleges and universities and Government and cultur-
al institutions and medical institutions, all of them, and particular-
ly corporations.

Third, we need access to new technologies, not just what we've
seen today, but what we want to see tomorrow, what is already
being tested in corporations and industry and the Defense Depart-
ment, around this country. We need access to that if we are going
to prepare students to enter those areas and those arenas.

VVe need to build on strengths. Please don't use Star Schools to
reinvent, but let the new Star Schools use each other's resources,
all of those resources, to prove even farther, to bring new courses,
new kinds of things. We are not going to give courses in Massachu-
setts in Japanese or physics when there are wonderful things out
there, but we are developing courses in mapping the human
genome, in order and chaos from MIT, in neurosciences for ordi-
nary 9th-graders from the director of Massachusetts General Hos-
pital and staff from Harvard Medical School.

This is where we stretch today's curricula to answer tomorrow's
needs.

Finally, you in Star Schools have given birth to many pro-
grams-200 hours from MCET alone, plus video disk, plus comput-
er programs. Give us the resources to share these things, to distrib-
ute them around the country, to give information. My schools
would have watched "Never Forget" last week, the wonderful pro-
gram that was done by Fairfax County with Leonard Nimoy about
the Holocaust survivorsbut we didn't get the information until
that morning.

5 4
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We need to market, to distribute, to have information about
what is out there in order to use it. Star Schools has been the cata-
lyst for a dramatic change in educationnew delivery systems,
new murses, the beginning of an educational community. Tomor-
row, give us the tools to stretch that community, to build a greater
community, and then we can come together to exchange resources
as a nation and indeed as a world.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Miller.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Miller followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 1NAHETH Mmiss

About MCE7' wid Star Schools
On March 1, 1990, the Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecommuni-

cations IMCETI created the Mass Leal nPike, a satellite network to serve the K-I2
educational community. Because of tto-- largeecale availability of cable in the Com-
monwealth. a single satellite dish in a city or town often serves all schools, and.
with an educational channel and connection to the cable studio, all the residents of
that community. With an appropriation of 62.6 million from the Massachusetts leg-
it.lature, over 100 satellite dishes have brought live programs and services to 1,200
schools, 17,000 educators, and more than 500,000 chil ren in less than one year.
Over 150 hours of live, interactive programming have been presented in every sub-
ject area. with particular emphasis on science and mathematics. Next year's sched-
ule calls for 900 hours of original broadcasting, 6 hours each school day and dou-
bling of this year's numbers of students and teachers. In September 1990, we were
granted a Star Schools award. This has enabled us to extend our resources to seven
northeastern States in the form of research, implementation, and documentation of
impravement in the science curriculum. This award allows us to use multiple tech-
nologies with entire communities ar-1 allow individual schools to make curriculum
choices that fit their particular needs.

MCET. in designing the Mass LearnPike, is inventing a new kind of television,
unfamiliar to those who have not been involved in a variety of our program offer-
ings. The l&ornPike is unlike both broadcast and cable in that its primary charac-
teristic is active engagement with the studio as seen on the screen, with the other
students in each downlink classroom, and with the whole community of partici-
pants. There is not yet a vocabulary to describe the intensity of emotion in the
school group when one child from a particular school is asked or initiates a ques-
tion. (Chelsea, MA, studeats felt that their's was the best school in the State when
no one from 40 high schools could aaswer a question they posed in French. Their
class included 6 Caucasians, S Asians. 4 Portuguese, 3 Blacks. Teachers from Provin-
cetown could not contain their elation RS a solution they called in was put on Cie
screen by character generator for all others to see.) At the aame time, there is an
observable normalcy of classroom life, despite the presence of the monitor, when the
class is in the midst of meaningful activity. The students talk to one another and
the teacher acts as helper, while someone picks up the phone to ask or answer a
question of someone in our studio.

Although programs may be taped for later use, our broadcasts all build on live
interaction. i'he Mass LearnNet (computer networki, begun in March 1991, extends
an experience beyond the classroom confines, to deepen the content and provide an
opportunity for questions unasked or unanswered on the broadcasts. Both in re-
search and practice, we are examining the nature of interactivity: What happens
when engagement takes place? What are the short. and long-term effects of learning
with these new modalities? While programs are on the air, our staff is in class-
rooms. observing and video taping student and teacher responses. Teachers also
send us then reactions to individual programs via th:- computer network.

While other networks concentrate on low-enrollment courses for highly motivated
students in remote settings, MCET has chosen as its primary focus short prograra
series in both fundamental and enrichment areas for whole classes with the teacher
present All students need to du things not just watch. One more hour of television
in the lives of "video inundated- children hi a waste of time, not a learning experi-
ence We seek to break through the passive seri en by incorporating multiple 1-
nologies and a range of media to challenge each participant. We design clawroom
materials to accompany each program series. There are no observers, only active
learners
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Because we benefit from U.S. Department of Education Star Schools funding, wehave a concentration of science and mathematics offerings, particularly for middle-
school students, their teachers, and their families At the same time, through the
Mass Learn Pike, we provide science, math, language arts, social studies, arts, and
humanities programming and teacher training at all vets. Massachusetts Star
Schools participants are also members of the Mass Learn Pike.

Our F,lectronic Field Trips give focus to a museum exhibit, a trip to a science lab-
oratory, or a visit to an inaccessible location. Special programs bring the world and
current events directly to the classroom.

MCET's academic courses do not duplicate those designed by other networks but
use Massachusetts resourres to extend the present curriculum and to draw on newteaching methods. By coupling academic or cultural presenters with classroom
teachers, we are wedding conter and pedagogir into new learning configurations.

We direct our staff-development efforts not on y to teachers, but also to librarians,
administrators, school committees, and familiesthe forces affecting a child's edu-cation. For them too, we incorporate hands-on activities into most series, with mate-
rials to manipulate. Forums and conversations may include preproduced classroom
examples, events in the field, or scenarios for discussion before the actual program.Colleges and universities, research institutions, cultural institutions, educationcollaboratives, public television, cable, corporations, and distinguished individualshave participated In the design and implementation of LearnPike programs. Ourgoal is to build on existing strengthslocally, regionally, and nationallyand to
provide the most cost-effective and high-quality educational opportunities to im-
prove the schools of Massachusetts and the Nation.
Star Schools: A Vision of intergenerutional Literary

The first stage of distance learning across the country brought low-enrollment
courses to highly motivated students in remote areas. Because of the impetus ofStar Schools, such courses are available to advanced students, rural and urban, whohave access to a satellite dish and have course information. The Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment report, Linking fiir Learning outlines in clear and
comprehensible language present technologies and the *slily efforts at both pro-gramming and access. Its recommendations remain impo, °ant for Congress to con-sider.

Today's Star Schools have stretched that vision to include younger students and
whole classrooms with a strong teacher component. All of MaT's classes include ateacher-training interaction We have just begun to understand that today's technol-ogies can do more than we have ever demanded of them, "Couch potatoes" was thewidespread image of video use at the start of this decade. Through continued Star
Schools support for distanee learning that image is changing to that of an Olympicathlete training to compete. The results of MCET research will give good evidenceof the effectiveness of active participation, of computer enhancement, video disks,fax, combinations of technologies in entire communities. That research will, we be-lieve, demonstrate a revitalized concept of the family and community as instru-ments of educational change.

The future of the Star Schools reauthorization legislation must lie in a vision ofintergenerational literacy that is inclusive for each community, that incorporatesthe use of local resources, that encourages technological growth and experimenta-tion, that builds new programs upon demonstrated strengtlw, and that makes avail-able necessary resourres for national dietribution of high-quality programming.
In examining successful learning, localized or international, scholars have identi-fied many factors. No one aspect appears more important in scholarly research thanthe role of the family or community. Immigrants at the turn of the century, sup-ported hy their extended families, sought to learn at night schools and local librar-ies. Churches, prisons, and hospitals have played significant roles in providinglearning opportunities. In none of these institutions have there been arbitrary agebarriers to educational offerings. Today we have a nation with desperate literacy

needsa nation whose people no longer read to one another otherindeed, a largepart of the population larks the ability to read at all. We can not teach math and
science, history and geography, without addressing reading as the basic linchpin.From that base, Star Schools funding should support development of communitylearning in basic skills, as well as such immediate needs as drug and alcohol aware-ness. Drawing together family or community groups of different ages and experi-
ences through interactive technology will bring education to the conscious attentionof those who now consider themselves unserved by the tax dollars they pay for edu-cation
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Star Schools can play an essential role in promoting intergenerational literacy,
using technology as a springboard for positive action in the traditional learning ac-
tivity centers of the community. "Distance Learning" can be the new cost-effective
paradigm for bringing communities together to find excitement and enthusiasm in
learning. At a recent Dam network meeting by satellite a Quincy teacher said, "I
don't know the teachers in the next school. Now I feel, I have a whole community
that is in this with met" The opportunity for connected learning became obvious.
Reaching out to those in hospitals or prisons, teachers in daycare centers, nursing
and retirement homes, community centers, and those who gather in churches or
public libraries can reduce misanderstanding, creating powerful new opportunities
for learning.
Odlabonutian With Loral Resources

With the cooperation of the local cable companies, a few satellite dishes in Massa-
chusetts serve a vast number of schools and homes. Encouragement of this activity
and recognition of cable's cooperation would motivate further efforts. Recently, 75
public and private colleges met to discuss joining the Mass LearnPike and initiating
a broad spectrum of programs for K-12 students, one another, their alumni, and the
public. The cultural medical, government, and corporate communities must be pro-
viders, supporters, and users of the ongoing educational activities. When Digital
Equipment Corp. offered to send volunteers into each town to act as LearnNet trou-
bleshooters, their initiative bonded a corporation to a distance-learning network.
Bull Information Systems, Inc. has underwritten a program on the legislative proc-
ess, and many other business organizations are considering how they can best work
together with wicEr. The local PBS channel, WGBH, is a close partner of MCET.
We give teacher training for "Nova," and prepare students to watch important pro-
grams on broadcast television. Many resources for learning are available from local
and national resources that schools can begin to incorporate into the curriculum
and the classroom in a systematic way, once these are delivered by distance learn-
ing.

Sharing Technologies
Although the legislation reauthorizing Star Schools should move to include new

audiences and resources, the questions of alternative and emerging technologies
must be part of all research and future planning. Prince George's County in Mary-
land has demonstrated academic resource sharing by using a fiber-optic system and
local instructors. NYNEX anticipates a voice-mail project in Massachusetts to bring
urban families into close contact with teachers. Southern Bell, AT&T, and other
telephone companies have initiated programs that offer significant educational re-
sources to schools. GTE demonstrated, at the 1991 Oklahoma State Distance Learn-
ing Conference in Dallas, the splitting of one transponder into multiple channels.
cutting the costs of alternative programming. All of the results of such industry ex-
perimentation must be made available to the schools of the Nation. We have scarce-
ly begun to understand how to go beyond the limitations of today's technologywe
are caught up in its problems, its limitations. We must not be confined by those in-
adequacies, always living generations behind the corporate world while attempting
to prepare our youth to enter its portals. Star Schools assumes that promising new
tools will be made available to help cut deeply into present problemsfiscal and
educational.
Expanding Star Schools' Strengths

It is always tempting allow each new Star Schools grant recipient to begin afresh,
providing access to another area, creating more of the same. Tomorrow's Star
Schools must have a broader vision. They must take the coursee that have been
begun, the experiments that have shown value, and incorporate them into their
planning and implementation. If we learn that we can restructure science education
by involving the whole community with multiple technology delivery, we must build
upon that base, not reinvent it. If MCET demonstrates that students must be active
learners, doing something at their end of the technological link, bringing together
technology and humanity, tomorrow's Star Schools must use that knowledge in
reaching other audiences and other disciplines. MCET, if it is to go beyond what it
has done, not merely repeat its successes, must be given that opportunity. While
universal access is an important goal, the ability to leverage Star Schools funding
with the State. the corporate community, other Federal programs, and the founda-
tion world can extend access Only Star Schools legislation has tnken the risk of al-
lowing the use of many delivery systems to improve education
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The Need for Nationwide Resources
Many excellent programs have come out of prior Star Schools grant recipients.

Over 200 hours of sate lite programming, video disks, and other acts come from
MCET alone. It is not necessary for any other State to create a ish or Japanese
course that exists on several networks, if there is information and sharing among
the States. No State or network has the resources to make information about its
programming available to the Nation. For-profit producers have an interest in keep-
ing program-access prices high. State buys of programming are necessary to keep
down local costs. Most State or regional networks, while alOable of suAPPorting na-
tional participation in their programs, have not the means to let the Nation know
what is out tre in a systematic manner, let alone take care of marketing and dis-
tribution costa and 800 numbers. The long-term cost-effectiveness of distance learn-
ing and its efficacy depend upou business plans that carry a revenue stream from
sales of product beyond the region. Local buy-in by school systems, a strong State
commitment, and leadership at the Federal level that calls for collaboration and co-
ordination are necessary to sustain and grow the use of technology networks for our
Nation's children and their families
A Few Quotations
From a teacher

"Beautiful things were happening in the classroom. Kids were helping kids. They
were teaching each other. They were supporting each other, and cheering them-
selves on,"
From a superintendent:

"Don't you know that this electronic meeting is saving me money-2 1/2 hours
travel each way and 2 hours for the meeting. My time counts. This is terrific."
From a principal:

"I walked into the class, and the kids were hacking at pineapples and cocon:its.
The teacher was from the Arnold Arboretum. Where could we get these resources to
teach our kids in Westborough?"
From Barry Posen, MIT faculty:

"Questions about the draft are important to these kids, perhars the most impor-
tant issue.
From an observer:

"What a fantastic experience it was. From the very beginning of the broadcast,
the kids were singing and moving with DeAma [dance instructor and performer).
She had immediately captured their attention and affection. Even when told to
quiet down . , . they continued io sing softly, compytely focused on the screen.
nwre is feeling. Warm feeling. A sense of community. "
A Final Plea

Star Schools has been a catalyst for dynamic change in education, new delivery
ustems for learning, and the beginning of community buildinglocal and regional.
Tomorrow, give us the tools to reach out to the greater community and learn togeth-
er. Then let us come together in exchanging our resources as a nation and a world.

The CHAIRMAN. I'll ask Gary Vance if there's anything you'd like
to add on the theme here, or respond to what Senator Kerrey or
others have mentioned during the course of the hearing.

Mr. VANCE. I appreciate that very much, Senator. I have includ-
ed my remarks in the written testimony which I have asked to be
placed in the record. I certainly support many of the things that
Inabeth is saying, and we certainly encourage your continued sup-
port of the Star Schools legislation.

We believe there is much left to be done because there are many
schools left unserved. The BOO schools that SERC serves are very
appreciative of what they are able to get, but there are many,
many schools in those States as well as other States that still do
not have the necessary downlink equipment they need to receive
these resources. And the economies of scale that will be recognized
by being able to grow in that way will be of beriefit to all of us, I
think.

The CHAIRMAN. Is the limitation primarily financial?

55
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Mr. VANCE. At this point in time in terms of schools, I would
suggest that it is, because it is a major step for schools to move into
that initial step of installing the equipment that literally connects
them to the world, not only to SERC, but to other distance learning
projects and to the Soviet Union, to European offerings that they
may be able to pick up.

The legislation that you provided in the first round of Star
Schools is one of the major reasons we were able to move so fast so
quickly, and economy of scale will be the way that we are able to
move this almost exclusively to a self-supporting organization.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask for each o! vour reactions on the
panel. One of the principal admonitions thai we've had is that we
want to keep this a high-quality program, and as Senator Kerrey
pointed out, there have been other programs that have used high-
tech television that have not been successful. I think at least I am
convinced, even more so after today, of the importance of what we
have seen to date.

We've got other very important needswe have the problems of
illiteracy, we have the underutilization of even this technology,
perhaps, only being used for part of the day, very important ns:
in other areas, thinking about how we are going to get the private
sector more involved, training programs, and other things. How do
we guard against not going too fast too soon and still be able to
achieve the basic int of this, in terms of math and sci%ice and
language? We are ..nning to make some progress, but I fear cer-
tainly in our State with the reductions in school support in local
communitieswe've got 38 States with deficits, and they are cut-
ting back on education programs all over this countrywhatever
we are gaining on one side, I'm concerned about losing on the
other. How do we guard against getting so stretched out that we're
going to begin to lose the kind of edge that has been demonstrated
in the programs to date?

Ms. CARBON. There has been an intense and interesting competi-
tion for these grants. I would say that as long as the legislation is
flexible and the department is encouraged to focus on results as op-
posed to process, there is an opportunity to look for innovation,
there is an opportunity to look at the quality of teaching that will
be involved, and also, as both the speakers pointed out, for new
ways to use technology interactively. A lot of what we know about
learning is putting people together in new groups with new stimu-
lations.

I think if we expect and ask for a focus on results and an atti-
tude that looks at what is going to come out of this program, what
is new and interesting, as opposed to replicating the past, that
would help. It is always more fun at first, it is always easier at the
start, and of course, there are tremendous demands being placed on
schools at the moment. So if we can keep it in the realm of experi-
mental and new, I think that helps.

Dr. MILLER. Senator, in Massachusetts we are regarded as the
one bright light, the one thing that is happening in education in
our State that is exciting, that is dramatic, that is responsive to
their needs, while art and music and phys ed and science and hun-
dreds of courses are disappearing in every school, while teacher
training is gone because of the fiscal situation.
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Here, through this technology, our schools, our teachers, our su-perintendents are able to access on a daily basisnext year, wewill have over 70 program offerings, 5 days a week, at least 6 hoursa day, and those will go to the whole community.
We have found that every single corporation that we have ap-proached is interested. In fact when you talked about access todownlinks, there are many ways that people can get downlinks. Wedon't find that downlinks is really a big problem. Corporations arewilling. Some college have paidSalem State for Salem schools,Bridgewater State for Bridgewater schools.
We have to remain responsive to the needs of the schools in the

community. We have to remain terribly interactive. Our programshave an interaction every 3 minutes. These are the kinds of things,
and we have to have people doing things. I can't tell youI reallywanted to have someone from Massachusetts teach the Senators todo something this year, and maybe another time we'll be able to--but I'm not worried about us growing too fast. I am worried about
us having the breaks put on us so that we can't continue to develop
on the very strong roots that we've built.

Mr. VANCE. Senator, I would only add to that, we do talk abouttechnologyand I mentioned this in my opening remarksbut
technology is not the solution to educational problem% it is discov-ering the needs and then using the tools of technology to addressthose problems. I would still support the idea that especially on anational level with States with very sparse populations and per-haps small numbers of corporate supporters, there is continuedneed for support, for helping get the original technology in place.But our future, as both of the other panelists have mentioned, liesin continued evaluation, continued examination, and a continuingeffort to respond to the educational community and to the expertswho are able to work with us in identifying the needs. That will bethe strength of what happens in the future.

hope we have demonstrated today with all these programswe've come a long way, but we are still in our infancy, and if youbring us back in 3 years you will see things that will make this
look like the infancy.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think this panel has really been very hf lpful in giving us a per-spective of what we ought to be trying to do with this new legisla-tion, the reauthorization and extension of the Star Schools pro-gram. I am glad to have been able to join Senator Kennedy in co-sponsoring the introduction of this bill yesterday and to supportthe passage of it.
I do want to make sure that we try to expand the scope in termsof the students who are being served by the program and at thesame time try to do something about exploring controlling theoperational cmsts. I think this is something we really have to workon because the startup cost of any new highly technical program, isgoing to be substantial, and this is. This experimental programsome say may be too costly for the number of students who are ac-tually benefiting from the instruction, and that's a critkism we aregoing to have to ,!-al with and meet in an effective way if we
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expect this program to continue and to be reauthorized by the Con-
gress and funded.

One encouraging thing is that the administration requested
money in its budget for this program this year. Everybody com-
plains about the administration not putting enough money into
anythingthat is standard, and you hear that every year, particu-
larly from that side of the committeebut the fact of the matter is
I think this administration is very serious about trying to use inno-
vative technologies, figure out ways to take advantage of modern
technologies in a more effective way. But the operational costs are
going to have to be addressed because we don't have the total huge
pile of money that we'd love to be able to use to fund programs of
this kind, so we're going to have to be careful in that regard.

I just want to congratulate all of you for being a part of this. It is
exciting, and I think it fits in with one of the parts of the Presi-
dent's America 2000 proposal, the new American schools concept,
the break-the-mold approach that Secretary Alexander has talked
about; it fits with what Inabeth Miller so impressively said in her
testimonylet's explore all of the opportunities and get everybody
involved, corporations, communities, individuals. It is everybody's
job-

So I just want to let you know that I am on your aide, and I hope
we can all develop a consensus for action this year in the Senate
and also throughout the Senate.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We'll leave the record open for additional ques-

tions, and we'll depend on Senator Cochran to come up with the
money, as a member of the Appropriations Committee. f Laughter.]
He has been a very enthusiastic supporter all the way through
from the start of the program.

OK. I have additional questions, but we have another panel, and
I've been notified that we're about to have a vote over in the
Senate, so we'll submit the other questions to you, and if you'd be
good enough to respond in writing.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Our last panel will concentrate on the role of

business in distance learning programs.
Gregory Liptak is president of Jones Space link and also presi-

dent of the Mind Extension University in Englewood, CO. He is ac-
companied by Nancy Buccy.

We also welcome William Werwaiss, who is vice president and
assistant general manager of Southern New England Bell Tele-
phone in New Have, CT.

We welcome all of you and thank you for coming. Senator Dodd
particularly wanted to welcome our New England Bell Telephone
friends from New Haven and asked me to express his welcome to
you for im.

We'll start off with Mr. Liptak.

f;1
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STATEMENTS OF GREGORY J. IAPTAK, PRESIDENT, JONES SPA-
CELINK, AND PRESIDENT. MIND EXTENSION UNIVERSITY, EN-
GLEWOOD, CO: AND WILLIAM F. WERWAISS. VICE PRESIDENT
AND ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER, SOUTHERN NEW ENG-
LAND BELL TELEPHONE, NEW HAVEN, CT; ACCOMPANIED BY
KATHLEEN BUCCY, MANAGER, LINKING TO LEARNING
Mr. LIPTAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting me to

come from Colorado today to present testimony on this important
issue.

I am the president of Mind Extension University: The Education
Network, a basic cable television service. In my brief statement
this morning I'd like to present three points relative to distance
education.

Point No. 1. At the end of 1990, the American cable television
industry served nearly 55 million subscribers. Cable TV, which now
offers more than 100 satellite program services, is the envy of the
world, a technology that Americans are exporting around the
globe.

One unique cable service is Mind Extension University: The Edu-
cation Network, founded in 1987 by my chairman, Glenn R. Jones.
Mr. Jones' concept was to "make all America a school", to combine
the technoloo of cable and satellite television with the resources
of the Nation's top distance learning providers, to create a nation-
wide electronic classroom without walls.

ME/U, as it is known, is now the fastest growing cable network
in America. By early next year, perhaps as many as 40 million
Americans will have access to the channel in their homes.

The network has been called "a lifelong learning resources" for a
community because it presents several major program elements 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. On school days, it retransmits the live,
interactive, direct instructional material provided by the TI-IN
Network. We offer foreign language, mathematics, science and stu-dent enrichment programs as well as professional staff develop-
ment for teachers.

In addition to secondary instruction, Mind Extension delivers
graduate and undergraduate courses, including an MBA program
and, starting this fall, a bachelor's degree completion program in
cooperation with the University of Maryland 'University College.
We offer literacy, GED preparation, English as a second language,
and with the Library of Congress, we present each week the Global
Library Project. This project, funded by a $1 million grant from ourcompany, seeks to develop interesting programs from the vast
visual resources of the Library of Congress. A number of your col-
leagues have alreatly appeared on some of the programs.

We are affiliated with 20 of the Nation's most prestigious col-
leges and universities, including Penn State, Kansas State, Univer-
sity of South Carolina, to name a few.

My second point is to encourage legislation which will use the ex-
isting infrastructure for the delivery of distance learning. The
cable television industry, with a full video pipeline into nearly fi0
million homes, presents an efficient system that is already in place
for the delivery of educational materials. System operators have
committed to make cable service available to every public and pri-
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vate junior and senior high school at no charge through the Cable
in the Classroom Project.

In addition, there are other transmission techniquesfiberoptics
systems, ITFS, low-power televisionwhich are available today to
deliver these materials.

In my judgment the cost of constructing a totally new, redundant
infrastructure for educational purposes is not only prohibitive but
also unnecessaiy, especially in view of the sites already developed
by earlier Star Schools funding.

The CHAIRMAN. I apologize for interrupting, but could you just
expand on that? How is that being phased in now, and over what
period of time?

Mr. LIPTAK. The Cable in the Classroom Project, Senator, whose
participants represent in excess of 80 percent of subscribers in
America, have committed to put free cable service into every public
and private junior and senior high school by the end of 1992. So
that's the date we've all committed to.

New technological developments hold even greater promise.
When new video compression technology is brought to market over
the next decade, a major expansion of channel capacity will occur.

My third point deals with the funding of distance learning in the
United States. Our secondary school program provider, the TI-IN
Network, was the managing partner of an original recipient of a
Star Schools grant in 1988. The seed money you provided enabled
the TI-IN United Star Network to provide interactive instructional
services to 316 sites serving more than 20,000 students with credit
Lino noncredit courses, and more than 100,000 teachers with staff
development.

The Office of Technology Assessment has documented the effec-
tiveness of distance education and of TI-IN's approach in its report
we heard about a few minutes ago, "Linking for Learning: A New
Course for Education." In fact, the success of the TI-IN research
and demonstration Star Schools project led OTA to introduce TI-
IN to the Mind Extension University network, thus providing a
lowcost, efficient way to disseminate quality education not just to
schools, but also into the living rooms of America.

I want to encourage you to help fund the ongoing program devel-
opment for these networks. Some of the poorer schools that were
involved in early Star Schools funding simply have not had the fi-
nancial wherewithal to continue the program once the demonstra-
tion project ended.

We dc, not need more hardware. Satellites. Earth stations and
distribution systems are largely in place and available for more
than 80 percent of our schools. What we do need is money to fi-
nance the development of programming, that is, new distance
learning programs for use at the local school level.

Help the schools across America, particularly educationally and
economically disadvantaged schools in both rural and urban set-
tings, to pay the modest sums necessary to provide access to master
teachers and distance learning techniques. A 2-year demonstration
project is not enough.

I know I speak on behalf of my cable television colleagues when I
say that as an industry we stand ready to provide the cost-effective
way to deliver quality distance learning projects to America. We

3
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can, in the words of Glenn Jones, bring the facilities of satelliteand cable television together in order to "make all America aschool".
Thank you vet), much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Liptak followsd

PREPARED SraTliMEarr or GREGORY J. LIPTAK

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee for permitting me tocome from Colorado today to present testimony on this important issue,I am the president of Mind Extension University: The Education Network, a bailiecable television service. In my brief statement this morning I would like to presentthree points relevant to distance education.
Point No. 1At the end of 1990. the American cable television industry servednearly 55 million subscribers. Cable TV. which now offers more than 100 satellite

program services, is the envy of the world, a technology that Americans are export-ing around the globe.
One unique cable service is Mind Extension University: The Education Network,founded in 1997 by my chairman, Glenn R. Jones. Mr. Jones' concept was to "makeall America a school" to combine the technology of cable and satellite televisionwith the resources of the nation's top distance-learning providers to create a nation-wide electronic classroom without galls. ME/U. as it is known, is now the fastestgrowing ible network in America, currently serving more than 12 million cable

and satellite-dish households, with an additional 3.5 million expected to launch bythis fall. By early next year, therefore, perhaps as many as 40 million Americans
will have access to the channel.

The network has been called "a lifelong learning resource" for a community be-cause it presents several major program elements. On school days, it retransmitsthe live, interactive, direct instructional material provided by The TI-IN Network ofSan Antonio. We offer fm-eign language. mathematics, science, and student enrich-ment Pr °grams, as well as professional staff development for teachers. One real-lifestory of distance learning concerns Remigio "Mica Perales, a young man fromNordheim. in south Texas. population 369. Mico took his advanced mathematics andscience coursesnot available in his high school curriculum--by this interactive
televised distance-learning technique. His performance earned him a scholaiship toMIT.

In addition to aecondary instruction, Mind Extension University delivers graduateand undergraduate courses, including an MBA program and, starting this fall, abachelor's degree completion program, in cooperation with the University of Mary.
land University College. We offer a literacy program. GED preparation and English
as a second language program. With the Library of (*ingress, we prevent each weekthe Global Library Project. This project, funded by a $1 million grant fro,n our comrnpony, seeks to bring to the nation the largest repository of information in the world.A number of your colleagues have already appeared on some of the programs.We are affiliated with 20 of the country's most prestigious colleqes and universi-ties, including Penn State, Western Illinois University, Kansas State University.and the University of South Varolina.

My second point is to encourage legislation which will use the existing infrastruc-ture for the delivery of distance learning. The cable television industry, with a fullvideo pipeline into nearly 60 million homes, presents an efficient system that is al-ready in place for the delivery of educational materials. System operators have com-mitted to make cable service available to every public and private junior and seniorhigh school at no eharge. In addition, there are other transmission techniquesfiheroptics systems, ITFS, low-power televisionwhich are available today to deliverthese materials. In my judgment the cost of constructing a totally new, redundantinfrastructure for educational purposes is not only prohibitive but also unnecessary,especially in view of the sites already developed by earlier Star Schools funding.
ew technological developments hold even greater promise. When new video com-presision technology is brought to market over the next decade, a major expansion ofchannel capacity will occur.

My third point deals with funding of distance learning in the U.S. Our secondaryschool program provider. The TI-IN Network. was the managing partner of anoriginal recipient of a Star Schools grant in 191s. 'The seed money you provided en-abled The TI- IN United Star Network to provide interactive instructional servicesto 316 sites, serving more than 2ttonn students with credit and non-credit courses,
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and more than 100,000 teachers. The Office of Technology Assessment has docu.
mented the effectiveness of distance education, and of TI-IN's approach, in its 19$11
report to Congress, Linking fur Learning: A New ['mime far Education. In fact, the
success of the TI-IN research and demonstration Star Schools project led OTA to
introduce TI-IN to The Mind Extension University network, thus providing a low.
cost, efficient way to disseminnte quality education, not just to schools but also into
the living rooms of America.

Now I want to encourage you to help fund the ongoing program development for
these networks. Some of the poorer schools that were involved in the early Star
Schools funding simply have not had the financial wherewithal necessary to contin.
ue the program once the demonstration project ended.

We do not need more hardware. Satellites, earth stations, and distribution sys-
tems are largely in place and available. What we do need is money to finance the
development of programming, that is, new distance-learning programs for use at the
local school level. Help the schools across America, particularly educationally and
economically disadvantaged schools in both rural and urban settings to pay the
modest sums necessary to provide accese to master teachers and distance-learning
techniques. A 2-year demonstration project is not enough.

I know I speak on behalf on my cable television colleagues when I say that as an
industry we stand ready to provide the cost-effective way to deliver quality distance.
learning projects to America. We can, in the words of Glenn Jones, bring the facili-
ties of satellite and cable television together in order to "nmke all America a
school.''

A CHANCONO ENVIRONMENT

The demographic and social changes that have biwn developing over the past
three decades are now having a strong impact on our entire education system. For
example, our past assumptions about who the "typical" college student was as well
as how, when, why and where that student attended college are no longer valid.
Today our colleges and universities are faced with new fact.s.

As a society we are changing our view of education. We no longer define a college
education as something we do between the ages of IS and 22; we are coming to un-
derstand and embrace the concept of "lifelong learning."

Ken Dychtwald and Joe Flower in their book Age Wart, described this changing
approach to education:
You may stop working one or more times in your thirties, forties, or fillies in order
to go back to school, raise a second for third) family, enter a new business, or simply
to take a couple of years to travel and enjoy yourself. You may go back to work in
your sixties, seventies, or even eighties. You may rind that the traditional frame-
work of lifewith youth the time for learning, miulthood for non-stop working and
raising a family, and old age for retirementwill come unglued, offering new op-
tions at every state. A cyclic life arrangement will replace the current linear life
plan as people change direction and take up new challenges many times in their
lives.

In fact, numerous studies undertaken in the omit several years by industry
groups, the government, public institutions, and private foundations are projeeting
that by the year 20211 the average aorker will undergo at least 5 major job changes
in his or her lifetime

INSI.5 IN BUMF* EMI-AMIN

Changing Student Population
Enrollment of the "traditional student" at America's colleges and universities is

dwindling. As late as 1979, traditional full-time students. Is 22 years old and usual-
ly straight out of high school, numbered 1.5 million. By 1992 enrollment of tradi-
tional students is expected to fall from the 1979 high to 3.1 million, a decline of 32
percent.

As traditional students represent less and less of higher education's student body,
adult learners are stepping in to fill the void. These students are typically 25-35
years old and are employed at least part-time. Many of them have employers who
are paying for some or all of their education costs. Therse students deal with sehedul-
ing conflicts, difficulties in getting to campus, geographic relocation brought on by
job transfers, and frequently the extra demands of parenthood.

Adult learners typically have little interest in the expensive "extras" of college
such as social and athletic events, association with sororities or fraternities, and
various t her on-campus organizations and activities. Their needs are primarily for



flexible scheduling, affordable prices, and attendance options. Such students exist in
all types and levels of education, and they are found virtually all around the globe.
Access to Education

Acress to higher education for geographically distant students, those who musttravel. and others who cannot attend campus-held classes is becoming a higher pri-
ority for the country. As Americans perceive the importance of a college education
to their careers, to their quality of life, to our economy, and to their children's fu-
tures, they are becoming in-reasingly concerned about universal access to highereducation. This point is dramatically made by Johnston and Packer in WorkforceXIX in their prediction that:
During the 19145-2000 period, the goad fortune to be born in or to immigrate to the
United States will make less difference than the luck or initiative to be well-educat-
ed and well-trained. For individuals, the good jobs of the future will belong to those
who have skills that enable them to be productive in a high-skill, service economy.For the nation, the success with which the workforce is prepared for high-skilledjobs will be an essential ingredient in maintaining a high-pmductivity, high-wage
economy.

Teacher Shortages
Another change affecting higher education is the teacher shortage predicted for atleast the next two decades. In their recently published Prospects fur Faculty in the

Arts and &genres. co-authors William Bowen and Julie Ann Sosa confirm what edu-
cators have suspected for several years: by the late nineties, a substantially increas-
ing rate of enrollments in higher education will result in major shortages of faculty
members at colleges throughout the nation.

As the children of the 77 million baby boomers move through our colleges and
universities, they will expand demand for faculty at the same time that many pro-fessors, hired to meet the baby boom demand of the 1950s and 1960s. are scheduled
to retire. Unless a means is found for delivering education to more students without
radically increaaing the demand for added faculty, many would-be students will beclosed out of the higher education system. At a time when our global competitors
are exploiting every opportunity to seize existing markets and outrace us to newones, the nation cannot afford an undereducated workforce. The productivity ofAmerica is at risk; our competitive edge is at stake.
Cost Increase.;

Perhaps the must pressing concern regarding higher education is the astounding
increase in the costs of attending college. Revent surveys have found that the cost of
higher education during the first 7 years of the eighties rewe percent for private.institutions. 61 percent for public universities. Costs continue to outdistance infla-tion. This rapid increase in cost effectively denies educational opportunity to thoseunable to afford its escalating expense.

These statistics represent a natkmal crisis: education is one of the few industries
in America that is becoming less rather than more productive. This is not a minor
issue, since the higher education segment alone employs SOW 2 million people, athird of them faculty members. and annually enrolls nearly 12,5 million students.Thus about six percent of the American population either works or studies withinthe higher education structure.

Part of the problem with costs relates In the expansion and upgrading undertaken
by American colleges and universities in the past 2 decades. This was necemary inorder to meet the growing enrollment of baby boom students and to remain aca-demically competitive. In its quest for quality, however, the higher education systemhas invested in advanced technology and costly physical plants that often sit unusedfor 4 to 5 months each year. This problem will worsen as retadence halls, no longerfilled with traditional college-age students, have even more empty space that contin-ues to incur maintenance costs.
Worker Retraining

Businesses and labor leaders are recognizing the importance of retraining Amen-
can workers so that their skills meet twenty-first century employment needs. Ad theindustrial and manufacturing base in the United States continuere to erode, theknowledge economy continues to grow. Although the definition of what constitutes
"information worler is undergoing continued reevaluation, there is now a consensusthat nearly.fifty percent of American workers are employed in some aspect of the"knowledge or "information- economy. Consequently. our competitive edge in whatis now a global marketplace will be based on our alahty to teach our worken4 not
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just to be technically proficient, but to think, to evaluate, to adapt. to use informa-
tion resources, and to become lifelong learners.

These skills will be critical in all areas of American industry, not just among top-
level management. Without question, this will be a massive undertaking. Equally
w'ithout question, it is crucial to our ability to maintain an international competi-
tive edge.

Economists estimate that as many as 30 million people have been dislocated by
the "restructuring" in manufacturing during the last decade. In his Thriving on
Chaos, Tom Peters notes that "since 1980, the Fortune 500 have shed a staggering
2.8 million jobs." More restructuring will take place as these companies respond to
marketplace demand and competitive threats.

The changing nature and skill requirements of the American workplace have
been comprehensively documented by Johnston and Packer in Workforce .KNO:
As the economies of developed nations move further into the post-industrial era,
human capital plays an ever-more-important role in their progress. As the society
becomes more complex, the amount of education and knowledge needed to make a
productive contribution to the economy bevomes greater.

Later in their analysis, Johnston and Packer state:
The jobs that will be created between 1987 and 2900 will be substantially different
from those in existence today. A number of jobs in the least-skilled job dames will
disappear, while high-skilled pmfessions will grow rapidly. Overall, the skill mix of
the economy will be moving rapidly upscale, with most new jobs demanding more
education and higher levels of language, math and reasoning skills . . Among the
fastest-growing jobs. the trend toward higher educational requirements is striking.
Of all the new jobs that will be created over the 19143-2000 period, more than half
will require some education beyond high school, and almost a third will be filled by
college graduates. Today, only 22 percent of all occupations require a college degree.

Clearly, new tools and concepts are required to master this rampant change in
our environment. Higher levels of education are imperative.

The turbulence of change and the necessity of adjusting are manifest. Yet, for the
worker who needs retraining, the military man or woman, the rural adult learner,
the gifted high school student with no opportunity to take college-level clae-svs at his
or her local high school, shift workers, homebound parents, and various others,
access to educational opportunities generally and to college coursework and credit
specifically has been difficult, if not impassible.

ISSUI*4 IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

As our higher education institutions have grappled with shifting circumstancee,
America's elementary and secondary schools also had to chart new territory. They
hove been attempting to meet 2 important goals: enriching the classroom experience
and providing access to a wide and varied education. In addition, these 2 issues, fre-
quently referred to as "excellence und equity." have been accompanied by a host of
other considerations.
Sfate.Manduted Chuagrs

New, stateanandated changes in curriculum call for more breadth and depth in
courses that schools, particularly at the secondary level, are required to offer. These
reforms effect schools of every town, city, county, and school district in America.

Requirements for high school graduation have been radically upgraded in many
states, with special emphasis placed on mathematics, science and languages. State
colleges and universities across the country are also emphasizing the importance of
these subjects by elevating admission reimirements In these areas Unfortunately,
the task of meeting requirements at both the secondary and college levels is aggra-
vated by a shortage of appropriate teachers and budgetary pressures.

In addition to the curricular changes called for, most states now require teachers
to participate in professional development or in-service training courses on a regu-
lar basis, However, for many teachers such courses are unavailable. inaccessible, or
at best inconvenient, Yet the importance of professional development cannot be un-
derestimated. To keep pace with the expanding educational requirements of their
students, teachers must stay current with the most recent advances in their fields

Low national test score% and the poor showing of American students relative tostudents from other nations are more than discomforting. Our students are con-
fronting the onslaught of an information age and the cry for change is clear and
compelling
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Teacher Shortages and Budget Constraints
As noted in Linking far Learning. the report on distance education issued in 1e149

by the Department of Commerce's Office of Technology Asseesment,
Shifting economic and demographic patterns have left many small and rural
schools with declie:. :,g student populations and even more limited financial and
instructional resources . . Solutions such as school consolidation or transport-
ing students or teachers have often been stretched to their geographic limits:
these approaches are also disruptive and politically unpopular.

Yet these schools must provide the basics of a good education and, if possible, broad-
en their students' intellectual exposure beyond the confines of their immediatelocale.

Struggling to provide a "basic" education to all students, many schools have few
remaining resources with which to meet the unique need.: of individuals who either
have difficulty learning or are intellectually gifted students. This is espetially true
for schools located in areas that are culturally isolated, economically disadvantaged,
or both.

When resourcee must be stretched to address the needs of the mejority of stu-
dents. there is a painful recognition that gifted students, some of whom perhaps
have the potential to provide signature insights about our world and its problems,
may go uncha!lenged. This is a painful situation because unless such students arechallenged early their ability to see unique relationships and to optimim their eon-
ceptualizing skills may be hest forever.

Teacher shortages are yet another area of concern. The current shortage of quali-
fied teachers in 3 key areas--math. science, and languagesis projected to worsen
dramatically over the next 2 decadss. For lack of a better alternative, some second-
ary schools have resorted to hiring teachers to teach subjects for which they are lessthan fully prepared. Finding teachers qualified to teach English as a second Ian-
guge is particularly critical in many locations.

problem is shared by both rural and urban schools. Often schools cannot
afford the luxury of hiring teachers for course's such tie trigonometry or Late' if
only a few students will enroll. And some schools cannot convince subject-qualified
teachers to relocate t.e their geographic urea.

The ongoing dilemma of whether to focus financial and teaching resources onbreadth or depth in ihe curriculum presents yet another problem for America's
schools. Struggling with budget and personnel constraints, many schools must
choose between cfrering their students an extensive, bruad-based curriculum that
covers a large number of subjects lightly or an intensive, highly focused curriculum
that covers key subjects in depth but other areas only superficially, if at all.

This dilemma cuts to the heert of the curricular reform debate: will a broad-based, general education or a more focused (for example, coneentration on math and
science) education better prepare students for the world they will face ss adults?
Although proponents for both sides of the debate have presented compelling ration-
ales over the past several years. most educators still believe the goal is to find a wayto offer both bresdth and depth, ensuring the most comprehensive educational
grounding possible.

DISTANCE EI:OcATION: AN INNOVATIVE SoliZTION

As social, demographic, and financial changes developed over the past 3 decades,leaders in education worked to fashion new responses to thew changing circum-
stances. Some of the most successful of the evaluated programs involved distance
education, a form of instruction in which the student is linked to the school through
a faculty member, but is not necessarily attending regular classes un campus or
even in a classroom. Essentially, learning takes place "at a distance."

Of the distance education alternatives, telecourses. or televised instruction, proved
to be one of the most promising. Advances in communications technologies such ascable television, fiber optics, microwave, slow-scan television, sotelbtes, microcom-
puter networks, fax machines and videocassette recorders WM( have allowed tele-
course design and delivery to become even more effective.
fievelopment of Triccourse.s

Telecourses have been part of this country's educationol delivery system since tel-evision classes were first broadcast into America'e homes nmre than 30 years ago.Typically received by ordinary home antennas from local broadcast television sta-tions, these early. rudimentary 'eh-courses brought traditional classroom presents-lions directly into the student's living room.
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Chicago Citywide College, an extension of the City College of Chicago, took the
lead in testing and developing this new education delivery system. Supported by a
grant from the Ford Foundation's Fund for Advancement of Education, Chicago
Citywide College bizslroadcasting telecourses over Chicago's public educaticnal
television station, , in 1956. From those early days of trial-and-error experi-
mentation, Chicago Citywide College has continued its commitment to expand the
applicability and enhance the effectiveness of telecourse instruction. And, although
many other colleges have since followed its lead. TV College is generally recognized
to have set the stage for the educational television we have today.

While Chicago Citywide College was establishing itself, another Ford Foundation-
suppie .ed project for television in higher education was begun at The Pennsylvania
State University. also in 1956. The purpose of the Penn State project was to explore
the potential use of closed-circuit television for on-campus instruction. A successful
undertaking, the project had produced 28 courses for the university by 1966.

Widespread experimentation with telecourses continued through the sixties, sev-
enties, and eighties, with Michigan State University (East Lansing, Mich.), Ameri-
can University tWashington, DC), ()Ise Western Rerve University (Cleveland,
(Thio% and Iowa State University (Ames, Iowa), among others, exploring the possi-
bilities offered by instructional television. Colleges and universities worked with
teachers, iar,tri eitioseil designers, graphic artists, educational technologists, and stu-
tter:Ls to find the most effective ways to create and deliver telecourses.

Some schools established, owned, and operated their own television stations in the
mid-fifties: examples include the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (KUON) and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill IWUNC). Several of these have since
developed into highly effective statewide networks. However, colleges and universi-
ties that did not own a station or a closed-circuit system got their opportunity to
experiment with television courses when the commercial networks became interest-
ed in educational television in the late fifties.

WCBS/New York first broadcast the "Sunrise Semester" series in comparative lit-
erature in 1957. By 1959, NBC was broadcasting "Atomic Age Physics' on "Conti-
nental Classroom" over 150 network stations across the country. Funded in part by
a grant from the Ford Foundation, the physics series received high marks from edu-
cators for academic quality and the usefulness of the accompanying support materi-
als for students and local teachers. More than :MO colleges and universities offered
"Atomic Age Physics" the first year, and several other courses followed in succeed-
ing years. Uni.ctunately, the series required heavy subsidy, and n.c dropped it a
few seasons later Nevertheless, educators, programmers and produce.a learned val-
uable lessons aboui ,t 4-courses from the experience: a program with high academic
sews lards could he -sited that would be accepted by teachers and students: a
mai set for .2*o.ti nreg or q existed: and, as always, financial issues needed to be con-
sidered. In 196,4 f`18 i e "Sunrise Semester" available to its network stations,
and the h*Ii . .cw. fa) aogram continues today.

Amaher :andim:rk evt. ,t for telecourses, in the early sixties was the passing of the
Federal Educai . mai f*levisiGr Facilities Act of 1962. This legislation empowered
the federal govemment to fund ths 'ng and equipping of public television sta.
tions, thereby extending their bro.sicact och. In response to the growing interest
in telecourses, the Crest Plains Regionse Instructional Library was created in 1963
by an age:-ey of tiw KUON -TWNebraska ETV Network in affiliation with the Uni-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln. The library's goal was to serve as a clearinghouse that
would acquire, maintain, and lend to schools those programs and series that had
continuing educational value, Headquartered in Lincoln, Neb., the library now
tu;uses some 2.390 educational programs for elementary, secondary. and higher edu-
cation end produces the young reader -Reading Rainbow" series for the Public
Broadcasting Service.

Probably the biggest advance for educational television occurred with the passage
of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967. which recognized the potential of broadcast
television to inform and enlighten Usti well as entertain) the public. This legislation
authorised f e creation of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB). which was
charged witil the "responsibility of assisting new stations in getting on the air, es-
tablishing one or more systems of interconnection, obtaining grants from federal
and other sources, providing funds to support program production, making grants to
stations to support local programming and cvnducting research and training
projects."

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting was not a production or networking facil-
ity Instead, another entity, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), was created in
1969 to serve as CPB's television network. Its functions were to select. schedule, and
distribute programming for the widespread system of PBS-affiliated stations.
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Through that network, a nationwide system of public television had come into being
by the end of the sixties.

In addition to the creation of CPB and PBS. further progress for educational tele-
vision came with the creation of the British Open University in 1969. Championed
by then-Prime Minister Harold Wilson, the Open University was created as an al-
ternative system for achieving a higher education degree. Its courses blended print,
video, and radio presentations with campus visits and were designed to appeal te
students unable to attend universities full-time or "in residence." To support the
needs of its far-flung students, the Open University established several sites
throughout Britain where students could go for tests and to meet with tutors. Begin-
ning with an enrollment of 40,000 in 1971, it now enrolls about 64,000 students per
year throughout the United Kingdom. The Open University, which has distributed
its course materials for use in this country and now has branches in several other
countries, helped set the precedent for using televis'an as a key component of basic
higher education courses.

In the mid-seventies, colleges and universities began producing their own tele-
course series and related support materials to attract broader audiences and extend
the reach of their campuses. Miami-Dade Community College (Miami, Fla.), Coast-
line Community College District (Fountain Valley. Calif.), and Dallas alunty Com-
munity College (Dallas, Texas) were 3 of the schools most active in this fleld. Since
then, many schools have jeined together in regional consortiums that currently
produce some of the best telecourse programs available throughout the world.

The eighties witnessed an explosion of alternative instructional delivery systems
for public elemestary, secondary, and higher education in America. Fueling major
research and experimentation during this period was Ambassador Walter Annen-
berg's establishment in 1981 of the landmark Annenberg/CPB Project, through
which the .Annenberg School of Communications contracted to provide $10 million a
year for 15 years to CPB. The goal of the project was to ex.nd opportunities for
individuals to acquire a quality college education at an affor&ble cost. To that end,
the project supported the development of e collection of telecourses that could be
offered to students at more convenient times and places than the traditional class-
room hours. It also funded demonstrations of new applications of the telecommuni-
cation and information technologies in higher education. The purpose of this fund-
ing was to explore improvements in education made possible by advances in technol-

lased on the results of such undertakings, projects utilizing telecommunications
technologies such as sateliites, cable television, fiber optics. microwave, slow-sran
television, microcomputer networks, fax machines and VCRs have opened up new
and exciting opportunities for those interested ;n distance education.

in the nineties, our challenge will be to build upon the insights and experience
gained in the past 3 decades. These advances have created unprecedented opportuni-
ties to tailor education to the needs of the students, rather than having students
structure their education around the needs of the institution. ME/U's goal is to
ensure that as many students as possible, no matter what their circumstances or
location, can take advantage of these opportunities.

With broad-scale ability to become educated comes broad-scale opportunity. eco-
nomic and otherwise. With recognizable opportunity and broad-scale access to it
comes a broad-scale sense of fairness and hope. A sense of fairness and attitude of
hope art' positive elements in both the individual and national iroyches. America
needs these elements. They are confidence-builders personally, organizationally and
nationally.

MIND EXTENSION UNIVERSITY: THE EDUCATION NETWORK

in November ii4$7. Mind Extension University was launched as a basic cable teh-
vision channel designed to meet diverse nee& for education, information, and in-
struct ion.

Originally, the network's programming focused primarily on for-credit. college-
level telecouises in such areas as science, fine arts, English, mathematics, foreign
languages, and general business. In addition, a variety of pre-college educational
programs and personal enrichment programs were offered. ME/11 has since broad.
ened its course offerings to meet the needs not only of college-keel students but also
of elementary and secondary school students and tlwir teachers.
College.Level ('ourses

Since ME/Us inception. all credit courses have been led by course instructors
from prestigious colleges and universities acrues the nation. As in traditional on-
campus classes, each course requires textbooks, assignments. and exams. 1)ireet or
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two-way contact with instructors is handled by mail, phone and, in many cases. tele-
conference. Once a student completes a course, credit is granted by the institution
offering the course. These credits may be transferred to other schools.

Recently edding an MBA program, ME/U continues to expand its course offer-
ings, and is currently exploriog the possibility of offering courses from other coun-
tries. However, the standard for courses has always been the same: students should
receive the best course from the best teacher. Concurrently, the teachers expect the
best from their students.

Four factors are considered especially important when selecting those schools and
colleges whose courses are carried on ME/U. These are:

quality of telecourses,
ability of instructors.
experience with the theory and practice of televised education, and
proven support on the part of the institution's leadership for telecourse instruc-

tion.
Based on these criteria, 18 colleges and universities have become part of ME/U

programming to date, ano more are in the process ofjoining the network.
Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colo., was the first school to become

part of ME/U. This university has been a leader in the area of telecourse instruc-
tion for 20 years and is nationally recognized for its SURGE program, which special-
izes in video-based courses for business and industry users. Their faculty has a
strong commitment to televised instruction, a commitment the, 'is echoed by the ad-
ministration through additional salary and graduate student support. The universi-
ty's College of Business, a 20-year leader in video-based, graduate business educa-
tion, is now offering through ME/U the first American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business-accredited MBA by satellite broadcast and cable delivery.
Elementary and Secondary School Courses

A broad range of courses to meet the educational needs of the nation's elementary
and secondary schools is provided by ME/U through a cooperative agreement with
the TI-IN Network, TI-IN Network is a Texas-based provider of live, interactive tel-
evision instruction.

These courses are delivered to schools each day as part of ME/U's regular educa-
tional programming This programming currently encompasses 21 high school credit
classes in science, the humanities, foreign languages, and math. The courses include
subjects that would be impossible for many small, economically disadvantaged, or
geographically remote schools to providefor example, marine science, trigonome-
try, Japanese, French and staff development programming. Student enrichment pro-
grams tailored to specific gratle levels (elementary through high school) supplement
the for-credit courses.

HOW MIND EXTENSION UNIVERSITY WORKS

Mind Extension University courses are transmitted by satellite to cable television
systems. then by cable into students' homes or businesses as well as to libraries and
school classrooms.

Colkge.Level Cott Mf'S
Usually students use a videocassette recorder to tape the class, then replay it at

their convenience. This enables students to fit coursework into their own schedules
and giVt'S them the opportunity to review classes in order to more fUlly understand
the topic's concepts or the instructor's points. Students who miss a lesson can call
the ME/U Student Support Center. and a representative will immediately send a
replacement tape so that there is little interruption in the continuity of the course

Each month, a program schedule listing the course offerings for that period is
sent to students and others who have indicated an interest in the telecourses. (Re-
search indicates that most ME/U students "preview- or watch a course at least
once before enrolling in it. Registered students receive a syllabus that lists an
entire semester's schedule of their courses. In addition, the course catalog indicates
what dates a course will be offered, and Fives a description of the course content.
credit, and cost. Courses generally begin in September, January, and May, similar
to the schedule a student would expect from a traditional semester structure.

Getting started, Students who stgn up for college-level courses receive a copy of
the Telecourse Student Survival Handbook for the appropriate course. The hand-
book explains administrative procedures. course requirements, assignment and
exam procedures, grades, and other relevant information and includes a broadcast
schedule with lesson numbers, dates and times. The purpose of this material is to
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streamline the administrative process as much as possible so that the student's ef-
forts go into studying and learning rather than into filling out forms and standing
in lines.

Students also receive a study guide and a syllabus or letter from the instructor
outlining the details of the course and covering information such as assignments
and exams. If the course calls for a proctored exam ifor example, all of the MBA
classes require proctored exams, wherein the proctor, or individual administering
the exam, must sign and have notarized a proctor statements. this information will
also be included.

Attending college-level classes. Once the preliminaries are taken care of, students
are ready to start "attending class" in their homes or offices. Classes are televised
weekly. As mentioned, students usually videotape the programs and then watch
them at a convenient, but regular, time each week. Most ME/U students stress that
consistency of' personal scheduling is important to maintain the continuity ef the
course and to stay on top of assignments.

Depending on the originating school's schedule, courses run for a quarter or a se-
mester, similar to on-campus classes. Although students are encouraged to complete
the courses within the regular quarter or semester schedule, it is undergo sod that
ME/U students frequently face personal and professional disruptions to their stud-
ies. Consequently, course extensions may be arranged if necessary. As with any
questions regarding scheduling. classwork, or related concerns, ME/U representa-
tives at the Student Support Coaiter will work with students to help resolve course
completion problems.

Ekmentory and Secondary School aurses
Any viewer interested in ME/U programming at the elementary or smondary

school level can call a toll-free number and speak with a Student Support Center
representative for information about the courses. Elementary and secondary schools
wishing to use the courses to augment their curriculum with classroom-delivered te-
lecourses available on the network may call for registration information and materi-
als.

Interested callers may request a course catalog that describes subscriber services,
staff development programs, special isrograms. student enrichment programs, and
direct student instruction courses. The catalog includes the annual programming
calendar, and information on all policies add procedures. Additionally, teachers are
encouraged to call with questions they may have. Because staff members work regu-
larly with both teachers and school districts across the country, questions can be
handled quickly and knowledgeably.
Student Support Services

A Student Support Center is staffed at ME/Us headquarters in Englewood. Colo..
to support the ME/II-affiliated colleges and universities and the administrative
needs of ME/U students. Through the center, ME/U representatives assist students
with enrollment iamong other things). bill them for tuition and fees, mail textbooks
and support materials, and arrange exams. Representatives also refer students to
local schools when appropriate and provide information regarding transfer of cred-
its.

Registered students are also provided with "missed lesson" videotape rentals. In-
structor contact is maintained through a voice mail system. and, for some classes.
through a computer bulletin board arrangement that allows students to discuss
questions and concerns with both instructors and other students, and through peri-
odic teleconferences with professors to review important course topics.
The Horne/Wire C'lassroorn

One of the namt exciting aspects of MEIU is that many of its students are eager
to use advanced communications technologies. Reflecting the communications ad-
vances currently avsilable to distance education, ME/U's at-home students may
have in their home classrooms:

a television connected to a cable or a satellite receive dish, either of which en
ables the t?levision to receive a channel devoted entirely to education:

a VCR. connected to the television, that allows students to record the program-
ming required for their courseise and

a telephone line that enables them to communicate with other students or their
instructors through a voice mail system on a toll-free number.

In a growing number of at-home ME/1.1 classrooms, students also have computers
that can connect them with their classmates and instructor through a modern ta
device that connects a computer with the telephone lines for communication pur-
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poses), an electronic bulletin-board, and a telephone number. It is expected that
soon home fax machines may become as common as VCRs tend murh less expen-
sive), thereby giving students the ablity to electronically send print mateiial to
their classmates and instructors. While greatly enhancing the delivery of ME/U
course content, these tools also shorten the communication distance between in-
structor and student, as well as between and among students.
Educational Enrkhnwnt Prtypunw

As part of its commitment to education, ME/U also telecasts educational enrich-
ment anddre-college programs. This programming is designed to further an impor.
tant ME/ goal, which is to become an educational that mirrors a complete
educational institution. In addition to academic classes, students might receive self-
improvement and recreational programming such as campus theater productions,
lecture series, public debates, a tour of a acokstore with Ow latest and best titles,
library programs, and other enrichment activities.

Mind &tension University is committed to enabling its students not only to see
these activities on television but, through the innovative use of advances in commu-
nications technology, to participate in them in a truly interactive way. The enabling
technology is close enough at hand to start planning its imaginative and effective
use.

Cads
The increasing cost of higher education affects all Americans intending to pursue

a degree or to send a child through college. As noted earlier, one of the most press-
ing concerns regarding higher education is the increase in the costs of attending col-
lege. Tuition costs for ME/U reflect those of its participating schools and fall
midway between inosit public and moderately priced private institutions. Tables I
and 2 detail the cost relationships.

TABLE 1: TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

11989-90 Average Costs Pei Semester (17 Credits)1

Attic Pew*

Tuition and lees* .. $842 ($1,992) $4,713 $1.176
Room and toad. 4 3.258 Existing costs at home

Books and supplies 433 ' 424 450

Transportahon + 423 , Existing costs at None

Persona) . . 832 Existing costs at ttomo

Total $9.650 $1,626 (phis costs al home)

hco-resellot helm no lees gmen s prentheses
tmetherent data

Sxme bawl en Wes Wed m The Node ot thgtter Mahon. August 16. 1989

TABLE 2: FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

11989 90 hew Costs Per Semester (12 Detts11

___ -
1 PIM
4--

Ftwie 1181.111

Totes and tees ' .. $1.694 ($2,684) : $8,737 $2,520

Ran and board. 3,039 1 3198 Existing costs at home

Books axl supplies. . 454 459 1 450

Tansportation . 442 414 , Existing cods al home

Petsonal. ..... .. 1,042 818 Existing COOS 31 home

Total . 46,671 (57,6.51) $14.326 $2.970 (plus costs at tone)

Non resident tow and tees rev in protheses
Sourm nosed an Num ated m The Chromte st HI* istomlos, August 16. 1989

The financial advantage ME/U students have over their on-campus counterparts
is that they pay only for their education, not for school-related transportation, hous-
ing, athletic or health fees, or various other costs incurred in living away from
home (see Table 3t. In addition, and perhaps equally impertent, ME/U students re-
alize a substantial time savings. While the rigors of success in a course are the
same, ME/U students don't have to spend time away from their jobs or families as
do those who attend classes on campus.
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TABLE I COMPARSIN Of COSTS, rINANCIAL AND PERSONAL AMONG COLLEGE ALTERNATIVES

TOW
Fees (student, Welk. hbraiy, olta)
Ron and taxa
Transpertstioo

Paseteat
Bede..... , ................ ..
Time um Imo job end laiody

........

04
, Cox Catonoo Wu

Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes ?lc No
Yes Yes No
Yes Yes Yes
Yes : Yes Yes
Yes Yes No

Looking Forward
Even though ME/U is often referred to as "the degree channel," its student body,in a broad sense, also includes millions of learners not formally pursuing a degree.Programming from ME/U engages the minds of these individuals simply becausethey have an interest in the political process, in history, in mathematics, in lan-

guages, in library information science, in the planet Earth, in the nature of the uni-verse, in thermodynamics, in computer literary, in literature, in knowing how towrite more effectively, in the general education development (GED program, or inany of the long list of subjects offered through ME/U,
The channel is dedicated to equality of educational opportunity for everyone, re-gardless of his or her station in life or depth of interest in the formal educational

process. The channel's philosophy is that if you watch you learn, and learning is
positive. It is mind engaging; it is the antithesis of being a "couch potato."

American higher education has been a leader in the challenge to produce an in-formed electorate, a productive work force, and a nation prepared to adapt tochange. However, changing societal and economic demands are forcing us to movebeyond traditional responses.
We must embrace innovative solutions. In ME/U's case, this entails fusing thestrengths of our educators' expertise and leadership with technological advances. Inorder to improve and enhance its service, ME/U will rely on a time-honored strati.-gy of American business: it will learn in the marketplace from its clients, the stu-ilents of ME/U, and from its partners, traditional educators.

UN LirdrrED Access

For centuries, colleges and universities have expected students to deliver them-selves to education. Large-scale delivery of education to students is a substantialchange in appmach; it places the needs of the students, rather than those of thefaculty, at the center of the education equation.
The ability to respond to students' needs is one of the key elements that makesME/U so useful: it is "student-friendly." stressing convenience of coursework view-ing and accessibility of instructors. As cable subscribers, MEIU students also createpressure in the marketplace to serve them well. because ME/U must answer tocable operators whose prerogative it is to carry or not carry the channel on localcable systems.
The flexibility of taking classes through ME/U is manifested in a number ofways. Students whose jobs require travel can record lessens for viewing later. Asmentioned earlier, students who miss a session can receive a videotape of the missedStudents who must relocate can often continue their coursework withrilrfflany, disruption in their degree program if ME/U is available at their newlocation.
At the elementary through secondary school level, the network allows parentswho are at home during the day and whcse cable systems carry ME/U to see howtheir children are doing in class. By watching the class presentation and becomingfamiliar with class materials and homework requirements, parents are able to morefully support their children's academic efforts. This kind of participation enablesparents to play an important role in the educational equation.The variety_ of students served by ME/U reflects the diversity, of programmingthat marks ME/U's approach to edueation. At the beginning. the main focus wascollege-level courses, at the associate's, bachelor's, and master's level, in a variety ofcurriculum areas. However, as the network has continued to evolve, the focus hasbroadened to include programs aimed at students needing to complete their highschool studies improve their English. mathematics, science or language skills, or de-
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velop a better understanding of the world around them. The concept underlOng
ME/U's programming is not just to provide an opportunity to complete high school
requirements or college credits. It is also to create excitement about education and
to facilitate lifelong learning in a constantly changing society.

The diversity of ME/U courses makes them valuable to a wide range of age and
interest groups In fact, any cable television system that carries the ME/U channel
or any television set connected to a satellite receive dish can deliver education to
students, either individually or in groups.
FIX- or Part-Time Emploxes

Many nontraditional students must support themselves and their families while
pursuing a college education. These stu&nts need flexible scheduling that will
enable them to undertake college coursework without disrupting their job responsi-
bilities.

Night classes or print-based correspondence courses have often been the only
option available to this type of student. Night classes. however, frequently necessi-
tate child care arrangements and being out late at night. Mind Extension Universi-
ty provides an alternative means of pursuing a diploma or college degree, an alter-
native that offers convenience, flexible scheduling, and the comfort of one's own
home.

Homebound Parrnts
Homebound parents are individuals who are currently staying at home to raise

young children. Their schedules are primarily geared to the needs and activities of
their children.

Many of these parents. however, view their at-home child-rearing time as part of
an overall family/career approach that entails epencling several years at home with
young ones and then re-entering the job market. Mind Extension Univeraity offers
these individuals an opportunity to upgrade their educational achievements and
professional skills while they are at home. Coursework and studies can be arranged
around the children's daily routines, avoiding the need for child care and the inevi-
table scheduling conflicts that would result from trying to attend on-campus class.
Physimilly Challenged Men and Women

For America's physically challenged men and women, key component of living a
productive life is equality of access: access to public transportation and buildings,
access to jab opportunities, access to education. However, for many wheelchair-
bound and other physically challenged students, such access is an impossibility.

Mind Extension University offers a practical means of achieving barrier-free
access to education. Because learning takes place in the student's home. ME/U stu-
dents are able to attend classes and study in an environment tailored to their par-
ticular needs. As a society, we have a long way to go before we can offer a truly
barrier-free environment, but ME/U represents a positive first step for many phys-
ically challenged st alents.
Shift Workers

Like other students who are employed part-time or full-time, shift workers must
dovetail their college coursework with the scheduling demands of their jobs. Shift
workers, however, often have to cope with the added disadvantage of schedules that
change frequently or require unusual amounts of time per shift. For example, flre-
figheers may work 4 days and have 3 days off during 1 week, then alternate the
schedule the following week.

This type of work schedule makes attending most on-campus classes impossible.
The flexible scheduling provided by ME/U classes, however, offens an effective
means for combining shift work with pursuit of continuing education or a college
degree,

Geographically Remote Individuals
Americans living in geographically remote locations are often unable to travel the

distance to the nearest college campus. and that campus may not offer the curricu-
lum they need. Individuals in these situations are unable to pursue further educa-
tion in order to change occupations or to enhance their current job skills. As the
number of family farms continues to decrease. for example, more and more rural
workers need to explore other industries and job options. Distance education can
offer them an opportunity to complete their education or to upgrade their skills as
they contemplate such ,x transition.
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Military Personnel
One of the benefits of a military career is that the government helps to pay for its

emp1oyees educations. The drawback, however, is that military personnel are often
moved about so frequently that it becomes impossible for them to complete many
college-level courses, let alone a degree program.

Mind Extension University is able to overcome the difficulties caused by reloca-
tion because it is avinlable by cable or satellite throughout the United States and at
various overseas locations. Thus, it enables military personnel to earn college de-
grees, upgrade their rank, or simply pursue intellectual interests.

Individuals who have spent their professional lives in the military but are con-
rife jdating a second career upon completion of their service can use ME/U to get a

start toward their goals. The education available through ME/U can help
them prepare to compete in the work environment they have chosen.
Seniors

In The Three Boxes of Life. author Richard Bolles observes that traditionally we
have organized our lives according to three periods or "boxes": getting an education,
going to work and earning a living, and living in retirement. Arguing that this
"boxed-in" approach to life is at best limiting and at worst damaging, Bolles calls
instead for a lifelong flow that incorporates all three elements concurrently to
achieve a balanced, dynamic and productive life.

Today's seniors are breaking out of the retirement box with energy and enthusi-
asm, and they're finding lifelong learning to be one of their most powerful allies. In
1987. 1 in 10 colle students was over 50. The success of the Elderhostel program, a
nationally offered, campus-based program of courses for seniors, clearly demon-
strates the increasing interest of seniors in lifelong learning. According to Annette
Buchanan, American Association of Retired Persons tAARPt program specialist for
consumer affairs, fElderhostel) started in 1975 with only 200 students enrolled at 5
colleges in New Hampshire. In 1987, just 12 years later. Elderhostel enrolled 150,000
students in 850 colleges in the U.S., as well as 200 institutions overseas located in 37
countries. Elderhostel has never done any marketing or paid for an advertisement.
Yet, this year alone, Elderhostel had more than 150,000 unsolicited requests for
catalogs beyond the normal mailing list sent to former attendees. According to El-
derhostel president. Bill Berkeley, they cannot keep abreast with the demand and
cannot find sufficient space for new Elderhostel programs.

Senior students are looking for personal enrichment, intellectual challenge, and
increasingly, upgrading of professional skills. Yet, according to Buchanan, they also
want "classes during the day with easy accessibility, since walking long distances
can be difficult." and because parking probleris often become yet another deterrent
to class attendance on campus. The conveniei ce, comfort, and safety of learning in
their own homes offers many seniors educational opportunities they might other-
wise miss.

Prison inmates
Another potential user group is prison inmates. As noted by Bruce Wolford in his

chapter on correctional facilities in The Handbook of Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion. "In many correctional institutions, educators provide one of the few positive
change-oriented programs available to inmates." Wolford also notes that our prisons
include "a disproportionate number of unemployed, undereducated, and learning
handicapped individuals," that more than 140 percent of these prisoners did not com-
plete high school, and that "fi0 to 80 percent have been classified as functionally
Illiterate."

This is a disaster both for the prisoners who are unable to break out of their de-
structive lifestyles and for our society, which bears the scars of their ongoing
crimes. Education ite one of the tools that can check this downward spiral. Yet for
obvious reasons, few inmates have the opportunity to attend classes.

Many prisoners know firsthand the difficulties they will confront in attempting to
rejoin soc;ety if they have not developed the skills necessary to compete in the work
force. Consequently, although prison inmates frequently need substantial remedial
education IME/U's GED coursework can be especially helpful for prisoners who
never completed high schoolf, those who take advantage of educational opportuni-
ties are usually quite motivated and committed to completing their programs.

Although changing criminal behavior patterns is one of society's most perplexing
challenges, the experts identify educational opportunities as a key component in
prison reform Learning creates understanding, opportunity and hope: these displaceanger
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Colleges and Unicenaties
The escalating costs of hiring professors in certain fields may seriously impair the

ability of all but major institutions to offer students a well-rounded curriculum..
Courses offered through ME/U can help provide a solution to this gmwing problem.
Colleges and universities can use ME/Ll's satellite-delivered programming as on-
campus stand-alone courses or as a component of the institution's division of COL-
tinumg education. In the former instance, the school supplies its own catalog
number and instructor and offers its own credit. In "wrap-around" courses, instruc-
tors begin and conclude the class with their own material, wrapping it around the
televised material that forms the core of the course. In the latter instance. ME/U
programming is usually offered through the school's division of continuing educa-
tion as a telecourse for individuals in the local community, who, because of schedul-
ing or logistics conflicts, would otherwise be unable to attend the school's on-campus
classes.

With either method ME/U saves the institution's instructors time and effort in
preparation and allows the instructors to see how colleagues cover the course mate-
rial. Institutions may also find that offering ME/U programming through the divi-
sion of continuing education enables them to enroll more students.
Elementary and Secondary Schools

Elementary and secondary schools, especially those constrained by geographic iso-
lation, funding limitations, or teacher shortages. are one of ME/U's largest constitu-
encies. ME/U programming enables these schools to:

provide access to courses 7or whieh they have no teachers;
offer graduate courses and in-service programs for teachers, administrators.

school librarians, and school support staff;
enhance or broaden the curriculum they are already delivering to their stu-

dents; and
offer academically advanced students a head start on college coursework (many

entry-level college courses have study guides and textbooks designed for high schooluaet
In the future, ME/U plans to offer schools the opportunity to participate in inno-

vative, single-event programs. As communications advances have opened up new
interactive possibilities, single-event programs have become a popular way to intro-
duce students to the excitement of exploration and discovery, be it in the sciences,
literature, the arts, or simply the exchange of ideas. Althougu single-event pro-
grams may originate m many different sources tresearch institutes, museums, na-
tional forums, professional associations, art galleries, and national libraries are but
a few), they have in common the goal of providing opportunities for students to par-
ticipate in specialized learning experiences or events that would otherwise be un-
available to therm
Business and Industry

Business and industry comprise another constituency for ME/U's educational pro-
gramming. America's blue-collar work force is currently made up of some 32 million
men and women. Many of these individuals luck an adequate pre-college education
and may need to take GED courses, preferably at the work site. Moreover, although
in the past a high echool education was sufficient to enable blue-collar workers to
perform their jos successfully, today a bachelor's degree is more frequently neces-
sary to compete in the labor market. Additionally, a growing number of professions
require a master's degree either to start in the profession or to remain in it. Many
companies insist that their employees complete such degrees within 2 or 3 years of
employment or face termination.

Although the demand for further education for American workers has increased
radically over the past decade, there has not been a similar increase in educational
alternatives for this group. Meny full-time workers do not have the option to attend
traditionally scheduled, on-campus classes: as already noted, shift workers in par-
ticular find it difficult to continue their education in any traditional way.

For students who m-ed to continue working while -!ompleting their high school
education, upgrading it..eir skills. or preparing for a career change, ME/U offers a
way to pursue their education while maintaining their employment-

Sercht,HZEU DEliNEE PRoGRAms

t'unipletum Pr,wrom
Many at the. Rotential t4tudents ust described rtu,y have startPd higher education

programs hut for vorious rewons were unable to continue them. To awl the nePds
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of these students, ME/LI delivers an associate degree and a bachelors' completion
degree with a management focus.

The associate's degree is based on a general curriculum so that courses will easily
transfer into the bachelor's degree programs of other colleges and universities.

The bachelor's completion program, designed for adult students who wish to
sharpen existing management skills or learn new ones, allows students to supple-
ment its management focus with a secondary concentration that supports their
career goals. The degree's business curriculum focuses on current issues (including
global perspectives), ethical and legal considerations, practical problem solving, andcritical thinking.

Structured for maximum flexibility, the projram accepts credit for work experi-
ence as well as a wide variety of school transfer credits, so that students from di-
verse academic backgrounds need not lose credit for the coursework they have al-ready completed.

Master's Library and Information Science
Library and information science is an exciting component of ME/U programming.

With existing library and information science courses from the University of South
Carolina forming the basis of this ME/U degree program, additional course work isbeirig developed.

Mind Extension University is working with a consortium of several institutions
that have graduate-level library and information science programs to develop a mas-ter's degree r irriculum comprising courses drawn from the participating schools.The goals of the consortium are to (I) develop a library science master's program
accessible to students who cannot attend on-campus classes, and 12) allow consorti-
um schools an opportunity to offer courses to their on-campus students that the in-
dividual schools might not otherwise be able to provide.

Undertaken with the support and advisement of the American Library Associa-
tion, this consortium is breaking ground in the innovative use of teaching technolo-
gy. Few graduate programs, library science or ot!erwise, have the faculty and re-sources to offer all the courses that might be desbable in a given discipline. Com-bined with a consortium approach, however. ME/U's telecourse technoloikv enablesschwas to share faculty with one another, expanding the reach and services of eachinstitution.

Consortium members will agree on a curriculum and on which institutional mem-bers will teach each course. Participants will also agree to transfer credits from
other member institutions. This inter-institutional cooperation will allow students tobenefit from the broad-based strengths of several schools rather than being restrict-ed to the offerings of just one. Students enrolled in an existing on-campus program
will be able to take consortium courses in addition to their regular classes; students
in remote locations will be able to complete all coursework through the ME/U pro-gramming.

The consortium model for graduate education is also being adapted for use in amaster's level teacher-education program. The focus here will be twofold: (II to
maximize the effective use of each institution's graduate program resources, and 12;to assist in preparing teachers to meet the Professional Teaching Standards, a
teacher-certification method that may become a requirement for teaching in thenear future.
Master's Level Teacher Edtwation

The current move toward new teacher-certification rules will have a tremendousimpact on existing teachers as well as on future professionals. Some states are abol-ishing the undergraduate education major at their colleges and universities and in-
stead are requiring priwpective teachers to focus on the subjects they wi!l one dayteach. The new rules require teachers to hold a master's degree to receive perma-
nent certification This will likely cause an increasing demand for telecourses as at-tempts are made to get quality information to a large, dispersed audience in a rea-sonably short period of' time. In the meantime. ME/U is working with Penn State
and other institutions to offer high-quality in-service training for the nation's teach-ers and other education staff.
Master's Business Admoustration

To date, the most sought-after coursework among ME/ U students and corporate
clients hits been graduate-level business classes. In response to this need, ME/V nowcarries the coursework for the Master's of Business Administration from ColoradoState University. The degree coursework carried on the ME/U cable channel is alsoavailable by satellite reception and by videotape. In addition to the MBA
coursework. ME/U will also offer business school short courses from Colorado State.
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The first and only MBA degree program delivered nationally on cable television
and by satellite broadcast, Colorado State's MBA program is accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Busiaess (AACSB). (Of the 750 business
degree programs currently available in the United States, only 266 have met
AACSB accreditation stan&rds.) The Colorado State College of Business, which has
been providing business education for more than 25 years, has a faculty that com-
bines excellent academic credentials with strong business experience. More than 90
percent of the regule- ' asiness faculty hold doctoral degrees, and more than 50 per-
cent have hail signih, At business experience with major corporation&

Graduate %-ourses are scheduled throughout the year, and the MBA degree may be
completed through ME/U in as few as 3 years. As with other ME/U degree pro-
grams, students enroll in courses thiviwh 114E/1.3 and receive credit from the spon-
soring institution, in this case Colorado State.

The MBA program focuses on preparation for a broad-based, general management
career and is designed primarily, but not exclusively, for students with nonbusiness
undergraduate degrees. Theoretical approaches are blended with the practical appli-
cation of decision-making in today's business world. The program offers a wide
range of courses such as finance, marketing, organizational structure, and informa-
tion systems.

This degree, with its flexible scheduling and ability to address the student's needs,
will be especially useful to lower level managem who want to upgrade their profes-
sional options without disrupting their employment schedules, to individuals (such
as career military personnel) who would like to augment their technical degrees
with a broader, management-oriented graduate degree but live in geographically
remote elves or face relocation, and to others simply trying to keep their profession-
al skills current with changes in the employment marketplace.

To qualify for the MBA degree, students must have the equivalent of a "common
body of knowledge" in business and administration as defined by the AACSB. This
body of knowledge, which can be acquired either at the undergraduate or graduate
level, includes satisfactory work in basic economics, mathematics and statistics, ac-
counting, finance, management and human resources, marketing, production and
operations management, computer-based information systems, and business policy.
The 30-credit hours that comprise the Common Body of Knowledge Program can be
taken from Colonido State or ME/U or can be transferred from another accredited
college.

Once students have completed a series of courses designed to bring them to this
common point of preparation and have been accepted into the Colorado State gradu-
ate program, they are then ready to begin the College of Business's Professional
Graduate Program. Of the 33 credit hours that make up the Professional Graduate
Program, at least 27 must be from Colorado State.

The program draws on Colorado State's 20 j ears of experience with televised in-
struction to offer course material that is both i inovative and practical.

141 Tuition for this degree program, based on 33 credit hours, falls midway be-
tween that of other public and private college and university MBA programs.

TABLE 4: MBA PROGRAMS

11989 90 Aerage Costs Pr Semeste 1 17 (Adis)!

_
Pubic Prfeate Mt Li

Tuition and tees ' $1,564 ($2.973i $5.70? S3.600
Room and Matd 7.09? ? 092 Existing costs at tIMP
Books and supplies 331 450 425
Transportation 000 407 brsting costs al home
Personal 1,913 1.913 Evsltreg Costs at home
Total $6300 37,709) $10,051 $4,075 (plus casts at home)
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Sane based on figure., cited o. Oftclot Cu* to SBA Progisms 19B8 89 fat-trl teurotional Testing Servce
transportation Noes Wise or array ws7s wed fl htgor matron outstations

When room and board. transportation, and persona) costs ore added in, the sav-
ings realized by ME/U students are substantial.
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MIND EXTENSION UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Students enrolled in Mind Extension University courses repreeent diverse back-
=a broad range of ages, and widely varied goals. Many are striving to en-

heir career opportunities or to attain other personal and professicnal objec-tives. Some audit courses simply out of curiosity or a commitment Le lifelong learn-
ing. All, however, cite MEM s ability to bring the classroom to tJv e. student-as cen-tral to pursuit of their studies. The following profiles of 8 MEM a udents illustrate
the advantages ME/U offers individuals in a variety of circumstances.
Steve Zullo Fu Tleaehen Libertyvilk, Illinois

Many individuals who have full-time jobs in demanding occupations credit ME/Usflexible scheduling with enabling them to panne professional certification. Such
was the case for sclwW psychologist Steve Zullo.

Along with two colleagues who teach high school students with behavioral disor-ders, Zul lo took 3 education classes during the summer of 1988 to cesainue his certi-
fication. Married and the father of two children, 41-year-old Zullo noted that be-
tween teaching and coaching, he and his two friends were extremely busy and that"cable TV allowed us to videotape the class and then view it when we had the time.
This way we could also do the homework as time permitted. I could work on theclasses at night when my children were busy. Or sometimes when everyone else wasin bed asleep. I turned on the videotape and started working on my homework."Zu Ito and his friends, Robert Mueller and Howard Litwin, teach in Des Plaines,111. Because Zullo's local cable company carries ME/U programming, he was the resource for the group. "The others can't get ME/U where they live, so I videotapedthe courses on my recorder, did my assignments on Monday, and Nssed the tape onto Bob or Howard. Then they passed it on to the other guy." When they enrolled,the 3 men were assigned a Colora& State University professor with whom they
were in regular contact. They sent assignments in weekly and consulted with theirprofessor by telephone or mail. On completion of their counses, they received creditfrom Colorado State.

Robin Pappas, Rome-Bound Parent. Lodi, Ohio
Few people experience a more denuiading full-time occupation than stay-at-home

parents of small children. Yet while raising their children, many parents want tocontinue their education. For some, this phase of their lives can offer a chance toupgrade or reinforce important professional skills while they take time oft' fromtheir careers to care for their children. For many, it can be an opportunity to catchup on courses they never had a chance to take during their college years. Forothers, it may be an opportunity to begin an undergraduate degree for the firsttime, as it was for Robin Pappas.
An Ohio mother of 3 small children. Pappas had never had the opportunity toattend college. Once she became a mother, her family responsibilities and busy lifestyle made attending on-campus classes nearly impossible for her. Pappas faced anurgent problem, however: with no college background or work experience in ac-counting, she needed training that would enable her to manage the family business.In the spring of 1938, in the privacy of her living room, Robin Pappas went back

to school for the first time in 20 years. Mind Extension University's "Accounting I,"offered by the University of New Mexico, provided the introductory accounting
coursework she had been looking for. "1 wanted to take some business courses so Icould help my husband in his business. He drives a semi-trailer truck and also has ahome picnic table business and needed me to handle the bookkeeping for both," ex-plained Pappas. After completing the accounting coursework, she set up and contin-ues to maintain official ledgers for both businesses. Pappas subsequently enrolled inthe University of Minnesota's "Introduction to Technical and Business Communica-tio a" course and in Oxnard College's marketing course. She is currently enrolled in
"Introduction to Geology" offered by ColoradoState.

With the nearest college 20 miles away and a husband who travels. Pappas foundthat ME/U's flexibility was the key to her success. "For a mother with small chil-
dren, this is ideal," she noted. "1 tape the classes on my VCR and set aside an hourfrom 7 to 8 a.m. every day, when I have quiet time to study. I like the independentstudy because it lets me fit the classes into my schedule. The advice I would give toothers is to stay motivated and discipline yourself to set aside tir le each day forstudying "

Martin Shepani. US Marine. Alexandria. Virginia
Staying motivated and ME/lYs scheduling flexibility were what finally enabledMartin Shepard, 34, to complete his undergraduate degree and to reach an impur-
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tant professional goal. Shepard had been an enlisted man in the Marines for 13
years, but was unable to qualify for commissioned officer status until he had earned
an undergraduate degree. With only one humanities course left to complete, She-
pard found his military schedule in constant conflict with local college and universi-
ty offerings.

The young Marine had progressed as far as his junior "ear while studying for a
degree in health care management at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.
After a brief interim. he resumed his studies through an off-campus degree
offered by Southern Illinois University at the military base in Bethesda,P1.1.1Tr-
structors came to the base every weekend for 16 months. Shemrd attended classes
and finished a course every 6 weeks. When all that remained for Shepard to com-
plete his undergraduate degree was a single humanities course, he was workim fiat-
time and the course he needed wasn't offered during the evening at local

It was at that time that I found ME/11," said Shepard. "MEM had sent informa-
tion about its program to Southern Illinois University. The university evaluated it
and said it was a goW program." The course, "Humanities through the Arts," WRS
offered through ME/U by Colorado State University. It focused on how humans ex-
press themselves through the arts and included segments on art, music, cinema, ar-
chitecture and literature. "I videotaped the program and watched it whenever I
could." continued Shepard. "It was a great way to take the course."

Shepard claims his relationship with his Colorado-based instructor added to the
learning experience. "Even though it was a long-distance relationship through cor-
respondence and telephone calls, the student-teacher contact added a lot to the
course. If you're not in class, you want to make sure you're not missing something.
The instructor sent her biography and a photograph. We got to know each other
during the class."

Shepard finally received his Bachelor of Science degree in health care manage-
ment from Southern Illinois University in 1989 and was able to graduate with his
class at Bethesda. "I was enlisted for 13 years," said Shepard, "but it's because of
the degree that I got my commissioned officer status, Ensign."
Tayla flaiL Pksleally Challenged Paden& Woodkaf North Carolina

Twyla Hall, 30. has been equally tenacious in overcoming obstacles in her pursuit
of an undergraduate degree.

Hall was born with a physical disability that severely restricts her ability to move
about. Nevertheless, she was able to attend public school in Woodleaf. NC.. with the
encouragement and logistical support of her parents. With the school's approval,
her father constructed ramps and rails at the school to facilitate the use of a series
of carts he had built so she cou'i be pushed to her classes. By 1978, Hall had grad-
uated with the rest of her high school class anti was college bound.

The determined young woman had always planned to attend St. Andrews Presby-
terian College in the nearby town of Laurinberg. the only college in the area with
special facilities for the handicapped. Although she was accepted into the college, no
dormitory space was available fur her became so many other physically disabled
students had applied. Hall decided to consider other colleges.

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro tUNCB) was her second choice;
she enrolled, with a major in biology. Hall used an electric golf cart to get to and
from classrooms, but the campus was large and she often had to be pushed home
from classes. In addition, a multitude of stairs that daily confronted her took a long
time to climb and frequently exhausted her.

"Steps were really a big hassit- for me. I couldn't take a full academic load be-
cause I had to consider the t, ,e between classes. Once I had a science class on the
fourth floor. After each day of that class, I was beat. At this regular college, I
always felt as though I wasn't equal to the other students. I couldn't apply my best
effort in class because I was always tired from climbing steps all day. Walking on
crutches is a strenuous activity. The first week at UNCG I dropped 20 pounds. I had
never seen so raany steps."

The process of maneuvering between dorm and classroom finally became too
much of a physical and logistics burden. As a first-semester junior. Ha'.1 withdrew
from college, extremely upset by being unable to finish. "I left not knowing what
else to do, she explained. "I hated that I couldn't finish my degree. It had been my
lifetime dream to graduate from college." She tried attendmg classes at a local pri-
vate college, but the school was not designed to handle the needs of handicapped
students. Although she enjoyed her coursework, Hall eventually withdrew from this
school. too.

Shortly thereafter. Hall was watching a satellite-delivered program on the family
television uhen she happened acrnss classroom-like program. The man on screen.
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a professor, was discussing Einstein's theory of rekitivity. The course, being deliv-ered by MEW, was provided by Washington State University in Pullman. Hail con-tacted ME/U and enrolled in her first telecourse. She chose statistics, which she feltwould aid her in her work as an insurance clerk in tne family business.
Hall has now completed math and conversational Spanish classes in addition toher statistics coursework and plans to complete her degree. Hall noted that her pro-fessors "make you feel like you're part of a claw. If you have a problem, they give

you an NO number to call. It's not a big deal to pop a tape in. It's meant a lot to meand to my parents. It's an unconventional way to go to college, but I feel very fortu-nate that I found ME/13. It was the only way I could do it."
A eenior now, Hall and her parents plan to drive to Ohio State University forgivation so she can receive her diploma on campus. "We have a saying in ourfamily: 'a winner never twits and a quitter never wins. My mother always encour-ages me to finish whatever I start. Rie insists that l never give up because thingslook rough for me. That just isn't something we Halls do."

Kelly Metzenbacher, MBA Student, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Kelly Metzenbacher. a 29- Id account manager with Xerox Corporation inBaton Rouge, LA, had already completed his underduate degree and was tryingto find a way to fit MBA courseworli into his busy scdule, a way that didn't neces-sitate regular on-campus class attendance. Metzenbacher became one of the firststudents to enroll in the MBA degree program offered by Colorado State Universityon Mind Extension University.
Metzenbacher had previously enrolled in an MBA program at Louisiana StateUniversity in Baton Rouge, but was unable to complete his studies because, as hepoints out., "My schedule didn't coincide with theirs. The ME/LI program appealedto him "because it was flexible. Xerox and other corporations value the MBA, andthis is a rare opportunity for me to get it." Married and the father of '2 young chil-dren, Metzenbacher studies weekends and early in the morninT.
A main consideration for Metzenbacher was the tendency ot large corporations tomove their employees to various locations throughout the country. By studying foran MBA via cable television, Metzenbacher explains, he won't have to worry aboutbeing transferred and, ii the process, losing credit hours. "I feel a bit like a guineaPig,' he said. "Everyone, inclucling my co-workers at Xerox, is interested in this newway to pursue MBA studies. It's a new concept.'
Like Metzenbacher, other MBA students at ME/U and those considering enrollingcite flexibility and scheduling as factors that attract them to the program. LarryForness, 45, a management, tax and financial consultant from Denver, Colo., ie con-sidering getting his MBA via cable for these 2 reasons. "I know I won't be able to goonsite or take courses at night. I wouldn't be able to commit to specific class times.Given my demanding schedule, I need a flexible day-by-day, week-by-w..ek programso I can do coursework whenever I have free time You can't do that In a campussetting."

Corolyn Sharp. Lifelong Learner, Noruoad, Colorado
Carolyn Sharp has plenty of free time, but no nearby campus at which to attendclasses. Although she loves living in small, rural Norwood, Colo.. it's 150 miles awayfrom the nearest city. Grand Junction. Life in Norwood can be isolating, says 71-year-old Sharp, who doesn't drive and lives too far out in the country to receiveradio or broadcast television signals. Reflecting on the beauty and peacefulness ofher surroundings, Sharp notes, "The only thing I lack here is intellectual stimula-tion."
Things changed, however, when Sharp's sister gave her a slitellite dish. Her newtelevision was able to receive a host of satellite-delivered proeramming. includingME/U. In 1988, she recalls, "I had already been honing up. doing some history re-siearch on my own, and I wanted to take a class. I took 'Humanities Through theArts,' and it was a wonderful experience."
The course was especially interesting to Sharp, who had studied art in college andworked as a portrait painter until failing eyesight led her to writing. Mind Exten-sion University s art course also helped Sharp with an ongoing project she's workingon: a chronological irather than alphabeticalt arrangement of the encyclopedia aspart of a new way tc organize history. Explains Sharp. "The course pulled togethereverything I've learned in my 71 years, It corroborated what I believed, that theartstheater, painting, sculptureare the way we learn about history."Like many long-distance students, Sharp corresponded with her professor by mailand phone. They developed an excellent rapport, and her instructor evea took aninterest in her extracurricular work, reviewing parts of Sharp's encyclopedia, "Theteaching and class presentations were like nothing I'd ever seen,' recalls Sharp.
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-The visual effects were wonderful: you saw it, felt it, and heard it. It was so differ-
ent from just reading a book," Sharp even became something of a celebrity, when
Colorado &ate University sent a television crew to interview her about her work.

Although Sharp originally considered finishing her undergraduate degree through
ME/U, she abandoned the idea because she felt it would take too long. She is cur-
rently auditing an MEtU French language class, however, as well as courses in his-
tory and physics, and she plans to costinue pursuing her love of learning and un-
derstanding.
Mico ,Ittxt les. MIT Student. Nordheim, Texas

Mico Perales is now a sophomore electrical engineering student on full scholar-
ship at the Massachusett Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, MEM How-
ever. not long ago he wes a high school student in the tiny South Texas town of
Nordheim, population 369, wondering if he would ever be able to achieve his dream
of becoming an engineer.

Like many other snail rural towns, Nordheim had difficulty finding teachers
qualified to teach basic courses and willing to relocate to its geographily remote
area. Finding teachers who could lead the advanced science and math classes re-
quired for Perales to compete for a spot at MIT seemed nearly impossible. However,
his high school was able to support the young man's academic goals by uaing tele-
courses to provide an advanced curriculum of science, math, and foreign languages.
In his junior and senior years. Perales took 5 TI-IN classes, ranking as the top stu-
dent nationally in 2 of them,

Perales crits his advanced science and math telecoursescourses that many
small rural schools find difficult to offerwith providing the background he needed
for acceptance to MIT. According to this bright engineering student, distance learn-
ing allowed him to develop intellectual skills commensurate with those of students
from ACTON the nation. Now he is pursuing his dreams of a degree :a electrical engi-
neering and a profession in tho field of robotics.
Jeremy Dilbeek, High School Stuaent, Mwphy. North Comlina

Murphy, North Carolina, a small community in the extreme western corner of the
state, has only 400 students in its kindergarten-ti rough-high-school school tis: tem.
And yet, as Hiwassee Dam High School sophomore Jeremy Dilbeck found, the
school system made a commitment to not let its small sire compromise the quafity
of edusstion available to its atodsni.s. Once limited by a narrow school curriculnoi,
the hi. school decided to Wes gifted students like Dilbeck advanced courses ich
us tris,nometv, calculus. rarine science, Lptin, and Japanese via distance learn-
ing.

By taking part in many oi TI-IN's academically advanced cources. Dilbeck was
able to win a statewide comoSition 'sr a sumnier scholarthip ta study social science
at the Governor's School, a soma- revider.tial progran for gifted students from
throughout the state.

After completing the program, ihlbesk went on to the North Carolina &hoot of
Science and Math in Durhan,, c 2-year ac..elerated high school for high acactsmic
achievers, Passing :nigh entranse exams and personal averviews. Dais .k receivet
a scholarship from the schso.. and will live on campus for his junior end senior
years.

This gifted young man plans to go on to college sews completing his studies at the
School of Science and Math. Alisseoh still undec(ded as to wnat area ;if ',.-r.rtise
he will choose to pursue, Dube,* is certrin of om, thing .. distance education made
possible many of the options he is currently considering.

TELEctitikSES AND EDUrATORS

The role of MEW in education is to augment, not supplant, traditional education
systems. Schools, colleges, and universities offer on-site students a rich, communal
learning experience unsurpassed by any other educational configuration. Mind Ex-
tension Ur wersity's goal is to generate interest and excitement about education
generally and to encourage its pursuit on Loth an individual and broad scale basis.

In order to create an alternative means fur delivering education to students, we
have created so electronic pipeline for learning. This pipeline will enable America's
schools to extend their resources beyond the campus-bound classroom, to offer edu-
cationa, opportunity where previous., none existed, Simultaneously, it allows stu-
dents to reach out and receive education resources from beyond their classrooms.

As part of itt, ongoing effort to support local educational institutions, ME/1.1 has
established the Student Registrar Referral Program. This program informs potential
students (who have called F7./U for information about its courses) about other edu-
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cational programs offered by their local colleges and univervities. The Student Reg-istrar Referral Program generates thousands of referrals of potential students tolocal colleges and universities, thus supporting the region's educational institutions.Rather than competing with local schools, MEiU's role is to complement them bydelivering otherwise unavailable course materials to them and by providing educa-tional opportunity for students who would otherwise have none. The purpose ofME/Ii is to deliver education to students for whom access to traditional educationalstructures is either difficult or impossftde.

EDUCATORS' CONCERNS

Distance education has peen proving itself as a viable learning technology foryears in America ar.d in such geographically remote areas as South Australia andnorthwestern Canada. Nevertheless, many academicians resist accepting telecoursesas a teaching tool. Often this resistance stems from past experiences with early tele-vised educational experiments or lack of awareness about advances in telecourse in-structional design and production.In recent years numerous studies have compared the academic performance oftelecourse students with that of in-class students. Although the resulte of these stud-ies should not be considered dermitive, the preliminary data comparing telecoursestudents with in-class students indicate that "no significant difference exists be-tween the performance of the 2.
Chicago's Citywide College has undertaken several studies to test the effectivenessof telecourses. Its research, experimentally controlled and conducted by distin-guished educators from across the country, has demonstrated that home-based stu-dents tend to equal or surpass the performance of their on-campus eounterparts ofcomparable age and ability.
These and other studies have shown that a motivated, committed student willleara as well through one delivery medium as through another, provided the courseand deliven, ate well designed and executed. In fact, over the years telecounies havebeen placed under the academic curriculum committee's microscope far more oftenthen any customary on-campus course. If telecourses had not passed mitical academ-ic review, they would not be around today, much less growing in use.Human nature being what it is, teachers, like the rest of us, embrace change cau-tiously and with a healthy amount of skepticism. In this context, it might be helpfulto remember that when computers were introduced in the work place, many individ-uals feared they would be replaced by the new machines. On the contrary. today'soffice workers find that their skills, rather than being replaced by technology, havebeen extended by it. Computers are now relied on as tools that enable workers toreach higher levels of puctivity and effectiveness. Telecourees can play the samerole in the educational arena: extending the reach ofour teachers, raising their pro-ductivity. increasing their effectiveness.

Tekcaurses as a Teaching Tool
Many teachers have difficulty acknowledging that a telecourse in which the stu-dent views faculty-delivered instruction at a distance can be as effective as instruc-tioi in a traditional classroom setting where the instructor and studente interactface-to-face.
As noted previously, distance education evaluations i?erformed over the past 10years have consistently documented the effectiveness of telecourse learning experi-ence. Therefore, although the approach to instruction has traditionally been "pointto point," in which the instructor speaks with students face-to-face, it is now neces-sary to supplement this approach sath a "point to multipoint" syetem twhichsic cahle-televisitm system architectizel. In this situation, the instructor may still bein the front of the classroom, but students can number in the millions and can beanywhere in the world.

Expanding the reach of our teachers will continue to be one of distance educa-tion's most important goals, for there are too many people today who cannot bepresent in the classroom where instruction is being delivered and too many studentsin schools where the necessary teachers do not exist. Therefore, teaching mustbecome accessible from a distance; we can no longer be constrained by walls or byteachers' locations.
Authorship

Another source of resistance to telecourse teaching is the "not developed here" or"not developed by me- response. Even though many tekeourses rely cn advisoryboards that include peer reviewers and experts on the coarse's content, many peoplein the academic community are still reluctant to use someone else's materials. This
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is understandable: most instructors are initially mast comfortable using their own
material and presentation style.

Some instructors have overcome this hesitation to accept telecourses developed by
others by adding their awn video segments, called "wraparounds," to the existMg
package. Other instructors, realizing that they use textbooks developed by others
and add their own supplemental material, feel that the criteria for using romeone
else's video material 4muld be similar to that for using someone else's print materi-
al: if the academic quality is strong, the material can be useful. This makes the ac-
ceptance decision an issue of quality, rather than authonthip.
Quality of Course Design

There is sometimes concern about the quality of instruction in today's telecourses
among teachers who remember the early, **talking head" televised classes. Initial
experiments with televised classes used a single, fixed camera aimed at the front of
the classroom. Viewere 'ant sight of instructors who moved out of the camera's
range and could see only the backs of the students in the classroom. It was often
di cult for viewers to see clearly %shirt was written on the chalkboard.

The basic problem with these early telecourse efforts was that the instructor fo-
cused on those in the classroom and ignored the needs of the distant student. Fartu-
nately, advances in telecourse design have addressed these issues. Whereas early
telecourse faculty typically had only themeelves and occasional graduate students to
rely on for design creativity and expertise, today's well-designed teleclasses incorpo-
rate the work of several skilled people, such ss instructional designers, educational
technologists, and television production specialists.

Today's te,ecourse instructors have learned to speak to distant students as though
they were present in the classroom, and are better prepared to address their dis-
tar.ce learners' needs through such aids as study guides to bridge the video and text
material. Teehnological advances such as phone-mail systems and computer bulletin
boards have been esperially useful in facilitating student-teacher communication.
Student-Teacher Interaction

In distanre education, students often receive information in a timeslelayed
manner rather than in "real tin.e." Some teachers object to this delay because of
the resulting loss of spontaneous rsedback from the distance learner. While it is
true that some immediate interaction may be sacrificed with telecourse. most dis-
tance learners cite the benefits of taped instruction as greatly outweighing the
drawback of lack of spontaneity.

Videotaping teleclasses, the most common method of time-delayed delivery of in-
struction, has proved to be an effective way for distant students to review a concept
for better understanding or to review selected material. It is especially '.1elpful in
alleviating students concerns about whether they caught all the important points
in their notes; the lesson will always be there for them on videotape.

Flexible scheduling is less of an issue for telecourses delivered to elementary and
secondary schools. These courses, which can also be ;ideotaped. offer instead the
benefits of live, interactive presentation. Consequently. the full array of advanced
communications technologies can be deployed to provide a dramatic and participa-
tory educational experience.
"Ilands-on" Learning Situations

Some academics have questioned the across-the-board applicability of telecourse
learning. Certain course materials lend themselves to distance learning using
today's technology better than others. For example, there is currently no technology
that wotdd enable distance students to take the laboratory component of courses for
which they are required to have "hands-on" experience, Several solutions are under
ronsideration to address this issue, For exarrple, an alternative now being explored
is the use of facilities at other institutions, whit:1 would involve setting up a net-
work of lab sites where students could go to finish the required work and to gain
the hands-on experience necessary to understand the material.
Library Support

Mastery of any subject includes the ability io navigate easily among the subject's
reference works and major information resources, be they pubhshed, on-line
through computer databases, or available in some other format. This skill, called
"information literacy,"is central to subject research and informed analysis (as well
as increasingly important in day-to-day living) Only when students understand how
to use a subject's range of information resources are they able to move beyond the
structured distillations of textbok.ks into the wealth of free-flowing ideas available in
such resources as conference proceedings, master's and doctoral theses, association
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findings, industry analyses and journal reports. We strongly with educatorsthat information literacy is central to the dialogue ofileTning. Alvin Toff ler notedit in hiture Shock 20 years ago in his statement. -Tomorrow's illiterate will not be
the man who can't read; he will be the man who has not learned how to learn,"

On-campus students can explore these resources in their college or university li-braries. For many distance education students, however, the most convenient re-search facility is a local public or community college library, Although these librar-
ies may poesess far fewer resources than standard academic libraries, they are usu-ally able to provide guidance on the resources for a given subject and to obtain most
of the materials needed through interlibniry loan.

Too many distance education students, however, fare either an underfunded locallibrary with few materials appropriate to their studies, or no library whatsoever.
Physically challenged students may find library buildings as much like obstacle
courses as local campuses.

Although we have achieved the goal of taking the teacher to the student, we arestill working on the challenge of delivering the library's supporting resources into
the home, school, and workplace. ME/U is currently working with the library com-munity to help resolve this issue and is pursuing ways to make significant library
resources available to the students ME/1.1 serves,

MAKING THY. TRANSITION

As more teachers use the techniques of telecourse education, they will devise
their own solutions to the problems of distance education. Today's schools, in fact,
are increasingly investing in the technologies that will deliver greater learning op-portunities to their students. According to results published by the education re-search group Quality Education Data (QED) in their recent survey, 1990-91 Educa-tional Technology Trends, 2t1 percent of the 1,262 U.S. school districts surveyed arecurrently using some form of distance education Ian 18 percent increase from lastyear). and 57 percent of respondents planned to be using it by 1992. The QED surveyresults further indicatAl that distance learning is most frequently used in seconduryeducation and that schools are receiving programming by means of both cable andsatellite MA; percent receive cable television and 13.8 percent have satellite dishes)._The subjects most in demand are foreign languages, social studies, and mathemat-ics.

An increasing number of elementary through secondary school educators under-stand that by integrating educational technologies into the teaching/learning equa-tion, they benefit their students in another, critically important way. Distanee edu-cation uses the communications technologies, the tools, of the infm.nation age. Stu-dents who are comfortabk using these technologies will be better prepared to func-tion in what Mershon McLuhan called "the Electronic Surround. These studentswill not be confused or intimidated by a workplace environment that includes com-puters, facsimile machines. audiographits, teleconferencing, and video-based train-ing.
At the higher education level, various solutions are already being implemented:for example. fax machines are now transmitting assignments between instructorsand students, while computer and phone lines are allowing "real Lime- interactionon student/faculty bulletin boards.
As distance educators incorporate new technology or innovative uses of currenttechnology into their teaching, these benefits will continue to enlarge the studentbase for whom telecourse learning is a viable education alternative.

New Technologirui Tools
Technological advances will overcome many perceived obstacles. Today's commu-nications and information technology industriet are re-configuring the way informa-tion moves through our society: what was impossible 5 years ago is mainstream

today. These developments will affect the delivery of education in major ways stillto unfold Among these advances are:
-fiber ipt it. delivery of .2-way audio, data and video;

comp iter-bast d conferencing with "bulletin board- capabilities;
--interactive video capable of handling many laboratory requirements:
--compressed video, which will require leas bandwidth than iF currently used, heLilitating greater use of video instruction:
--videotrax. a technology that allows data to tw transmitted in a standard broad-cast format via it video modem, enabling data to be sent before or after a telecoursecablecast: and
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high-definition tc'svision (Hum) for use in laboratory work, allowing more pre-
cise presentation of small objects and activities to large numbers of students.

At the elementary and second levels, today's distance learning systems are, as
noted in OTA's Linking for Learning, often "hybrids. combining several technol-
ogies, such as satellite, Instructional Television Fixed Services tITFS), microwave,
cable, fiber optic, and computer connections." Additionally. "New developments in
computer, telecommunications, and video technologies continue to expand the
choices, and new strides in interconnecting systems are being made regularly.'

Frequently, the distance learning system involves 1-way video combined with 2-
way audio, the return link usually provided by telephone. Tlw televised image of the
teacher is seen in classrooms throughout the country, but the teacher does not see
the students. Communication, which is ongoing while the class is "in session," takes
place by telephone. It enables students from Pensacola to Portland to benefit from
each other's questions and answers, and it provides the teacher with an immediate
sense of whether the instruction has been understood. The audio component may
also include a "homework hotline," which students can call for help with specific
subjects or questions.

Other recent advances have made 2-way graphics interactivity possible through
the use of 2-way computer links, Audiographics, i.e., the use of computer-based tech-
nologies such as graphics tablets ta special digitized pad with a special pen), keypads
ikeybwrdio, scanners, printers, specially tailored fax machines, and similar types of
equipment, allows even more classroom interactivity to take place, further enrich-
ing the learning experience. The computer screen in eswence bermes an "electronic
blackboard."

Add to these technol*es the options available with video discs, optical discs,
voice synthesizers, and CD-ROM, and it becomes apparent that the education envi-
ronment is changing rapidly.
New Coalitions

Across the nation, the public is becoming increasingly aware of the need for
change in America's educational system. Since A Nation at Risk first documented
the crisis in American education in 19S7, hundreds of reports have been issued,
books published, and committees convened to address the declining state of Ameri-
can education. President George Bush, "the Education President,' has called for a
comprehensive, long-range plan to radically upgrade the quality of education avail-
able to all Americans, regardless of race, gender, or income. Educators, like the rcst
of us, understand that none of us can afford to resist technological tools that in-
crease our professional productivity. The need for change is evident from Main
Street to Wall Street, and no group is more aware of that need than our nation's
educational leaders.

The drive to introduce distance learning alternatives in elementary through sec-
ondary education is spreading throughout the country. Although until recently few
states had plans to explore distance education for elementary and secondary classes,
today all SO states have at least some commitment to distance education programs.
The effects of this trend are wide-ranging and potentially of great benefit to both
students and educators throughout the country. As noted in Linking for Learning:
New coalitions across state and district boundaries, new networks of educators and
geographically dispersed schools receiving programming from common providers ex-
emplify changing relationships in the education community. Educators involved in
interactive instruction, computer networking, and instructional television, although
developing separately, are coming together. Connections now being established
across geograohic, instractional, and institutional boundaries provide opportunities
for collaboration and resource sharing among many groups for the coming years.

Reconfiguring Educational Deli,* sv
Much of the technological infrastructure for distance learning is in place, but it

needs to be connected. Much of what is probable is made possible by satellite deliv-
ery systems, cable television systems, various consumer products such as VCRs,
computers and their associated software packages and modems, broadcast medi: ,
and the telephone.

What is required now in terms of the country's educational needs is cooperation.
Cooperation emong cable operators, satellite-delivered networks, telephone compa-
nies. broadmsters, libraries, educators, and others, To the extent possible we must
all act in concert to ensure equality of access to high-quality educational opportuni-
ty in this country. Regardless of the evolving agenda of competing technologies, edu-
cation must stand above these issues.
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Although each of the technologies discussed above was ini;aally relegated to a
minor role in the traditional approach to teaching, teachers are now integrating
them into the mainstream of the educational process. The technologies have been
integrated to the greatest extent in elementary and secondary schools, where teach-
ers have traditionally emphasized using the latest advances to improve teaching
skills whenever possible. Additionally, teacher shortages at all levels from kinder-
garten through high school have forced certain school districts to hire technology
instead of teachers. In thie instance, the capabilities of educational technologies
have by necessity become part of the teaching process.

Credit must be given to the far-sighted decision by such companies as Xerox,
Apple. IBM, and software manufacturers to place, at little or no cost, their equip-
ment, computers, and software in classrooms wrote America over the past several
years. This generosity allowed both students and teachers to become familiar with
the opportunities offered by computerized instruction, and to incorporate this tech-
nology into the teaching process. The cable television industry, through its Alliance
for Education, is currently orchestrating the v-iring of the nation's schools, thereby
adding yet another tool fur delivering quelity education throughout the country.

TELECOURSES AND THE CLASSROOM OF MR NINMES
America cannot afford to employ teachers whore methods and skills do not keep

pace with the demands and tools of today's educational environment. More and
more of our country's educators are embracing this reality and are mmmitted to
using advanced educational technologies to enrich and extend the lesrning experi-
ence. These are the teachers who will lead our etudents into the 21st century.

Part of the challenge is to explore the link between effective uses of technology
and effective instruction. Another part is to train teachers in the technology so they
can comfortably incorporate it into their curriculum. This may include in-servicetraining for practicing teachers, programs for Dew teachers, and ongoing research to
document the effects of these teaching technologies. As noted by the editors of Link-ing for Learning:
If distance education is to play an even greater role in improving the quality of edu-
cation, it will require exparMed technology; more linkages between schools, higher
education, and the private sector; and more teachers who use teehnology well.

A recent survey of more than S00 teachers of fifth- through eighth-graders indi-
cated that a large majority of teachers ize the benefits of video-based learn-
ing. The survey, carried out by Yankelovri:Tgancy Shulman, found that 96 percent
of the teachers had accese to television sets in their schools, 95 percent to VCIRs, and
43 percent to cable television. Videotapes and/or television programs were consid-
ered appropriate classroom teaching aids by 94 percent of the respondents. Nearly
two thirds of the teachers reported using television and VCRs, at least once a week.with 50 percent using cable as often.

In a survey commissioned by the National Education Association (NEA). the na-tion's largest teachers' union, responses indicated that 1)7.6 percent of U.S. elemen-
tary and secondary schools (approximately 2,5 million teachers) use some form of
educational video programming whether from network, public broadcloth or cabletelevision.

America's teachers have seen the future and understand the role of televised edu-
cation in it. As NEA President Keith Geiger observed, "There has been a virtualtidal wave of teachers' turning to video and television technology to help studente
learn." Once used strictly for entertainment, television is now being used to free
educators and students from what Geiger describes as "the pedegogical prison of the
2 covers of the textbook, the 4 walls of the classroom and the 6 hours of the school

technical training for educators cannot be the sole responsibility of colleges, umversifies and school districts. All of us are embedded ..1 this evolution and all inus.
contribute. Partnerships between time way develop the technology and thots, wh
use it are needed. It will require linking different technologies in a variety of way4to fit the needs of different gimps of educators. The variabks to consider are nu
merous, and the groups of people working out the eancepts and details will bevaried.

Americans have no choice but to undertake this task, and we must move quicklyto ensure that as many people as possible have access to quality education That
education must be timely, and it must be accessible to students without undue dis-ruption to their lives. This may require that many. many barriers come down, but
so be it, The words of Richard Stall Wurman in Information Anxiety are stinginglytrue: "The issue is learning, not sehools.-
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Since Harvard first opened its doors in 1636, there has been little change in our
higher education structure, a system borrowed from our English ancestors centuries
ago. We know, however, that tomorrow will not be like yesterday. The information
society brit gs new problems, and new methods and new tools must be used to re-
solve them.

The electronic pipeline will be an increasingly important piece of tomorrow's edu-
cational technoloay. Our task is to learn not only how to use this technology, but
how to use it wisely and effectively. Working together, we can use it to educate and
to empower. This is the goal of Mind Extension University: The Education Network.

CONCLUSION

Book shelves strain under the weight of books sounding the alarm of the informa-
tion revolution and the speed at which new informntion is being generated. The im-
portant fact to realize, however, is that at the end of the day this information must
be dealt with by an electrochemical contraption that weighs 3 rounds, more or less,
takes up about half a cubic foot of space, runs or glucose at obi, at 25 watts, process-
es information at the rate of approximately 100 quadrillion operation,. per second,
looks like a big walnut, and is the world's first wet computer the human brain.
That brain is under siege. It is being bombarded from all sides by torrents of new
information.

Mind Extension University is a pro-active, entrepreneurial effort to empower the
individual through education, and in that manner to contribute to the conversion of
information into knowledge, understanding and wisdom. It was designed as a partial
solution to a growing prololem: how to provide educational opportunities to the in-
creasing number of people who want education but for a multitude of reasons are
unable to attend on-campus classes. It was also designed to deliver classroom in-
struction from highly qualified teachers, remotely located, to classrooms in schools
across America. ME/U was created as a way to &liver education to people instead
of people to education.

Mind Extension Univeraity was also designed to enlighten through education any
viewer, registered student or not, who has an interest in learning. To create, on
cable television, an educational community. It is intended to create inters t and ex-
citement about education generally and to encourage lifelong learning.

Mind Extension University is part of the entrepreneurial evolution of cable televi-
sion. It focuses not on what cable was or is but rather on what it can become. It is
based on the concept of actively engaging the minds of its viewers in a positive way.
Technological advances have created a communications environment where vast
amount of information can be delivered inexpensively. An environment where time
and distance are erased. Both individuals and committees, in great numbers, have
defined many of our educational problems. Continuing study and dialogue may be
necessary, but it is clearly time for those who can act to act. To act boldly, now.

If there are 50 students in an average classroom, then cable television's 55 million
subscribers, multiplied by 2.5 people per home, represent a potential school with
2,750,009 classrooms. Cable television can be of enormous help in today's environ-
ment. It is simply a matter of acting.

The televiaion industry must respond to the country's needs. We must commit.
Although c.,ble television is improving the situation, we as a nation cannot afford
the television environment described recently hy media critic Duane Elgin:
Less than 5 percent of prime-time TV is typically devoted to informationol program-
ming. We are entertainment rich and knowledge poor: at the very time our democ-
racies face problems of marathon proportions, we re preparing for that marathon
with a diet of junk food.

Problems strain for resolution, and the means for res.ilution are now available to
us. There is a strong sense of need in the air. and the environment is ripe for
change. Many educators are eager t Ise the electronic tools of the information age,
and their nur. hers expand daily. W. .iust together. There is a place for every-
one in this undertaking.

Imagine the vibrant energy and intellect oi Athens during the time of Sticrates
and Plato The ghost of Athens is visible today.

It has been said that Plato, iii all his strivings to imagine an ideal t ruining school,
failed to notice that Athens itself was a greater school than even he could dream of.

Let us notice our environment. It is time now to fuse our electronic tools of the
information age with our great teaching institutions and repositories of information.
It is time to create a nation that is, like Athens was, a great school A place vibrant
with interest and excitement about education. A place where educational opportuni-
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ty is visible to all and hope is alive. A place that see, the wildernm of informationas our new frontier.

The CHAIRMAN Mr. Werwaiss.
Mr. WERWAISS. Good morning, Senators.
Thank you very much for inviting us here. I am William Wer-waiss, and with me is Kathy Buccy. We are both with Southern

New England Telephone. Southern New England Telephone is thelocal telephone company that serves most of Connecticut, and weonly operate within Connecticut.
It gives me great pleasure to come down here this morning and

describe our experiences with distance learning, the successes thatwe have already experienced and the potential that we know isthere as you consider reauthorizing the Star Schools program.My written testimony will describe our experience in somedetail, and in the interest of time I will cover the key points brief-ly.
After a long history, certainly as long as I have been in the busi-

ness, of working closely with education and with children, our com-pany in 1988 formed a formal partnership with our State depart-ment of education and a group of local schools to provide tancelearning. We called our program Links to Learning.
As part of that program, we deployed 3 different telecommunica-tions technologiesdata access, voice mail, and 2-way interactivevideoand put them to work in 34 schools in 26 communitiesaround Connecticuturban, suburban and rural, rich and poorcommunities as well.
We have invested considerable time and money in Links toLearning as a corporation. We have brought in modern fiberoptictechnology. We have underwritten statewide grants and made nu-merous in-kind contributions of staff time to this program,The State department of education and the local boards werereally absolutely critical partners in this. I think the only thingthat really makes this go is that sort of a partnership between in-dustry and the people who know the technology and provide e. andthe people who know education and who do it.
Why in the world would a company like ours do that? I think wedo it really out of some sense of self-interest. We believe that aquality education system is essential to the maintenance and devel-opmertt of the Connecticut economy. Being a Connecticut company,our economic health is tied to the economic health of Connecticut.So we saw this as a program which had benefits not only to thepeople that we were helping, but benefit9 to our company as well.We have an important asset, the existing telecommunications in-frastructure in Connecticut and the infrastructure that we arebuilding. We believe that it should get the greatest possible use.and what better u:ie than improving children's education.
Distance learning technology is a tool that can help get informa-tion into the classroom more quickly and efficiently, and because itis ap-to-date, as has been deacribed many times earlier today, moreaccurately.
And certainly in Connecticut, where we have to turn now moreand more to the international economy, it is very, very importantfor us to be able to compete in the global marketplace.
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The reaction of the people who have participated in the program
has been overwhelmingly favorable. Teachers, students and parents
have all responded very favorably to the program and created new
uses for the technology beyond anything we ever imagined that
they would do with it.

In 1989, the second year of our Links to Learning program, the
newspapers and TV were full if the story of the Berlin Wall
coming down. Students at Crista Hary's German class in Norwalk
High School had their own source for news, in its own way a better
source than CNN or Tom Brokaw or the Times or the Post, because
they were communicating directly by electronic mail with their
computers with students in Germany; they were able to ask these
students in Germany questions and get their answers back on their
electronic mailboxa very, very exciting thing for them and I
imagine for the students in Germany as well.

In Madison, CT, we also used data technology to allow students
to write and receive electronic letters to senior citizens in a nearby
center. They were studying the Depression and World War II, and
they were able to communicate with the seniors who lived through
these events and get a first-hand description and real better feel
than a dry textbook could ever get them. And the seniors loved it,
too; they loved learning and using the technology themselves.

Meet of the focus has been on video, and we in Connecticut have
not lacked that, either. Our video is somewhat different. It is not
studio-based; it is classroom-based, and we have 2 video operations
that are going on in Connecticut todayone involving fiberoptics
in the Greater New Haven area, linking 5 schools there, where it is
2-way switched video using fiberoptics. The other links 2 schools in
the Hartford area, one in downtown Hartford, which is unfortu-
nately one of the 10 poorest cities in our country, and the other
from a rather affluent suburb of West Hartford. That is using video
,,ompression over the same sort of T-1 copper lines that are avail-
able pretty ubiquitously around the country.

So we have one that we can do now with the technology that is
just starting and which we expect to spread, but there is also a way
of doing this, using the technology that is virtuaily ubiquitous
around the country.

The examples go on and on. I think what is important, though
and we did this fbr a 2-year period and provided the money from
the corporationis that we can make the ideas of educators and
students come true using our technology. We didn't feed them the
ideas, we didn't feed them the curriculawe enabled them to do
the things that they do best so that the curriculum control stayed
in the classroom. As the lady from Massachusetts said, certainly :n
Connecticut and in New England, we have an enormous tradition
of local control, and sometimes that is good and sometimes it is a
barrier, but in any event it is a fact out there. So keeping this con-
trol within the classroom was very important.

Despite its name, distance learning has really brought teachers
and students and parents closer togethc.-r. In one application that
I'm certainly glad wasn't there when I was in school, we used the
voice mail application. Teachers could tell parents whether or not
there were homework assignments. So my ploy of assuring mv par-
ents that there wasn't any homework tonight certainly would not
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have worked under those citcumstances; fortunately, that wasn'tavailable when I was growing up.
Even with the success of Links to Learning, we know that morestudents ought to have access to distance learning. After 3 years ofinvolvement, taking us into only a few of the several hundred

public schools in Connecticut, a major of the students still have not
experienced how distance learning works. Teachers may well notappreciate its potential. There are still haves and have-nots.

I will digress a minute and say that even though unfortunatelywe were not a recipient of a Star Schools grant in Connecticut orthat our company was involved in, the OTA people have been very,very helpful, and the information that they have put out both invideo and in written form has been extremely useful and helpful tous in explaining to people and making a rather conceptual ideacome alive.
We at SNET really do believe that the Senate Labor Committee,through the reauthorization of the Star Schools program, can makea significant impact. You can send the message that the Federal

Government mally does believe that the time for distance learninghas come. We believe it, and we certainly hope that you will reau-thorize the program.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Werwaiss followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. WERWMSS
Good morning. Thank you for inviting me here on behalf of SNETSouthernNew England Telecommunicationsto testify on the Star Schools programandour experience as we have begun to deploy advanced technology to the education ofour children.
My purpose today is to talk about the technology we at SNFT have deployed,what that technology has done to enhance education in Connecticutand what wesee as the future of that technology. As a one-state, virtually-whole state, providerof telecommunications services in Connecticut, SNET is an important part of Con-necticut's infrastructure. Over the past 113 years, SNET has forged a strong socialand economic bond with our state and its people.
In September of 1981, SNET, in partnership with the Connecticut State Depa.-t-ment of Education and local school districts throughout the state. initiated a pre-gram called SNET Links to Learning. In it, we deployed 3 different kinds of tele-communications technology--data access, voice mail and 2-way interactive videoand put these information age tools into 34 schools in '26 different communities, allthe way from small, isolated rural towns to inner cities and suburbs.Doing this was not a small project. SNET committed extensive resources--money.staff time and expertiseto this program.
We did it for a number of reasons. We believe that a quality educational system isessential to the growth, development and general financial health of Connecticut.We are committed to using Jur resources to support the state's schools and pro-grams on a variety of education levels, and this was not technology for the sake oftechnology. We believed that these telecommunications technologies could enhancethe education of our children.
Just as important is that we do it The SNET poblic switched network is alreadyin place and reaches into every corner of the state, so thet we could touch any andevery community in Connecticut. This alone places Connecticut in an excellent posi-tion to lead the country in the use of this educational technologyand to do it state-wide
Most important we believed that telecommunications technology can be a toolthat peoplemen. women and, most especially, childrencan use to help them-selves learn more quickly, more efficientlyand more thoroughly. We believed itcould help them find information they, couldn't find any other way. Reach ideas andconcepts that had been unreachable. Learn more about their world.We didn't know exactly what teachers would do with this technology. That, too.was important. Part nf ts.sr partnership was to do what we did best-Aeptoy thetechnologyand the edwlators do what they did bestdevelop programs and
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teach. We did not want to dictate programs or policies to school systemsdid not
want to force feed information. Instead we wanted administrators, teachers and stu-
dents to have full access to a wide range of informationso that they could develop
the programs and projects they felt served their local needs. Teachers and students
both impressed us with theii creativity, adaptability and originality.

SNET professionals worked closely with local schools to demonstrate telecom-
munications. provide technical assistance, act as consultants and facilitators. At
trial's end, a 2-year evaluation of SNEr Links to Learning concluded that each of
the 3 trials successfully met the objectives and expectations; and trial participants
.vanted their schools to continue using telecommunications technology and recom-
mended that other schools adopt the technology.

"Not sure how we lived without it before this," one teacher wrote of voice mail.
which allowed teachers to send phone messages to individual parents and let par-
ents respond on their own time. "I never had better communication with parents,'
another said. Other teachers reported that students who used the data technology
were more enthusiastic about school, more enthusiastic about doing research and
got more from the work they did.

That's key, ladies and gentlemen. The strongest proponents of this technology are
the students themselves. To those of us on the dark side of 40, this new technology
may be arcane and mysteriousand when we want our VCR programmed, we ask a
sixth-grader to do it for us; when the office copier goes down, we expect a 19-year-
old secretary to work some magic. Today's students have grown up with "Sesame
Street," MTV, VCRs and Nintendoand they take to the new clasaroom technology
as though it were a new game or new toy.

And they make the technology work in ways we couldn't have imagined. During
autumn of 19Stt, in the second year of SNET Links to Learning, when newspapers
and TV news shows were full of the Berlin Wall, some of the mast up-to-date people
in Connecticut were students in Cristo Hary's German data; at Norwalk High
School. While you and I were watching CNN, Tom Brokaw or reading The Asa or
The Times, these students were communicating with their electronic pen pals in
West Germanyand getting daily, on-the-spot reports and reactions from them over
the computer, through the data access technology of SNET Links to Learning. Tech-
nolou not only gave them a different picture, but an up-to-date one in a situation
where every day brought a new revelation.

The SNET Video Link trial using full-motion fiber optic technology confirmed
that distance learning is a solid option for education in the 5 trial schools. We also
linked Hall High School in very affluent West Hartford with Bulky ley High School
in Hai ,ford, an inner city school in one of the nation's poorest citiesand kids from
the 2 communities took Spanish classes together. Students could see one another,
talk to one another and, while they learned Spanishalso learned from and about
one another. This interactive video trial used compressed video over existing TI
copper facilities, providing another transmission option which, in many cases, al-
ready exists as pma of the network available to schools.

We found that telecommunications technology can improve educational offerings
and make them broader. We had 5 high schoolsNorth Haven, Cheshire, Hamden.
Amity in Woodbridge and Wilbur Cross in New Haven--linked by 2-way interactive
videoand ths fiber optic lines were busy all day.

In the first period, Italian 1 is taught from New Haven and received in Amity and
Cheshire. Second period, it's Russian. taught from Amity, sent to Cheshire. Third
period is etymology. taught in North Haven, reeeived in Hamden. Second year Rus-
sian goea from Amity to Cheshire in the fourth period. In fifth period, it's second
year Italian, North Eleven to Cheshire and Amity. Astronomy is sixth period--
Cheshire is the sender with Amity. New Haven and Hamden on the receiving end.
Hamden hosts the last class uf the dayphilosophyand it is sent to Cheshire and
New Haven. At one time these schools could not offer these courses With technokr
gy, they all can.

Our experience with distance learning at the local level has demonstrated that
teachers are key to making distance learning work and are the best programmers
you could flr4. As they collaborate with other educators on the system. they share
more and become better teachers, We've found that nulintaining normal class size
enabled teachers to keep personal contact with students, and allowed students to
socialize with students from other towns.- an important cultural advantage. Stu-
dents can he taught by top teachen from within the participating townsan advan-
tage enthusiastically cited by administrators

Bee- use we can do local programming, our network has been used for professional
development. adult education in the evenings. including a citizenship class which
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paired our newest citizens to be with our newest delivery medium, and has allowed
us to provide special events beyond the original audience.

If the technology can expand curriculumespecially in a time of tightened tudg-etsit can also reach students who are otherwise almost unreachable. At at East-Conn, one of Connecticut's 6 educational districta, students in the alternative high
schoolkids many high schools would almost give up anuse this technology to
play a stock market game. They use the computer to access Dow Jones News service
and other data bases to research publicly-held companies. Once a week they interact
over the same computer link with other students, buying and selling stock. At theend of their first l0-week game, these kidssome learning disabled, none of whomhad ever had much luck in a regular class roomplaced 16th in a competition of
160 teams that included students from some of the most affluent suburban high
schools in the state.

But it's nut only young people who take to the technology. At Academy Elementa-
ry School in Madison, firth graders are learning history by writing letters electroni-
cally to men and women at "The Depot," a senior citizens' center, who read the chil-dren's letters and respond electronically Themselves, telling stories of the Depres-
sion and World War II, very proud of themselves for learning to use the computer.said earlier that children are especially keen on the technology, but this experiment
shows that adults as well can learn it, learn to like it--and can use it to reach out.

In Connecticut we have shown that the technolog, can enhance education by
broadening horizons and broar;ening the curriculum. In a time of rising book and
magazine prices, it can be ew and up-to-date information into schools. It canreach the hard-to-reach. It nhance learning for any age groupkindergarten topost-retirement.

What barriers do we see to increased use of this kind of technology? One is simply
costsome of this technology is expensive. SNET was glad to sponsor the first 2years of SNET Links to Learningand, once schools had learned how valuable the
technology was, most systems have found room for it within their very tight budg-ets.

We've been able to help 13 other schools in 1990 through the first through SNET
Telecommunications Incentive Grants that enabled them to get the technology for
their own use. We intend to continue the grants. We committed S50,000 last year,and another 650,000 this year.

We would hope that other businesses might follow this lead. The authors of this
bill have already spoken of the need to find ways to deploy this technology more
quickly and more fairlywe could not agree more.

Years ago, the telephone syetem grew and spread because of a philosophy of uni-
versal service akin to the American idea that every child had a right to a freepublic education. And when the mast rural of school systems sent a school bus downthe most thinly settled road to get one child from one isolated farmhouse, the tele-
phone company sent a line crew down the same road to install poles to run a tele-phone wire to that same farmhouse No one from the board of education told the
farmer, "You have to have the road paved" and no one from the phone companysaki, "We'll give you a phone if you pay us for the poles and 2 miles of wire." Wiser.
more compassionate heads said that the long-range benefits of educating every childand getting a phone to every house were more important than making sure every-thing was pak. for up front.

We still feel that way about this technology and its impact on education. We arecontinuing to build the telecommunications infrastructure that malies it pessible todeploy these technologies--and other technologies our nation will need in the 21stCentury.
But the benefits of this technology tire too important not to be deployed as quicklyand as thoroughly as possible--its potential to provide teacher teaining, to provideearly childhood education, language training, to build understanding, to link net-works around issues of national importance, to lies libraries and data bases andnews services is well-known to all of you. But this deployment can't all be done pri-vately. Above. all, it -an% be administered and decided on privately. Even with thebest of intentions, and the most charitable of donors. that will leave us, I'm afraid,with educational haves and have-nots. And none of us wants that.I've told you what we have done with the technology and what it can do. Thetechnology will continue to be deployedwe'll do some ourselves. You have already,through the. authorship of this bill, art kulated a philosophy and a direction akin toour ownand we are pleased to offer our support and advice to you as you seek tofurther refine and expand what this technology can do And must do.
But technologyand the ability to deploy it- is not enough The vision of what itcim do for all the people of this notion- uia . esp"cially, tor the -must
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come fnim men and women like yourselves. who have been entrusted with the wel-
fare of those children and whose sworn allegiance is to all the people. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Those were enormously
constructive comments from both of you.

Let me ask have you had a chanceor will you; you haven't had
a chance because we introduced it yesterdayto review the legisla-
tion, and I'm going to ask the same of the previous panel, to take a
look through the legislation and give us your cormeents. That
would be enormously valuable, I think, and if you haw some sug-
gestions about who else to send it to for their ideas, we'd welcome
that.

t :rink one of the things we'd like to know is are there sufficient
incentives to get the private sector more involved in the program.
There hasn't been as much focus on that in the past, but it is cer-
tainly something we obviously want to have included. So perhaps
you can look through the legislation and give us some reaction to
i,hat

Do either of your companies donate in-kind services, like open
channels for educational uae?

Mr. WERWAISS. In the case of the programs I described, Senator,
they were all donated, and in fact in addition to the out-of-pocket
funding for this and purchasing the technology, we had 3 full-time
employees dedicated for IA period of over 2 years, involved in this

The CHAIRMAN. Do school districts pay for the channels, or how
does it work?

Mr. WERWAISS. At the moment we're paying for them, and as ev-
erybody knows and I don't want to dwell on it, there is huge pres-
sure on local budgets and on the State budget. We are not in a po-
sition to continue even the level of funding that we have on an in-
definite basis. Our hope was that we would do a demonstration
project, and people would pick up and run with it. Unfortunately,
we were on fhe wrong end of the economic curve, and we are very.
very much afraid that the programs that we have put in are at
risk.

So as I view it at the moment, anyway, funding is the principal
barrier that we are dealing with.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Liptak.
Mr. LIPTAK. Senator, in our case, our cable television network is

a basic cable service. so if you are a cable subscriber across Amer-
ica, you receive it on the dial just like CNN or ESPN, et cetera.

The people who participate in the network, if they are enrolled
in a university program, we act if you will as the electronic pipe-
line for that university. We collect the tuition and remit the tuition
to the university.

ln the case of our secondary school material through the TI-IN
network, they have a pricing mecharism that deals directly with
individual schools or school districts. So we have a variety of ways
of attempting to finance the network.
The CHAIRMAN. ls there such a thing as an educational rate, like

we have commercial and residential rates for phone service?
Mr. WERWAISS. Senator, there currently is not in Connecticut;

that is pretty much a State-by-State decision. It is a question of
how do you want to fund this. A number of years ago, there was a
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government rate that was actually applied more broadly than edu-
cation to all forms of government; that has been done away with. It
could be brought back. There is no reason for it not to be brought
back.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I conclude, then, that the principal barriers
that you see to increased use of telecommunications by the schools
is financial?

Mr. WERWAISS. I certainly would say so. I think the technology is
there, and it will get better, but we have an in-place, in-being tech-
nology that we are using. The teachers and the State department
of education are very enthusiastic when the technology is made
available to them. The kids like it. It works. It is just a question of
affording it,

Mr. LIPTAK. Senator, as we travel around the country and deal
with many States and literally hundreds of communities, the pat-
tern is exactly the same. The cost pressures on the schools are im-
mense. I would suggest that perhaps one small part of the solution
to the Nation's problem with the schools is to employ distance
learning. I think we see school districts looking at distance learn-
ing as a potential way not only to enhance the program, ',Alt to
avoid costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, what kinds of programs work well in
your experience, and what needs improvement?

Mr. WERWAISS. Well, in our case we're talking aboutas I said,
it's not a studio-based program. There really are 2 classrooms, with
monitors in both classrooms, and everybody can see each other,
and everbody can talk. We have seen it work very well with lan-
guage. We have seen it work every well with social studies, and we
have seen it as well work with science and other things like that. It
pretty much replicatesat least in the fashion that we're doing it,
which is different from some of the programs you have seen done
today.

The teachers have told us that they have got to work a lot
harder at preparingthere is something about that camera being
on and so forth that mewls that they really do need some support
and some help in order to make maximum use of this. But it seems
to work with everything we have tried it with so far. We have not
had what I would call a failure.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Those are very helpful comments.
Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to thank the

panel. We appreciate your being here and helping us understand
how some of these new technologies are being used and can be used
even more in the future to enhance learning experiences for our
students around the country.

I might just add that in Connecticut you described what you are
doing there, linking up school districts with fiberoptics, as I under-stand it--

Mr, WERWAISS, We're doing both the fiberoptic and the tradition-
al techm.logy.

Senator COCHRAN. and the cable ground system.
Mr. WERWAISS. That's correct.
SenatOr COCHRAN. So this does not involve satellite technology as

such, as I understand it.
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I think that's what we're doing in Mississippi. There is some-
thing called Mi issippi 2000 that involves the educational televi-
sion authority in our State, which has statewide television trans-
mitters so that we have total coverage. I think we were the first
State in the Union that did that, as a matter of factone of our
firstswe get credit for a lot of lasts, but we've got a lot of firsts,
too, that are overlooked, and that is one of them, a statewide televi-
sion hookup.

We are also seeing Bell South involved in that; they are linking
school districts so that they have 2-way interactive television capac-
ity. We had the sound this morning in some of these schools, but as
I understand it with this technology you are able to actually see
the student, the student can see the teacher, and it is a much more
realistic kind of experience.

Is that what you were telling us about?
Mr. WERWAISS. That is correct. There are several monitors in

each classroom so that the students can see the teacher and the
other students, and the teacher can see the students and so forth.
So it is a different proposition than what was seen here.

I would observe that I do think there is a place for both. It is
certainly not possible to visualize in the near future some of the
broad-scale, multi-State applications that are university-based
being 2-way interactive, and that is certainly a worthwhile thing.
But the experience that we have had is that the 2-way interactive,
although it seems to be somewhat more geographically bounded,
definitely works; people like it; people are educated by it, and I
think within reason it is affordable.

Senator COCHRAN. Well, we appreciate getting that perspective,
and your contribution to the hearing has been very helpful.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
I had just one final question, and that is whether your technolo-

gy lends itself to any kind of individualized service delivery. For ex-
ample, could a particular child who was homebound for a period of
time receive a signal from his or her classroom?

Mr. WERWAISS. Well, of course, we've done audio homebound for
a .number of years. It certainly is well possible using the band-
width compression and the copper technology today to do that. It
would be a question of cost, but certainly the technology is there to
be able to do that; we have seen it done in alternative schools.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman. we have just had 2 hours of hear-

ings on municipal financing on Bridgeport, Hartford and New
Haven, so I apologize, but our witnesses certainly appreciate that
that is no small issue to us in the State.

What you've just heard, Mr. Chairman and Senator Cochran, is a
tremendous example of something that has been working tremen-
dously well now for a number of years in Connecticut, and SNET
really deserves a great deal of credit for what they have done in
proving that those public-private partnerships really can work and
make a difference in education. It has been tremendously effective.

I should tell you as well. Mr. Chairman, that it is not terribly
surprising that SNET would have done this. They have a history
over the years of being on the cutting edge of moving in these

9.7
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areas that go beyond any immediate financial concerns to the busi-
ness interest. We have seen in a number of important social policy
questions and issues that this company and its employees have
really been in the forefront,

So it is a pleasure to have you down here, and appropriate that
you should be here because of your experience.

Mr. WERWAISS. Thank you very much, Senator,
The CHAIRMAN. Well-said, and we thank both of you very much.

I think what Senator Dodd said certainly applies to Mr. Liptak aswell, and your recommendations and suggestions on this legislation
will be given very special consideration.

Again, we thank all of those who participated, and we look for-ward to your comments on the legislation.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record fol-

lows:]

PREPARED STA'TEMENT O SENATOR BRDCK ADAM;

Today's hearing on Star Schools brings attention to this small but critically im-
portant and successful program. The Star School Program improves student's accessto tet.chers and educational resources that they otherwise wouldn't have. This feder-al program is a valuable effort to improve our nation's educational system.

We need to improve the quality of education and the opportunities our studentshave in the public school system. Students across the country lack a full range of
resources, not because the resources don't exist, but because they don't have Berms
to them. In Washington State, for example, a small community such as Oroville has
a limited eduestionit offering due to their small population and remote location.Many schools in Washington and around the country alst) operate with outdated
materials and a limited number of educators.

The Star Schools Program Assistance Act of 1951' effectively uses today's technolo-
gy to connect students and classrooms to educational opportunitie that otherwisemight not be available to them. Students are exposed to a wide range of subjectsavailable through satellite hook-ups with quality teachers around the country. Tech-nology is helping to meet the needs of small schools with limited budgets. This pro-gram also benefits teachers in the form of increased training, resources, and interac-tion with other profesaionals in their field. Through Star Schools, students likethose in Oroville now have the opportunity to study a variety of subjects nut previ-ously available.

The future is bright for Star Schools. This program could serve many other citi-i-ens in addition to the thousands of students and teachers. For example. we couldteach reading and writing to the millions of illiterate Americans. Immigrants couldlearn to speak English without having to travel far from their home community.
Star Schools effectively combine an old-fashioned education with modern technolo-
gy. This federal program certainly deserves our full support.

KAYti,:k
KAYcEE. WY S2639,

April 24. Pell.
DON. EDWARD KENNEDY.
('hair/flan, Committee on La bur and Haman (alums.US. Senate.
Washingtun. DC ..)ai If)

DEAR SENATDR KENNEDY: As a teaching partner involved in the AP Anwrican
Government class from Oklahoma State Umversity and involved in thr session cmWednesday, April 24th, I would like to address the. following questions and con-cerns!
I. Is the use of technology beneficial to students7
2. Why are these classes of use twyond the traditional classroom What do they provide?

Kaycee High School finds that the satellite classes assist us t he following ways
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1. The distance learning programs provide assistance to areas which are geographi-
cally isolated. Our students and staff do not have ready access to materials or upper
educational opportunities. We have the only 4 year university in the state. 250 miles
from here.
2. The satellite programs provide enrichment to existing curriculum and expansion
of programs. Teachers have a minimum of 6 different classroom preparations a day
and as high as 9.
3. The technology allows gifted students and thane with unique interests and needs
to pursue classes we cannot offer within our curriculum due to etaffing and finan-
cial constraints.
4. The teleconferencing system allows students to learn something about students in
other areas of our country. It aids students in evaluating themselves, others and
their views.
5. It assists students in becoming more independent learners which is a key in post
secondary success and life long learning.

Our professional staff is dedicated to and determined that the small size and re-
moteness of our school will not hinder our students as they prepare for college, life
and the 21st century. The distance learning is one way we can help our students

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Respectfully submitted.

JEANNE M. TINNIN,
Principal,

OKIAHOMA STATE UNIVERNITY,
STILLWATER, OK 74076,

April 22,
AMANDA BROUN,
Chief. Fduration Courml.
US, Senate committee on tabor a d Hainan Resources,
SD-418. Dirksen Building.
Washington, DC .010-6,100,

DEAR Ms. BROUN: As the S!..nate Cummittee on Labor and Human &sources con-
siders funding and grant guidelines for Star Schools distance learning grants. I
would like to provide you with input from the Arts and Sciences Teleconferencing
Service (ASTS) at Oklahoma State University, the leading program provider of the
Midlands Consortium.

The Department of Education has asked that distance learning be used for at-risk
students. Basic English and Reading By Satellite, developes1 under our Star Schools
grant, is a prime example of using the medium for this purpose. We are exploring
new programs for at-risk students and inmates and would appreciate the opportuni-
ty to apply for future Star Schools funding to support these efforts.

While most schools used their Star Schools grant money and satellite downlink
equipment very efficiently and responsibly, there were some exceptions. I would like
to recommend that school districts be required to develop a 5 year plan for the im-
plementation of distance learning (including need, scholastic preparation of students
for courses, and training for the classroom teacher who will work with the students
to make the instruction effective) and wake a financial commitment to the program.
Oklahoma schools will continue to use their equipment and students will benefit im-
mensely ber Itifiv we required school administrators and board members to make a
long-term jrnmitment to satellite-delivered programming. We have shared our
model with the current Star Schools grant recipients and will continue to work with
future grantees.

It is extremely important that Star Schools grants encourage entrepreneurship
and a competitive marketplace. Only in this way will schools be able to select the
best programming for their students. As you are planning for the next round of Star
Schools funding, please contaet me if I can be of any assistance.

Sincerely.
DR. SMITH L. Hoer.

ikon.
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OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY.
STILLWATER. OK 71078,

April 16, 199a
AMANDA BROVN,
Chief Education Counsel,
U.S. Senate aanmittee on Labor and Human Resources,
SD-4a Dirizsen
Washington, DC 10510-6:100.

MAR Ms. BROUN: As we have discussed by phone. Oklahoma State University is
pleased to have the opportunity to provide input to the Senate Committee's delib-
erations pertaining to the Star Schools legislation. The producer of the Advanred
Placement Ameriran Government course, the OSU Arts and Sciences Teleconfer-
encing Service tASTS), served as the flagship producer of student distance education
programming within the Midlands Consortium Star Schools Project. AST& along
with the College of Education and Educational Television Services at OSIT, contin-
ues to develop and produce distance education programming, cooperate with other
Star Schools grantees, and promote the objectives of the Star Schools legislation We
believe that this legislation has provided critically important learning -oportunities
for students and teachers, especially those in rural and disadvantaged areas, which
they would not otherwise have had.

Dr. Robert Spurrier, the professor for AP American Government, has been excep-
tionally cooperative in making modifications to both the format and content of his
class to accommodate the unique requirements of the Senak Committee hearing.
He will have a class of 9 students from the Perry, Oklahoma With School with him
in the studio and is also prepared to ensure that several schools are online during
the committee hearing. Dr. Spurrier's topic for April 24 will be "Constitutional
Powers in Balance: Congress, the President, and the Courts".

When your planning is complete, please provide me with the following informa-
tion:
I. The time period during which the committee members will be online and when
they may interact with Dr. Spurrier, the students in the se 'io, or with students at
the designated sites where the school wil be online; and
2. The list of schools wlich you specifically want to be online. At4 requested, I have
enclosed a list of partiepating schools from which y, ,:an select. Dr. Spurrier has
indicated that tne following schools would be good one. to have online for the inter-
active portion of the class:
a. Houston High School---Houston. Mississippi
b. Enoshurg Falls High SchoolEnosburg Falls, Vermont
c. Spoon River Valley High SchoolLondon Mills, Illinois
d. Fredericktown High School--Fredericktown, Ohio

I have spoken with Torgun Eckrod of the Senate video production studio to
cuss the relevant technical details and have also asked the director of AP American
Governawnt, Ms. Lisa Allen, to finalize the technical aspects with Torgun. For yoer
reference, you may wish to have the following names and numbers for further dis-
cussion pertaining to AP American Government or the programs and services of
ASTS
Dr. Robert Spurrier. Profesaor. AP American Government, i4O50744-5lt92.
Ms. Leigh Beaulieu, Manager. Arts and Sciences Teleconference Service. (195i 744-
7895.

Again, I have appreciated the opportunity to work ,..ith you to ensure that the
committee is able to participate in one of our distance education progrums I am
confident that the Senators will he impressed by the ability of our telecommunica-
tion system to provide educational experiences to America's schools

Sineerely,
MAIA01.111 V. PHELPS,

Three tar

cc: Dr Robert Spurrier, Professor, AP American Governnwnt
Ms. Leigh Beaulieu. Manager. OSU ASTS
enclosures: Roster of Participating SchoolsAP American Government
Geidebook for AP American Government
Teaching AI' American Government teongressionol Quarterly)

1 Ot
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Oklahoma Educators Take to the Airwaves
in New AP American Government Program

Congrekshmal Quarterly Weekly Report tri he Key ResounT
for Ntudents and Teaching Partners
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The Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report
shows your students Congress and American

government in action every week!

Suppon your AP Amerkan Government curriculum
with this complete. up-to-date, objective resource

The Congressional Quarterly
Weekly Report helps your AP American
Government students:

Understand how Congress handlo kgislative issues that cross all
subject arew, including the budget. defense. loseign
health care, child care, housing and more
Cret overviews and details 151511 major legislation
Quickly find out who voted how
Track bills, issues and trends through Congress
Cumpt le voting records, NH sponsor:hips and lists of C tner
assignments for any member of the House or Senate

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report subscriptions include:
52 Issues of the Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report
Quarterly indexes
Special Reports
CQ Almanac

1 w tiw form be..* to art your rrm wwlipk1

To get your free sample of the Coni,-ressional Quanerly Report. please ask the person who
handles periodical purchases for your SCiltItli ID complete this form and return it to Jana Steiger,
congressional Quarterly Inc., 1414 22nd S N W Washington, 11,C. 20037.

YES! I'm interested in the Congressional Quarterly Wetilv Report Please send mea sample issue.
Absolutely I'm and ia dhout ohltpuon.

%sr+ I tie
mos ohs air pr.

Ca! Sow

Maw f le( *Al (n wnhc12,., ( fir,. 'gm

1/P

Questions? Calt Vickie [lamed at 12021 SST flsM. Toil, free: 1 g 2.2250. est. IhtvS.
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TEACHING PARTNERS

Please read this Guidebook
and view the introductory

video tape as soon as possible.

When your school district's subscription agreement for
AP American Government by Satellite is received by AST%

you will be provided with the SOO toil-free telephone numbe:
for the course. We suggest that you write the telephone

number in this space for easy reference.

1 (SOO)

The nmiling address is:

AP American Government by Satellite
402 Life Sciences East

Oklahoma State University
Stillwater. OK 74078

1tr
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L USING TM GUIDEBOOK AND THE
INTRODUCTORY' VIDEO TAPE

This Guidebook will be most easily understood if it is used in conjunction with the
video tape entitled 'Your introduction to Al' American Government by Satellite"
which is available from the .,rts and Sciences Teleconferencing Service fASTS) at
Oklahoma State University.

We recommend that everyone in% .Aved with the course (students, teachers.
principals and sup2r1ntendents, board of education members, and parents) be
afforded the opportunity to view the video tape prior to the beginning of thecourse.

The tape also may prove useful as a counseling tool for students who wishto know
more ahrut Anwrican Government by Satellite prior to making the decision to
enroll in the course.

lion have not received the introductory video tape for thiscourse. contact the Arts
and Sciences Teleconferencing Service (ASTS) at Oiclahoma State University. The
ASTS telephone number is (405) 744-7895.

A" American Government by Satellite Page I

10
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U. THE KEY TO SUCCESS: TEAMWORK FROM EVERYONE ')

At first glance it may seem that satellite technology is the key to AP American
Government by Satellite, and there is no doubt that the tectriology is important.
Like any other educational endeavor, however, the real key to a successful
experience with this course is the people involved. The best-laid plans can lead to
disaster if the wrong people are at the helm, while the right people often can bring
success from a seemingly disastrous situation. Teamwork is essential to success
this semesterincluding consistent effort by students, careful attention to the
students' work by the Teaching Partner, a cooperative working relationship
between theTeaching Partner and the teaching staff at Oklahoma State University.
support from the school administration and the board of education, and encour-
agement from the students' families and the community. For th;sreason, the first
section of this Guidebook deals with the people whose efforts will contribute to the
success of this collegr.. -level course.

CA. TEM STVDENT

Not every high school student 1s ready for the experience of a college-level course.
To paraphrase (poorly, no doubt) the recruiting slogan of the United States Marine
Corps. AP American Government by Satellite is "looking for a few good students."
The factors to be considered in selecting students in your school for this course
should include the following:

1. Class Level and Maturity Level

For the most part, it is anticipated that this course will be composed of high school
seniors (although outstanding Juniors also may find the course suitable). In
addition, the students should be mature young people whoare motivated toward
success, willing to attempt something new to expand their horizons, and mature
enough to take responsibility for their own actions. This is not a course for
immature "fault finders" who consistently seek to find others to blame when
difficulties are encountered.

2. Prior Record of Academic Achievement

Students selected for AP American Government by Satellite should already have
compiled a record of solid academic achievement in high school. This record is
most likely an indication that they have begun to develop study skills essential to
advanced work in addition to being comparatively mature individuals. By no
means does this mean that only students with "straight A averages" should be
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encouraged to take this course, but some caution should be exercised in permitting
students without a record of scholastic achievement in the course. School
administrators and Teaching Partners should be aware that an AP course is not
likely to be a place where a previously marginal student suddenly blossoms into
atop academic achiever. While it ts possible that the challenge of this course might
bring about this result, the far greater likelihood is that this kind of student will
not be well served by the course.

3. Desire to Go Beyond the Normal High School Curriculum

Stut.ents in AP American Government should have a desire to make the most of
their educational opportunities by reaching beyond their normal high school
currivulum to undertake study in a more advanced setting. This may be based on
an interest in the academic subject matter of the course, the opportunity to obtain
a "head start" on college credit through the AP examinations given by the College
Board, or simply a desire to learn what a college course is like before actually
entering a college or university following graduation from high school. Whatever
the precise combination of factors involved for a particular student, there must be
the desire for "something extra" at this stage of his or her educational career.

4. Willingness to Participate Actively

The learning process in AP American Government by Satellite does not call for
passive reception of knowledge by the students. Like it or not, real learning
involves active participation and work--perhaps a greater workload than previ-
ously expected of the student. Active participation includes careful study of the
assigned reading (not just casually rear:ling quickly-turned pages), development of
a detailed course outline (a skill that can be extremely valuable in college), and
interaction with other students in the course (in the classroom if more than one
student is enrolled at your school and by telephone with students at other locations
as well as with the OSU teaching stall). Active participation also means a
willingness to ask questionseven at the risk of asking a "silly question" when the
desire to learn is sincere.

AP Anwrican Gavemnwnt hy Sateliftr Page 3
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(13. THE TEACHING mina )

There probably is no way to overestimate the Importance of the Teaching Partner
in satellite instruction. You are the "front line' of the course, and without your
contribution the course is doomed to mediocrity Of it achieves r yen that level of
success).

1. Recognising that You are the Key to Success

One point on which you will find unanimous agreement among people involved
with distance learning through ASTS is that theTeaching Partner is an absolutely
essential link between the students in the classroom and the teaching staff at OSU.
You are a full partner in the teaching effort, and you will be entitled to a large share
of the credit for it good things which can come out of AP American Government
by Satellite.

2. Enthusiasm for the Course and the Concept

Enthusiasm is contagious, and if the Teaching Partner and teaching staffat OSU
demonstrate an enthusiastic commitment to the course it will almost certainly be
reflected in the students. This means that the most successful Teaching Partners
are those who are committed to the need for an AP course in American national
government to better equip their students for citizenship tn general and college in
particular, who are willing to see more good in the benefits of distance learning than
difficulties inherent in the miles between the students and OSU, and who are not
easily discouraged if problems arise. While it would be ideal ifTeaching Partners
had a background in political science (or the social sciences more generally).
personal enthusiasm and commitment are likely to be more important in gener-
ating a positive response from your students than any particular courses on the
Teaching Partner's transcript.

3. Ability to Keep Students on Track

One of the real problems faced by many college freshmen is the tendency to
procrastinate-all too often with serious academic consequences. This problem
can be even greater when a high school student is participating in a college-level
course. especially if "senioritts" sets in as the semester nears its conclusion. The
Teaching Partner must be able and willing to keep studentson track throughout
the entire semester in terms of completed reading assignments, development of
course outlines by the students, readiness for quizzes and examinations on the
dates scheduled in the course syllabus, and submission of papers on the
appropriate dates. Please resist the temptation to allow "one more day" to
accomplish a task -because doing so encourages students to expect t reatment that
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is unlikely to he forthcoming when they enter college.

4. Willingness to Keep Up to Date Throughout the Semester

Political science is not a static discipline. While the constitutional bastes of the
American governmental system remain largely the same from year to year, the
specific political figures and important issues can undergo rapid change. last
year's timely example is frequently outdated (at best) in the cun-ent semester, so
the satellite presentations will be adjusted to political events as the course
progresses. This means that the Teaching Partner will need to review issues of the
Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report as they are received to keep abreast of
political developments in the nation's capital and elsewhere.

5. Frequent Contact with OSU Teaching Staff

The Teaching Partner will have variousroutine responsibilities for the rourse, such
as mailing exarninatirns and student Txpers to OSU for grading. responding to
questionnaires, and the like. This minimal level ofcontact is not likely to be
sufficient, so we encourage Teaching Partners to write, call the toll-free number
during the broadcasts, and call OSU toll-free at times when we are not on the air.
Of your call reaches our answering machine at a time when we cannot respond
Immediately to your inquiry, please leave your quesUon or comment and let us
know the best time of the day to get back to you with a response.) You don't have
to wait until you have a question. Your suggestions are welcome at any Mel
Remember that you are the "eyes and ears" of the teaching team in your own
classroomand the information you gathercannot help improve the eourse
you communicate with the teaching staff at OSI.J.
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C. PRINCIPALS AND 131/MuNTENDrins

As administrators in your school system, you already have made a commitment to
the AP American Govenune, it by Satellite course by approving participation hy one
or more of your students during the semester. ln addition to this initial
commitment, there are several other ways In which you can contribute to the
success of this course in your school district.

1. Correct Staffing Decisions, Expectations, ond Rewards

The selection of the Teaching Partner for AP American Government by Satellite is
a crucial decision. The teacher you select should be a certified classroom teachm
who has the characteristics covered in the preceding section on the Teaching
Partner. Selecting a Teaching Partner simply botause there is no other course for
him or her to teach ts an invitation to problems-but selecting a dedicated and
dynamic teaching partner is a giant stride toward success. You should make it
clear to the teacher you select that this is a major teaching effort. not an
opportunity to view a "TV course." What you expect filDin the teacher should be
communicated clearly, and success on the part of the TeachingPartner should be
rewarded accordingly.

2. Proper Physical Facilities, Schedule, Equipment, and Maintenance

Your school has certain responsibilities concerning satellite receiving equipment
and text materials which are outlined in Section 111 of this Guidebook. Proper
maintenance of your equipment is crucial to a trouble-free semester. In addition,
the course should be viewed "live" if at all possible tithe students are to receive the
mardrnum benefit-and this involves scheduling within your school so that
students participating in AP American Government by Satellite do not encounter
conflicts with their other courses during the semester. Your advance planning on
these matters will help avoid problems for you students and teacher during the
course.

S. Support for Teachers and Students

As a leader in your school district, you are in a position to encourage and support
the Teaching Partner and the students in this AP course. We hope that you will
visit the classroom during some of the live broadcasts and that you will keep
abreast of the students' progress. Let your support for satellite instruction be well
known within your school. and please feel free to eontact the teaching staff at OSU
at any time concerning any aspect of AP American Government by Satellite.

AP Atarrtran Covrnuarrit by .Satatie Page 6
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4. Atmosphere Which Makes Learning the First Priority

There are many temptations which threaten to distract students from mastering
the academic subject matter presented during the semester--the primary task of
AP American Government by Satellite. if not monitored closely, extracurricular
activities, field trips in other classes, special school assemblies, and the like can
cut into the time necessary for this course. As administrators for the school
district, you have far greater authority than the Teaching Partner to prevent
conflicting demands on your students' time, and we strongly encourage you to take
a "hard line" on this point from the very beginning of the semester.

(D. BOARD OF EDUCATION, PARENTS, AND COMERINITY)

Members of the broader community have a role to play in fostering student success
in an AP satellite course. As the policy-making body for the school district, the
Board of Education can take a public stance in favor of using the latest technology
to enhance the opportunities available to students in the district and in favor of
rewarding administrators and teaching partners who achieve success. Parents
can provide encouragement to sons and daughters as they study for the course,
and they can provide a supportive environment of understanding if the demands
of the course involve more "study time" which cuts into time previously available
for family activities or responsibilittes at home. The community as a whole can play
an important role through recognition in the local media for all of those involved
with Al' American Government by Satellite. Invitations to T_Iiching Partners and
students to make presentations to civic clubs, and (more generally) fostering a
sense of community pride that your school district is providing the opportunity for
students to undertake a college course while they are still in high school,
Recognition for achievements in such educational endeavors is seldom wasted--
and it Is almost always appreciated.

CE THE TEACHING STAFF AT ciSti

The staff members at OSU are responsible to do everything within their capabilities
to make AP American Government by Satellite a success for your students. The
professor for the course (Dr. Robert Spurrier) has the primary responsibility for
developing complete and current course material, preparing satellite presenta-
tions which encourage learning by the use of a variety of audio and visual means,
constructing and evaluating quizzes and examinations, and generally supervising
the production and delivery of the course. The satellite instruction specialist (Ms.
Natalie Gentry) is responsible for assisting the professor with development of the
course and with on-camera presentation of the material, for maintaining on-going
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communication with the 'lleaching Partners, and for assuring timely return of
materials submitted to OSU for grading. The producer-director for the course Ms.
Usa Allen) and the other profesMonal staff at Educational Television Services on
the OSU campus have the responsibility for the technical aspects of commercial-
quality broadcasts during the semester. An 800 toll-free telephone number makes
it easy for students. Teaching Partners, and other tnterested persons to contact the
AP American Government by Satellite office on a 24-hour basis.

AP American Govemmrnt by Satellite Page ft
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(7CELTOGYRONIC EQUIPMENT AND FACE/MS)

1. a satellite receiving system rdishl similar to that used by many homeowners

2. a color television monitor (at least 25" diagonal)

3. a videotape player/recorder to tape broadcasts for later review

4. a quiet classroom, free from other distractions. in which the students may
participate in the course on a live" basis on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays

5. a telephone in the classroom so that students can place calls during the live
broadcasts (a speakerphone is preferred)

6. adequate seating and desk/table space for each stur!znt to take extensive class
notes during the live broadcasts

7. IOVIIONAU one or more personal computers (IBM or Apple) in the classroom on
which students may use the software available from the publisher for review and
practice questions (Check with Harper and Row for additional details about the
computer software which may be obtained directly from the publisher.)

Anterlrati Government by Salrlille Page ft
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1. Primary Textbook Stephens:at. Broder, Friedrich. and Karlestry.
Al2/909811.111112:2111= fliarper and Row. 1988) ISBN 0-06.040947-13

Order fro= Harperetens Publishers Phone:1212) 207-700010 E, 5.3rd Street
New York. NY 10022

onr coPY fixsositoitnisni $30.00 each $
Supplemental materials available at no cost from Harper and Row.

2. Eitsamita Wide InaermPanY lasrlskan GnecrounI). no chaste(Harper and Row. 1989) ISBN 0-06-360324-1

-- one copy for each studrra

3. Elnwirz budy amornPonY8wericafl asrampicuU. no chaste(Harper and Row. 1988) ISBN 0-06-041915-6

one coPY for 1E6CUINCLZAZDZIWISW

4,
cognuatiauglasattaILSYssisiLlismai (annual subscription $170.00for distrIct at special reduced rate for this course I

Order from: Congressional Quarterly. Inc. Phone: MO) 432-2250. ext. 665ATTN: Vickie Binsted Ask for: 'trickle Binsted
2414 22nd Street, NM.
Washington. D.C. 20037

-- one subscripuon per dolt beginning as early in academic
year as possible to build a reference set for students in thespring

5. The United States Government. Manual
and the

6. Consomelanollaaratox

Order both books from:

Superintendent of Documents Phone: (202) 783-3238
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington. D.C. 20402

-- one copy of each book per ckta

AP American Onvernment by Satellite Par Itt
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From time to ttme, the AP American Government by Satellite office will mail
supplementary items to the schools (no charge from OM to be duplicated and
distributed to the students in the course. Included on the nerd three pages of this
Guidebook is a sample of such materialan edited version of the United States
Supreme Court's opinion in proyau,A=31.2Lighwittoi (1954

AP American Government by Satellite Page 11



Brown v. Board of Education
(1954)

Mr. Chief Justice Warren delivered the opinion el the Court

These cases came to us from the States of Kansas, South Carolina. Virginia, and Delaware. They
are premised on diffeseet facts and different local conditions, buta common legal question Justifies
their ermsideration to this consolidated opinion.

mannuateffr DT SATZILITZ Wilk The Naga Ps a court ease Is the person, group.
corporation. government agency. etc. who Med the casethe "offense" In the ease. The
agitafintie the Palm» group, vorposstkas. saremment ageacy, ete. against whom the easehss beer. "defenie" in the ease.]

In each of the cases. minors of the Negro race. through their legal representative% seek the aid of
the courts to obtainIng admission to 'he public schools of their community an a nonsegregated
basis. In each instance, they have be n dented admission to schools attended by white children
under laws requiring or permit ting sey regation according to race. This segregation was alleged todeprive the plairdiffs tithe equal protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment. In eachof the cases other than the Delaware case, a three-judge federal distrkt court denied relief to the
plaintiffs under the so-called "separate but equal- doctrine announced by this Court in Messy v.Ferguson. Under that doctrine, equality entreatmentis acconled when the races are provided wah
substantlielY equal faelhties, even though these facilitiesare separate In the Delaware case, thy
Supreme Court of Delaware adhered to that doctrine, but ordered that the plaintiffs be admitted
to the while schools because of their superiority to the Negro schools.

PDOVEDNISENT DT SATELLITE NOTM The relevant abase of Section 1 of the Fourteenth
Amendment provides: "Do State shall ... deny to any person within itsjurisdletion the equal
protection piths laws." Tar the full text of the itth Amendment, see page 040 inYour tott.i

The plaintiffs contend that segregated public schoolsare not "equal" and cannot be made "equal."and that hence they are deprived of the equal protection of the laws. Because of the obviousImports. ofthe question presented, the Court tookjurisdtrUon. Argument was beard to the 1952
Term, and reargument was heard this Term on certain questions propounded by the Court.

Re argt =rot was largely devoted to the circumstances surrounding the adoption of the FourteenthAmendment in 1868, it covered Pxhaustively consideration of the Amendment in Congress,ratificatkor by the states, then existing practices in racial segregation, and the views of proponents
and opponents of the Amendment. This discussion and our own invesligation convince us that,
although these sources cast some light. It is not enough to resolve the problem with which we arrfaced. A best, they are inconclustve. The mord avid proponents of the post-War Amendments
undoubtedly intended them to remove all legaldIsttnctions among "an persons born or naturabzed
in the United States," Their opponents, just as certainly, were antagonistic to both the letter and
the spirit of the Amendments and wished them to have the most Itmited effect What others in
t ongress and the state legislatures had in mind cannot be determined with any degree of certainty..

An additional reason for the inconclusive oat= of the Amenchnenta history. with respect tosegregated schools, is the status of public education at that time. In the South, the mewernent
toward free common schools, supported by general taxation, had not vet taken hold. Edueation
of while t hildren was largely to the hands of private groups. Education of Negroes was abreast
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nonexistent. and practically all of the race were Illiterate. In fact, any education of Negroes was
forbidden by law in sane states. Tbday, in contrast, maw Negroes have achieved ourstandtng
success in the arts and sciences as well as in the business and profesnonalworld. It Is true that
public education at the time of the Amendment had advanced further in the North, but the died
of the Amendment an Northern States was generully ignored to the congressional debates. Even
in the North, the condfttons of public education dtd not approximate those adsting today. Tbe
curriculum was usually nada:rents:y unfraded schoolswere mimosa in twat anew the school
tam was but three months a year in many states; and courpulany attendance was virtually
unknown. Asa consequence.11 Ls not surprising that there shouldbe so little in the history of the
Fourteenth Amendment relating to as intended effect on public education.

in the that cases in airs Cowl construing the Fourteenth Amendment. decided shortly after its
adoption. the Cowl interpreted it as pniscretng all state-imposed discriminations against the
Negro race. The doctrine Ed' 'separate but equar did not make Its appearance in this Court until
1896 in the case of Messy v. Ferguson ... Involving not education but transportation. American
courts have labored wtth the doctrine for aver half a cent my. lastridustice Wanen then moulds
six earlier cases ckaling with education, none of which presented the question of whether the
-separate but equar doctrine was appropriate In public educationat the grade school or high school
level. lie goes on to note that in the eases cweentlyunder consideration the facilities and curricula
available to thr students have been equalizedor are In the pincess ofbeing equalized. I Our.decision.
therefore, cannot turn on mere* a comparison of these tangible factors in the Negro and white
schools in each of thr cases. We must look instead to the effect of segregation itself on public
education.

In approachisat this problem we cannot turn the clock back to 1856 when the Aam....aciat was
adopted, or even to 18913 when Pfessy v. Fergusonwas written. We must consider public education
In the light gilts full development and its present place in American life throughout the Nation. Only
in this way can it be determined if segregation in public schoolsdeprtves these plaintiffs of the equal
protection of the laws.

Today. education is perhaps the most impartant function of state and local governments.
Compulsory school attendance laws and the great expenditures for eduration both demonstnue
our rerognition of the importanee of educatIon to our democratic society. ft Is required in the
performance of our most basic pubbc responsibilities, even service tn the armed forces, It Is the
very foundation agood cnXenship. Today It t a a principal instrument in awakening the child to
cukural values, in pry-partial htm for later professional training. and In helptng htm to adjust
normally to hie envtmnment In these days. it is doubtful thatany child may reasonably be expected
to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, whine the
state has undertaken to provide 11. ai a right which must be made available on equal terms.

We come then to the question presented: Does segregation of children in public schools solely on
the basis of race, even though the physical facilities and other 'tang/1We" factors may be equal.
deprive the children Or the minority group of equal educational opportunities? We believe 2int adoes.

lAfter a brief discussion of earlier cases dealing with higher education and the intangible burdens
of segregation. the ChiefJustice returned to the public schools.l To separate them ithe minority
children) from others ofsinalar age and qualifications solely beca use of their race generates a feeling
of infertority as to their status in the community that may alert their hearts and minds in a way
unlikely ever to be undone. Mins finding Is amply supported by modern Ipsychologicall
authority. Any language in Messy v. Ferguson contraiy to this finding is rejected.

We conclude that in the field of public education thedoctrine of 'separate but equal" has no place,
Sepamte educational facilities are inherently unequal. Therefore, we hold that the plaintiffs and
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othaa sZmkuiy situated for whom the actions have been brought are. by reason of the segregation
complained of. deprived of the equal proiectIon of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment, flbeClibefJusticeeoncluded the opiniors hy noting that there vris no need to consider
other constitutional grounds to challenge school segregation. and the Court ordered the attorneys
tont= the following year to present further arguments ramming the ways in whkh the decistan
should be linplentented through the lower courts.1

h is so ordered.
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AP American Government by Satellite is a college-level introductory political
science course dealingwith governman and politics in the United States. The pace
of Instruction, depth of material, and performance level expected of the students
will be similar to that found in the introductory course (POLSC 1013, American
Government) at Oklahoma State University. Students will be expected to keep
current with development on the national political scene and relate these develop-
ments to materials in their texts and the televised lectures. Cmgreigiiiinal
QuaticaNsajyamag, is required for this purpose. and we recommend that it
become a permanent addition to your school's library following completion of the
course this semester.

The course is designed to be a five-day-a-week class. There will be three

presentations each week by satellite (on Mondays. Wednesdays, and Ridays). New
material will be presented in each of the satellite broadcasts, and it is important
that these be viewed on a live" basis. Student interaction via the toll-free 800
telephone line will be encouraged throughout the live broadeasts--as well as at
other times during the day.

Quizzes and examinations will be prepared at Oklahoma State University and
mailed to the Teaching Partner. These quirzes and examinations will be admini-
stered by the Teaching Partner on Thesdays (every other week), and the professor
will discuss the correct answers with the students in the Wednesday televised
session - -so that feedback will be immediate and so that. if necessary. the students
earl raise questions about the items on the quizzes and examinations as soon as
possible after their administration. The Teaching Partners will be responsible for
grading the objective items, while the essayitems will be mailed to OSU for grading.
Because anyone with a satellite receiver can tune in on the video signal of AP
American Government by Satellite, we must assume that the quiz or examination
items wir :ecome public knowledge as soon as these Items are discussed during
the Wednesday broadcasts,

The teaching staff at OSU will indicate the examination and course grades which
the students would have received in a college-level course. using the criteria
contained in the course syllabus. The final high ,ichool grade recorded for the
student's AP cou rse in high school remains the prerogative of thelVaching Partner.

Because many of the students participating in AP American Government by
Satellite will be interested in taking the Advaneed Placement examination offered
by the College Board, care has been taken to incorporate detailed coverage of the
five areas covered on that examination: mnstitutional underpinnings of United
States government, political beliefs and be: aviors. political parties and interest
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groups. institutions and policy processes of national govenunent. and civil rights
and civil Mettles. The expanded course syllabus found in the next section of this
Guidebook provides a day-by-day schedule of topics for the satellite broadcasts
along with brief statements of learning objectives on a weekly basis.

To be successful in this course, students must learn to asshnilate material from
various sources. fin essential tool in this process is the development of a
personalized written course outline by each student. With the assistance of the
'Teaching Partner, It is anticipated that students will use at least a portion of the
Tuesday orThursday class period each week developing their own written outlines
of the course. Because of the importance attached to this effort by the AP American
Government by Satellite teaching staff at OSU. the first class session by satellite
will deal with expectations in a college course and the importance of developing a
course outlinealong with some suggesttons on how to developan effective outline.

It is soggested that Teaching Partners use the fitudy_Quirk avabable from the
puLlisher of the basic textbook (liarperCollins) togive practice quiazes in the weeks
in which an actual quiz or examination Is not called forin the course syllabus. This
will help keep the students up-to-date. and it will be an asset in their preparation
for the actual quizzes and examinations in the course. (hn those districts with
computPrs tivailable to the students for the course, software is available from the
publisher which contains test items which may be used for practice quizzes and
for indhidual self-testing by the students.)

In additinn to using a portion of the Tuesday andThursday class periods for outline
development, practice quizzes, and actual quizzes and examinations, we suggest
that students be encouraged to enter into discussion (perhaps even structured
debates) on current issues related to the subjectmatter under consideration. lithe
discussion indicates a problem in terms of rtudent understanding of a particular
concept or issue. the Teaching Partner shou d feel free to play back the video tape
of the satellite program involv d to help the students gain a better grasp of the
materialor encourage them to call the APGovernment by Satellite office at OSU
for additional information.

AI' American Ckyvernment by Satellite Page 16
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This section of the Guidebook provides an expanded course syllabus for the
Teaching Partner for AP American Government by Satellite. In additton to the
information contained in the students' course syllabus this section includes
weekly learning objectives to provide the Teaching Partner with an overview of the
instructional goals for the week.

Course Syllabus for
AP AMERICAN GOVERNMENT BY SATELLITE

Dr. Robert I.. Bonnier. Jr. Ks. Natalie Gentry
Oklahoma State University

This is an introductory college-level course about government and polittcs In the United States. In
most colleges and universities you will find such a course taught by the Depmtment of Political
Science. A number of colleges and universtties require such a course for graduation, while many
other institutions allow students to use credit in the introductory course hi American government
and politics to be used to satisfy a portion of the requirement (or credit in the social sciences. We
hope that you will take the Advanced Placement emrntnation offered throtO the College Board to
qualify for college eredu, Whether a partieular college or university accepts AP creda. and how that
credit may be counted toward degree requtrements, le a matter decided by that institutionnot by
11.e College Board.

The teaching staff of AP American Government by Satellite and the Teaching Partner in your high
school will evaluate pi) .r work and Indicate the grade you would have received If this were an actual
college course. using ' ne criteria given below. Your final course grade tn your high school AP course
remains the responsibility of your Teaching Partner.

Four Tuesday Short Quizzes 125 points each) 100 points

Three Tuesday Major Examinations 1100 points each) 300 points

Two Short Papers 175 points each) 150 points

Final Examination 1150 points) 150 points

TOTAL POINTS 700 points

Grades assigned at OSU will use i he following scalr 630-700 = A. 560 Fa9 =13, 490559 = C;
420-439 =1); 0-419 = F (without any "roundin( of grades). Because this is a college course, there
is no provision for "extra credit" work

Four TUESDAY SHORT QUIZZES will be given on the dates Indicated below. They will be objective
in nature Imuhiple-cholce questions and short-answer items), and they will cover the topics
indicated.

Thr ee TUESDAY MAJOR EXAMINATIONS will be given on the dates indicated below. They will
combine objective (multiple-choice) questions with one or more essay questions, and they will cover
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all of tbe material covered to that point in the course,

The mum ono= PAPER will be due (postmarked) on Erldng.liareLl ThIs PaPer should be
typewritten 101' prepared on a word pracesatog system) and be apprailmately !bur pages king
(9-1/2 by I V' paper, with mann= no larger than one inch). Each student In the class /1.1 select
a Matta fedeni executive-bmnch agency hem The UedStntss n=gzitjggiumil arid write
about the history of the agency. tta cunent minor officers, its hustling in the current budget year.
and haw this agency affects the student's bane state. It is snilgested that struhans contact their
agencies by telephone or mail early tn the seawater to begin °biennial information. In additian.
Cw4reeM/21 and Senators may be able to provide additional information about the iniency
selected by tLe student.

The SZCOND SHORT FAPN31 will be due (postmarked) on Erlduagal21 This paper should be
typewraten (or prepared on a wont precessing system) and be apprimdmately six pages long
18- I /2 by l r paper, with mazgins no larger than one Inch). Each student is to select an issue of
governmental policy and discuss the manner in which the federal government has been involved
with the issue during tf. r. past rar. the actIvales of poittical interest gimps with regard to (he issue,
and the student's personal assessment of the activity tithe federal government. (This paper may
nil make use of the same information used far the first short paper, and the student should aid
select a policy area In which the agency chosen for the first short paper is a major factor.)

The FINAL EXAMINATION will combine a limited nurnber of objective (multiple choice) questions
with one or two broad essay questions covering the cour-e as a whole.

WENN 1 - currnso STARTED: SOY . BAS/C ESINSTIONS
(Chapter I & Chapter 2. pages IL t4)

(The teaming objectives for Week I include understanding the pacing of a college course, the
importance of careful note-taking in class, and how and why an individually-prepared come
outline is essenuaL In addition, students should be able to: (1) categorize governmental systems
on the basis of amount of control over their citizens and on the basis of the responsibility of the
governmenta) officials, explain why the United States is categorized as being a limited democracy.
and place the governmental system of the United States in world content (2) explain how different
vtews of human nature lead to different tYPes of govenunental systems (3) explain the British
origins of our constitutional-teas/ structure, the role played by written documents (colonial
charters, state constitutions, and the Articles of Confederation) ln the nation's formative years; and
(4) indicate the difficulties ofgovernrnent under the Articles of Confederation which led to the calling
.eaf the Consiituttonal Convention in Philadelphia.

Monday, January 7 - What Am 1 Doing Here? Success in a College Course
The Pacing of a College Course
Learning as an Adultand Assuming Responsibility
Reading a College-level Text
Taking Class Notes
Asking. Asking. Asking (Don't Be Afraid to Ask Questionstil)
Developing Your Course Outline-LIfeline
Periodic Reviews on Your Own

Wednesday, January 9 - Assumptions About Human Natnre and the Resulting
Systems of Government

Friday, January 1 - Historic's, Background for the Constitutional Convention

Al' Amtglean Government by Satellite Page Ift
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WEEK 2 - THE BASIC ROWS OF TEE GAM THE U.S. CO45TM/110111
(Chapter 2. pages 45-54 and Chapter S)

.

The learning objectives fil-r Week 2 include being able to: (1) describe major feat' uns of the
COMItitutiall including separation of powers. checks and balances. m4ority rule. and minority
rights (2) identity key comprnmees at the Constitutional Convention which were essential to the
fonnatkin of the national govemnsent: Pi explain the process by which the Constitution may be
amenled and categorize the 26 amendments thus far added to the Unsitilutian; (4) descabe three
dtiferent aystems of division of snvernmental powers (unitary system, confedendion. and federal

Lsystem); and (5) 61ustrate how the authority of tie national government in the United States has
been Increased to the 20th =May-especially by fiscal means. 1Note: Tbinulthout the oemealer
the student will be expected to tie able to Illustrate principles learned in the course with current
examples finm Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report and from the televised lectures. This is a
IstandIng learning objective named to be included in eszb of the sets of weekly learning
objectives which follow in this expanded course syllabus.)

- - -

Monday. January 14 - Key Elements of the United States Constitution

Wednesday. January 16 - Amending the Constitution

Friday. January 16 - Federalism

WEN 3 - CONGRESS: TM FIRST BRANCH
(Chapter 12)

-

/The learning objectives far Week 3 include being able to: (11 give the consittu Llama qualifications
for membeisblP lo the House of Representatives and the Senate: (2) locate in the Constitution and
explain major powers of Congress: (3) Identify the key leadership wantons In each house of
Congrem and explain how these leaders are selected; 14) explain the importance of congressional
committees In the legtslative process; (5) explain the workings of the seniority system; (ti) outline
the steps In the process by which a WI becomes a law; and (7) Mdicate the importance of the House
Rules Committee and the role of the filibuster In the Senate. .)

Monday, January 21 - You Can't Tell the Players Without a Scorecard: Members of
the House and Senate

Quiz it 1, over uveks I and 2. fa be Oven fn class on Thesday. January 221

Wednesday. January 23 - The Structure of Congressional Power
Analysis of guiz NI at beginning of t roadcast

Friday. January 211 - From Sill to Law; The Legislative Steeplechase

AP American Government by Satellite Page 19
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WEIL 4 - TIM PRESIDENCE IN AMERICAN min=
!Chapter 131

(Th'TleanTing objectives for Week 4 Include being able to: (I) describe re constautionalqualifications for office for the Prestrient and Vice Pnesident (2) locate &a the Constitution and
describe the ralfor powers of the wadi:limey:13)explain the importance of the presidential powerof appciniment; dtscuss ernstemporary examples of use edit presidential veto power. (IS midairthe inaction of the Pi vadat as Commander-ta-Chief: 163 discuss how differing views of ttepresidency have led Przt Watts to behave differentlyhi office: and (7) contrast a presidential system
wtth a parliamenUay syt ton ofgovernment.

Monday, January 25 - Policy Areas al Presidential Domininice

Wednesday. January 30 - Conflicts with Congress

Friday, February 1 - The Personality Oahe President Does It Realty Matter Who
Sits in the Oval Office?

WEEK 5 - TEE FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY: WHO'S IN CHARGE KERET
!Chapter 14)

_ _ ....... . _ ./-
The learning objectives for Week 5 ude btu* able to: (1) deflate the term "bureaucmcy"and
explain how Its original meaning differed from the way the term currently Is used in everyday
corwersatiom 12) dose/the the ways tn which the Executhe Office of the President has expanded
trdo 'Utah hotrauereer &V explain how federal Civil Service regulattons were developed to combatthe "spoils system" and had the unintended ronsequence of making the bureaucracy less
reoPonotse to the democratic Proms*: (3) discuss the rok of the federal independent regulatory
agencies and explain their quast-legtslative and quasi-judicial powers: and 15) explum the "policy
subsystems' alien fonned by executive-branchagencies. congressional committees, and consutu-groups.

.
. _ .

Monday, February 4 - Li "Bureaucracy" a Dirty Word?

Kam 41, over weeks 1 through 4 to be y'vert trt class on Iltesdny. February 55

Wednesday. . February 8 - Federal 1.1Ardator7 i.geswies: Mini-Governments in Action
Analysis of Exam 01 at beginning of hmadcatt

Friday, February 8 - Balancing the Bureaucrats

AP American Government by Satellite Page 20
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WEEK 8 - THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY: THE LEAST KAK01210138 SEANCE?
(Chapter 15)

The learning objectives fm-Week S include being able to: (1) locate in the Constitution and eitidain
the basic powers (tithe fedendjudlciary: (2) describe the origins of the power ofjudicial MIMI? in
Mulaura-Matagst and the role played by Chit/Justice John ?gentian in enhancing the authority
of the /Masi judiciary: (3) describe the organizational structure of the three levels of geneml-
jurisdiction federal courts; (4) explain the stile played by Congress tn modifying the structure and
jurisdIction of the kderal judiciary; and 15) explain the differences tn function between courts of
original jurisdiction and appellate-jurisdiction courts.

Monday, February 11 - The Power of Judicial Review

Wednesday. February iS - The Organization of the Federal Judiciary

Friday, February 111 - Row the Federal Courts Operate

WEER - FUNDAMENTAL CIVIL LMERT/ES
(Chapter 4, pages 9I -1081

(The learning objectives for Week 7 include being able to: I I) list the rights Included in the First-'\
Amendment and give practkal examples of these rights: (2) explain the major doctrines which have
been utilized by the Supreme Court In the arras of the freedoms of speech. press, and assanbly:
(3) =plain the difference between the Establishment Clause and the Fire ExerrIse Clause of the
First Amendment with regard to rellgtous freedom: and (4) explain the Importance of the Supreme
CourtW interpretation of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment tu selectively

most of the provisions of the tIll of Rights and thereby limit slate governments as well
as the national government,

DOnday. Februmy 10 - Constitutional Rights and libeities: An Overview

gut 12, over w('eks 5 and 6, to be gWen in doss Thesday, Febnum4 19)

Wednesday. February 20 - Freedom of Speech. Frees. and Assembly
Analysts of chnz 112 at beginning of broadcast

Friday. February 22 - Freedom of Religion: Establishment and Free Exercise

AI' Amrrtran Government by Satellifr rage 21
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max - 7111IDAIMMTAL cry= lazuli=4coar1anno)
(Chapter 4. pages 109- 1241

lesinhia abjectly:* for Week El inchale being able Ur 11) locate In the Constitution and explain
basic rights ripe:sons ermined oferimes includisqjbird byJury. assistance ofeounsel. presumptionof innocence and privilege against self-imaindirattara 121 distinguish between procedural and
substannve MIME gd discuss bow the Supreme Court bas createda ht to privacy althoughthose minis appear nowt= In the Constitutiort (4) present the arguments used for and against
the Supienza Comte abortion decision in Ege.L.SYsgs and (51 explatn how in a democratte societythe will cf the majortty may property be rest:reined by the rights of the minority.

_

Monday. February 25 - Constitutional Rights of the Rocused

Wednesday. February 27 - Is flare Really a "Right to Pdvsay)r

Mien March 1 - Constitutional Civil Liberties in Perspeotive

WEEK 9 - civn, Rums MD TES STRUM= FOR EguAurir
(Chapel- 51- -- - - -

The learning objectives for Week 9 itIrladr bet?*abk Ur. (11 discuss the inherent conflict between
the principles of liberty and equality defterprinciple ts carried to its )eal extreme; (2) mplain
hewn= CWil War AMendlneats are Instrumental in the struggle for legal equality among the races:(3) explain how the Supreme Court has utilised the Equal Protection Clause of the Fowleenth
Amencbnent to declare racial segregation bygavennnental agencies to be uncanstitutional, with
particular attention to the field declination:(4) discuss how other disadvantaged pimps have been
able to utilize the federal courts to gain le otection either rights; and (S) give examples of the wayin which federal legislation has dealt wtth providing greater equality far ulinaritY gruuas and=men... _ _ _ .. . _ _ ... ......

Mondiy. March 4 - The inherent Conflict Between Liberty and Equality

tEawn #2, overweeks I through 8, to be gtoen in class or Tuesday, March SI

Wednesda, March 0 - The Movement Toward Racial Equality
Analysis of Exam 112 at begtnning of broadcast

Friday. March 8 - Other Disadvantaged GroupeL THERE ARE HQ IBOARCAM DURING Al
WEEK OF AMClit 11-111.

AP American Covenunent by Satellite Page 22
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WEBB 10 - PISOPIZ. THE POUTICIANS, AND 71t6 =IS OP GOVERIOGIBIT
!Chanters e and 19)

The learMng olnecttres for Week 10 include being able to: (1) discuss the Mamas between
capitalistic. sariallitic. and conumanst governmental systemic (2) describe several major types of
'positive benefits' recetved fivos government la the United States--includMg Secial Security. public
education, farm prtce supports. etc.: (3) describe several types of 'negative beneitte soaght by
Wasps which primarily mak to be 'left alone by the governmentsuch as the National Rale
Association. the American Medical Aranciation. etc.; and (4) explain how the seeking of "positive
and "negative beneSta can lead to policy confict among groups.

Monday, lamb IS - Bow Much filioold Ormenament Do?

Wednesday. March 20 - Govesnmental Policy in the Form of "Pmitive Benefits"

Friday. March 22 Govenunents1 Policy in the Form of "Negative Benefits"

WRINE 11 - PEOPLE. PARTICIPATION, AND THE POLITICAL PROMOS
IChapiers 7 and 1 11

- . -
'The learning objectives for Week 1 1 include being able ter. 11) define political ideology: (2) explain
the different attitudes toward government held by liberals and conservatives in the Untied Staten
(31explain the inglor forces in American life which affect the political socialization of the individual:
(4) discuss and evaluate the level of political knowledge tithe American electorate: am115) indicate
the ways in winch individuals may participate in the political processranging from engaging In
political discussions to holding goverrenental office.

Mondey. March 25 - Political Ideologies la American Democracy

Quit #3. over weeks 9 and la to be given tn class on Thesday. March 26)

Wednesday. March 27 - Political Opinion: What Do We Racy About
Polities?

Analysis of Quiz 03 at beginntng of broadcast

Friday, March 29 - Political Participation: Why Bother?

AP American Government by Satellite Page 23
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WRICIE 12 - MGM= POLITICAL MONTS
(Chapters and 9)

learning objectives for Week 12 Include beans able to: Ill deine and distinguish between
political Wien* groups and political pities: (23 discuss methodsneed by political inteseat groups
to fa* public 'obey decialestun (13 expkitnthe roles played by politicalparties trithe tinted States:
(4) distinguish between major and minor political partiesand assess the impact °leach on the
AMencenVvernmental system: and14) place the United States in world contest In terms of polItical

tsstems--one-party. two-party. and mulli-party systems.

Monday. Anil 1 - Interest Groups

Wednesday. April - Political Pasties

Priday. April - Parties (Continned)

WEER 13 - VOTING AND NATIONAL ELECTIONS
lebsPler 10 and NarileetifinalipaliMenti

The learning objectins forWeek 13 include being able to: 11) captain the constitutional mechanism
of the electoral college for selecting the President and Vire President (2) discuss the Process bY
which major parties nominate candidates for the presidency; (3) discuss the relative advantages.
disadvaninges, and strategies typical ofDemocratic imd Republicanamdidates for the presidency;
14) evaluate the additional 'resources of an Incumbent president seeking tr-electlorc (5) discuss the
financhag of the ptesidential election; and (6) explain the nomination andgeneral election process
with regard to members of the licatse of Ftepresentatives and the Senate.

Monday. April 8 - The Orest Race: Seeking the Ptesidency

fgrarn #3, ote- weeks 1 through .12, Ito be given in class on 7liesday, April 9)

Wednesday. April 10 - The Great Race (continued)
Analysis of Exam e3 at beginning of broadcast

Friday. April 12 - Legislative Elections: Running ibr the Rouse and the Senate

WEER 14 - GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY
'Chapters IS and 20)

flie leanUng objectives for Week 14 include being able to: (1) tdentify the key actors In the public
polky process: (2) discuss the relative powers of Congress, the President, son the federal Judiciiuy
in Influencing public policy: (3) discuss key elements of foreign and defense policy in ught af
changing world conditions; and (4) demonstrate that foreign and defense policy issues cannot be

t fully analyzed without placing them In the context of domestic policy in the United States._ _ ..........

Mondsy. April 18 - Government and Piddle Polley in Genera

Wednesday. April 17 - Foreign and Defense Policies wart 11

Friday. April 19 - Foreign and Defense Policies (Pert 10

AP American Government by' Satelilte - Page 24
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WS= 15 - DOVERNIIENT AND MON= Or TAXATION AND ECONOIRIC
POLICY'
Ichapters 17 and 181

The learning objectives for Week IS Include bang able to: 111 discuss the federal governmentb
Increases* important role In the national economy,: (2) explam the Incremental nature of the
federal budgetal7 Process; 133 aplatn the growth of the federal budget deficit and discuss efforts
such as the Grannn-Rudnian-11011M8o low to Kik° the inublang and V" anabrze haw fedi"' taxing
and spending policies are used to secure both eennamtc and non-economic polkw goals,

Monday, Apri1 22 - The Federal Badge/am Praia,

Wall OK oar weeia 13 and bik o be sibent dass on Mzesday. Apra 23.1

Wednesday. April 24 - Deficits. Defielts.
Analysts of Quiz 54 at beginning of broadcast

Friday. April 28 - When Is a Tax Not a Tait

WEER 18 - COURSE SURINLART AND CONCLUSION

The learning objectives for Week 18 include being able to; t I) complete the student's mdtvidual
COMIC =MOS for AP American Government by Satellite;(2) synthestre material from the televised
class sessions, textbook, and resource materials into a meaningful whole; 13) discuss the topic of
American government in the canted of the flee areas covered on the Advanced Placement
examtnation in Untied States Government and Politicsconstitutional underpinnings of United
States govermnent. political beliefs and behaviors. politica/ parties and Intemst gawps, institu-
tions and policy processes of national govenunent. and civil rights and civil Mattes.

Monday, April 29 - Course Summary (Part 11

Wednesday, May 1 - Coarse Summary IPart Ill

fFtnal Faurntrtation. over entire course. to be Oven In class on Thursday. May 2j

Pilaw. May 3 - Analysis of Final nunranation

AP Amerfran Government by Satellite Page 25
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VL SAMPLE QUIZ MD ITEMS-)

This section of the Guidebook presents questions of tbe type which will be utilized
in AP American Government by Satellite. The questionsare based on two sample
program video tapes which are available frmn the ASIS Office at Oklahoma State
University. For more information about these tapes, please call (405) 744-7895.

1. The most recently retitled amendment to the United StatesConstitution dealt wnh: ta) sex
discrimination:(B) providmg congresalonrd representation far the DIsinet of Cohmsbia: IC) the 18-
year-old vale; (D) limiting the President to two tents of office; (E) abolishing the pall tax.

2. Which of the following has Nucr been a type of constitulional amendment ratified in the
Itventieth Century: (A) expandtng the power tithe nationalgovernment; MI expanding the rights
ci indanduals; (C) correcting technical flaws In tbe Constitution:Mol =Pending tbe Mom' of the
states by laninng the power of the national government; (E) none ci the above.

3. Which of the following combination of constitutional proposal and raftification methods has
been used most frequently (A) proposal by 2/3 vote of botb houses ofCongress and ratification
by the tegislatures of 3/4 of the states; (13) limposal by 2/3vote in both houses of Congress and
estillestion bY nPecial conventions in 3/4 of the states: (C) noneosal by a special convention called
by Car/gess In VeSponse tO petitionS from legislatures of 2/3 of the states and ratificalinnby the
legislatures of 3/4 of the states: ID) proposal by a special convention called byCongress in response
to petitions from legislatures of 2/3 of the states and ratification by special conventions In 3/4 of
the states; (El none of the above, because the combinations Indicated in and"Ir have been used
an equal number of times

4. The Importance of the United States Supreme Court's decision In amwav.Boapinf Meal=
(1954) concerns: (A) desvatstatIon of the public schoo* (S) the minctple of one-person, one-vote:
(C) absolute freedom of speech and press; (Dtabortion rights; (El invalidation afthe federal tncome
tint.

5. The "separate but equal" doctrine used In the past by the Super= Court dean with: (A) foreign
aid appropriations to communist and non-cammunist nations; (B) segregation by race which was
required bybw (C) sex education ofboys and fp:lain public schools; ID/voting In PetintoY elections
for Democratic and Republican candidates for Congress; (E) the principle ofone-person. one-vote.

6. Which of the following judicial remedies may be used by a federal district court judge to
dismantle an unconstitutional pattern of axial discrimination in public schools: (A) bus transpor-
tation of students: (FI) reasslgrantalt cf teachns: IC) redrawing school attendancemnes within a
school district; (D) requiring the school board to implement new taxes to pay for desegregation
efforts; 1E) all of the above.

;'. Discuss the pmcess by whichtheConstitution of the tinned States may be amended, including
path the proposal and ratification stages, and then indicate fourcategories of amendments while
giving an example of each and explaining why your example belongs tn this particularcategory.

13. Discuss the respective roles of the Supreme Court and Conwess In the movement toward racial
equality tn the United States to the 20th Century, and explatn why the Supreme Court was able
to outlaw public school segregation in 1954 while Congress was not able to pass a major civil rights
law in the 20th Century until 1964

AP American Government by Satellite rage 20
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( WI ABOUT THE AP EXAMINATION )

The examination by which students receiveAdvanced Placement credit for United
States Government and Politics is administered by the College Board. AP credit Is
na earned by performance on the examinations administered by the Teaching
Patina in AP American Government by Satellite.

We strongly recommend that the Teaching Partner contact the school principal to
be certain that the school has returned the 'Advanced Placement Participation
Form" to the College Board Officeor that it will be returned no later than the first

of April.

We also encourage you to contact the College Board as soon as possible to receive
ihe information booklets about the AP examination in United States Government
and Politics.

For additional information about the College Boards AP examinations, contact:

AP Services
P.O. Box 6671
Princeton, T*108541-6671

(215) 750-8300

AP American Omemment by Satellite Page 27
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MIND EXTENSION UNIVERSITY.
May 8, 1991.

HON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
COMMittEe on Labor and Human Re,9ourre&
US Senate,
Washington, DC 20510-6.100.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Thank you, Senator Kennedy, for the opportunity to ad-dress the questions that were raised followirg my testimony concerning the StarSchools' project before the Subcommittee on Arta, Education and Humanities. Wegreatly appreciate the opportunity to share our experiences and thoughts on dis-tance education with you and the Committee.
I. As you know, our proposed reauthorization legislation tries to encourage great-er business involvement by giving a priority to Star Schools' applicante which in-

clude a telecommunications entity willing to donate in-kind services to the net-works. Will this do the trick?
A. Our experience in distance education, and the experience of our partnerin the delivery of secondary school classes and one of the first Star School projectrecipients, does support the premise that the donation of equipment or technologynecessarily achieves the desired effect of encouraging wider application of distanceeducation in America's schools.
As my testimony indicated, easily accessible distribution systems are already inexistence. The barriers a school faces in taking advantage of distance education in-volves funding for the programming, or software, not the hardware.
Previous Star Schools' projects have demonstrated that giving equipment and pro-gramming free to schools did not translate into long-term adoption of distance edu-cation services. For example, the TI-IN United Star Network Project included TI-IN Network, a private enterprise which donated over 8 hundred hours of Staff De-velopment. This programming service was taken for granted by many of the Star

Schools recipients. Of the schools that used the service, few had funds or a financialplan to participate in the long-term use of Staff Development.
in addition, TI-IN United Star Network used Star Schools' funding to equip 316sites. Each identified school site was provided satellite-receiving equipment at nocost to them. In a few cases, schools were reluctant to take the equipment packageregardless of whether it was free. Other schools took the free equipnwnt but had nolong-term implementation plans. Once again, most schools had difficulty financiallysupporting the real costs related to distance learning activities after the fundingended.
The donation of satellite or video equipment by private enterprise or a telecom-munications entity can be helpful to potential sites for distance education, For ex-ample, I spoke about Cable In The Classroom, an industry initiative to make sableservice available to every accredited middle and secondary school in the countrypassed by cable. Thit, creates a tremendous and accessible video pathway for deliver-ing distance educelion mming and other forms of instructional television.Accordingly. we wougorg:ommend that the Committee assign a priority to StarSchool applicants that will use the funding for the development of distance educa-tion programming. This will stimulate the creation of additional distance educationprograms and enable financially-troubled schools to pay more modest sums to utilizethem.
2. What else can we do to increase involvement by cable companies in distancelearning?
A. Congressional encouragement and support for the cable industry's commitmenttu provide educational cable programming to America's schools would serve as animportant catalyst for the Cable In The Classroom initiative It would else be vitallyimportant for ensuring the success of cable program networks. like ME/U. that aresolely dedicated to carrying educational programming.
ME/U is unique in serving as the only programming network available to cableoperators thatoffers accredited distance education programs for schools But conga.-talon for carriage on cable systems is keen. There are more than let/ national andregional cable networks at the present time and the average cable system has fewerthan 54 channels, which must also accommodate local broadcast and access chan-nels. Because cable operators respond to local market demand for programming, wehave a 2-fold mission of acquainting the industry with its potential as a conduit fordistance learning and, at the same time. familiarizing the marketplace with theavailability of distance education programs
ME/U is available to the cable industry for a few pennies a month per customer.As its growth would suggest, the industry is increasing its commitment to offering
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education networks like ours. In so doing, they are becoming the facilitators for dis-
tance education in their communities.

The current Congress has several bills concerning the cable industry currently
under consideration. None of them takes into account the investment that cable op-
erators have made in providing cable service to schools. And none of them takes
into account the investment that cable program networks have made in acquirim
producing and delivering instructional or distance education programs. I would
strongly urge this Committee to take the lead in recognizing the cable induatry for
its commitment and encourage it to more fully utilize its potential, through the allo-
cation of federally-mandated channels for distance learning.

3. You mentioned in your testimony that all cable companies have committed to
serving every school by 1992. Do you think this will happen? Is there anything Con-
gress slwold do to encourage this? Will coble companies charge schools for this serv-
ice? If so, approximately what will the cost be?

A. At the present time, cable operators serving approximately 90 percent of the
country's cable households participate in Cable In The Classroom and have commit-
ted to connect by December 1992 all of the accredited junior and high schools
reached by their cable systems. These companies represent virtually all of the coun-
try's largest cable operators, and the ranks of Cable In The Classroom members con-
tinue to grow. The Cable In The Classroom project also has mechanisms in place to
confirm that its goals are achieved.

I want to underscore the fact that this commitment represents free access to edu-
cational programming for these schools. Cable operators do not charge schools for
the programming provided by their systems. Some cable system% also provide inter-
nal wiring at sharply reduced costs to the schools, creating a closed circuit network
for programming that is produced by the students themselves. In addition, meny
cable systems have donated video equipment and pay for prckgram guides and sup-
port materials that can be utilized by teachers who incorporate instructiwal pro-
gramming into their existing curriculum.

Through ME/11's affiliation with TI-IN, cable operators now have the ability to
also offer distance education to the schools they serve. The availability of these
courses via a free cable connection eliminates the need for schools to invest in a
more costly i ap to $15,000) television receive-only TVRO) satellite antenna.

By sponsoring legislation that requires cable system operators to include distant
education petworks on their channel lineups, your committee, and the Senate as a
whole, would ensure that the resources of this communications infrastructure were
fully applied to the goal of broadening the reach of distance education.

4. In your testimony, you mentioned that Jones Spacelink or the ME/1.5 donates
in-kind services, like open channels, for educational use. What is the nature of these
donations, and their approximate value? You also stated that you do not expect to
be able to continue this indefinitely. If you are no longer able to donate these serv-
icet. 09 you have any estimate of what the cost to a school would be to stay "on
line`":

A. As part of their local franchise agreements, and in accordance with the l9t441
Cable Communications Policy Act, cable operators set aside channels for public, edu-
cational and government (PEG) prugramming. Although the channels are primarily
utilized for locally provided "access" programming, the remaining intervals may be
used for carrying program networks such as ME/LI. In order to widen the availabil-
ity a our distance education programming, we currently do not charge local access
organizations who carry our signal on educational access channels. Howener, once
the channel capacities of cable systems increase, enabling the system operator to
designate a channel for ME/11 on a full-time basis, we expect to be carried directly
hy the system operator. who would reimburse our network a few cents per month
per customer. Schools would not be charged for carriage of ME/U; we would be part
of the complimentary package of cable programming they receive from their local
system operator.

Our current whey of not charging carriage fees to nonprofit access corporations
amounts to an estimated $2 million per year. As part of Glenn Jones' vision to
"Make A ll America a School." ME/U also has contributed $1 million to The Library
of Congress in order to establish "The Global Library Project." The project's objec-
tive is to revitalire interest in the resources of public libraries by creating informa-
tive and entertaining television programs concerning the treasure of the workl's
greatest library, The Library of Congress.

5. Do vou know what arrangements other cable companies have made with school
districts'? What kind of a break, if any. are schools getting financially? Is there such
a thing as an "educational rate" like we have commercial or residential rates for
phone t:ervice?
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A. I am not aware of any cable system in the country that charges a local whisol
for access to the educational programming it carries, Copyright restrictions preclude
cable system, from offering free to public institutions some programs, including
those offerei by premium entertainment channels, such as 1180, Showtime and The
Disney Cha inel. But even these networks have programs to encearage their utiliza-
tion. Based upon the industry's commitment to provide educational programming.
as exemplified by Cable In The Classroom, I think it is reasonable to expect that
local cable operators will contine to provide free cable service, including free main-
tenance and free basic cable programming, to the schools they serve.

6. What are the barriers that you see to increased use of telecommunications by
the schools?

A. One of the greatest obstacles we have faced has been the lack of knowledge
among school personnel concerning the distance education resources that are avail-
able. This is particularly true with respect to knowledge about the potential applica-
tions of this new technology for broadening the curriculum they can offer their stu-
dents and its role in providing staff development training for teachers.

The members of this committee and your colleagues in both the Senate and The
House of Representatives could be very helpful to us in overcoming this barrier. By
sharing your knowledge about distance learning opportunities with your constitu-
ents, through your communications and during visits with educators, community
leaders and other constituents who are concerned about education, you would help
us to increase their awareness about this wonderful resource for lifelong learning.

Our affiliates at who are routinely in contact with educators across the
country, have also experienced the need for greater support from government and
education leadership for distance education. The relatively small number of school
administrators who have effectively integrated distance learning into their schools
has done so by becoming personally committed to working with their teachers, stu-
dents and parents, in order to optimize their acceptance and utilization of distance
learning programs.

We have also heard from teachers and administrators about the need for greater
pre-service training for teachers on the methods for incorporating communications
technology into classroom instruetion. MEW and Penn State University are cur-
rently developing a Masters of Education Degree focusing on the application of edu-
cational technology, which, combined with similar courses offered hy local volleges
and universities, should help to overcome this olsatacle.

As we discussed earlier, funding for programs is also a major barrier for greater
we of distance education courses by schools. At the present time, there is inad-
equate funding at the local, state and federal levels to foster the development of
more distance education programs and ensure that they can he available fur modest
enrollment fees.

7. Does your technology lend itseif to any kind of individualized service delivery,
for example could a particular child receive a signal Cyan his or her claasroom if
they were homebound for a short period of time?

A. One of the advantages of providing distance education programs via the
medium of cable television is the potential to literally transform every living room
into a classroom. The graduate and undergraduate courses offered on ME, U are
design video-taped at the homes of our distance learners. We have also heard about
a.number of secondary school students who monitor college courses, on American
history for example, in order to enhance what they are kerning in school. Bemuse
TI-IN courses are carried on cable, students who are home-hound or in "home
schools.' also have the opportunity to monitor-or potentially to participate in the
accredited aecondary school courses it rifTers If a student does not have access to
cable television, or if their cable system does nnt carry MEilY, either the ME11.1 or
the TI IN signals may he accessed via TVRO satellite equipment. We continue to
hear from viewers who are monitoring our channel-- and partivipating in our tele-
coursesin order to improve their skins. They include familiea that want to im-
prove their French in advance of their summer travel to Europe. and peeple like
Robin Pappas, who took coursee on accounting to improve the management ef her
family business.

I hope that my answers are helpful to you and the Cormnittee in finalizing the
reauthorization of legislation for the Star Schcsils project. Please let me know if I
may provide you with any additional intOrnmlien

Sincerely,
t;imotaiy.1 Lim AK.

rf Ogden' t.
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ScIENCE, EDUCATION AND TRANSPORTATION,
May 14, 101.

HON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
Washington. DC 10510-8.100.

DEAs Mx. NAIRMAN: Thank you for the opportunity to testify at the Hearing on
the Star Schools Assistance Program; it is always gratifying to know that our work
is useful. The information in this letter is provided in response to your questions
following the hearing. Please contact me if we can be helpful in any other way.

Question I. How feasible is it to expand our use of the Star Schools technology to
serve additional populations, like the illiterate, as Dr. Miller discussed? Will this de-
tract from our efforts to serve students in grades K-12can we really do both?

There are many needs in education, anii it iE always possible that successful pro-
grains will be handicapped by being expanded beyond their capability. Our experi-
ence in preparing Linking for Learning suggests that the great capacity of telecom-
munications technology does make possible program expansion without diluting the
principal objective delivering instruction to kids in scl. More human resources
and more funding are required, however, to extend hours of operation, reach new
sites, build in additional use of technology for delivery of programming te.g.. hook-
ing into the local cable systems), or explore use of computers and interactive tech-
nologies in the distant site.

We believe it would be valuable and feasible to expand the use of Star Schools
technology to serve non-school learner populations, including homebound and dis-
abled students, and youngsters in detention centers and in prisons. These non-school
learner populations would benefit from programming anti activities that have al-
ready been developed in the areas of mathematica, science and foreign languages.
Existing systems that serve youngsters could also serve adults in the community
during non-school hours, offering a variety of parent education, adult education. and
English as a Second Language Instruction, for example.

testion 2. What are the ways you have found most effective in bringing in the
private sector? In very poor areas, there may not be businesses thriving and able to
make these kind of contributions . . . what happens to the schools in these areas
when Federal funds run out?

While there may not be thriving businesses in every locality, there are still poten-
tial partners for distance learningthe telecommunications providers. These in-
clude the local telephone company or rural telephone cooperative, the cable compa-
ny, and others. The Panhandle Shar-Ed Video Network, although not funded by
Star Schools, is a good example. A partnership among the local telephone coopera-
tives and 4 school districts developed a state-of-the-art fiber optic television network
to serve an extremely remote rural area. These kirds of partnerships should be en-
couraged.

Funding at the State level may also become a critical factor over the long term.
Several states are making significant investments in development of the distance
education infrastructure as one way to assure equity of nesources in education.
States should be encouraged to build on the Star Schools Infrastructure already in
place, just as Star Schools projects should build on existing structures.

An important consideration for the future is the issue of educational rates for
telecommunications use (telephone, cable. satellite,. Development of educational
rate structures at the Federal and State level would help to assure affordable and
continuing access to the Star School Program's investment in infrastructure.

Question 3. Mrs. Carson, you mentioned that students who take distance learning
courses have to work a little harder than other students. Does this mean that these
courses really only can be taken by more udvaneed students, Ps most of the courses
are now geared? Is there a way to use distance learning to teats,. for example, rem&
dial courses?

Not only content but structures can vary in order to provide various types of serv-
ices to children in at-risk situations. Let me add that thinking of these services as
"remedial" is much less useful than thinking of them as helping all children experi-
ence the same success in learning, and the same resource-rich environment, that
more affluent children commonly enjoy.

A number of projects, including several of the Star School efforts, are intended to
provide opportunities for all students The TI-IN Star Schools courses in physical
science, pre-Algebra. and Spanish were designed for "average" students The Kids-
net Star ,Schools Program in science captured the interest of a wide variety of stu-
dents in affluent, middle class, and poor communities. The Jason Project activities.
mentioned in our written testimony, provide many opportunities for enriching the
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teaching of science, social studies, and literature at many different levels and for all
students.

Several school districts, including Los Angeles County, run after-school homework
hot lines and tutoring sessions over their telecommunications networks. Students

_ who need extra help and explanation are calling in.
This year, the TI-IN Network, a Star Schools grantee in the first round of fund-
, is offering an experimental remedial course in reading and mathematics, called

Smart." A central component of the course is a 25 minute daily broadcast
from This broadcast goes to 50 students in '1 high schools in the Odem-Mid-
lands area. Partici_pating schools identified *hose students who were "most at risk"
for dropping out. Me course is aimed at preparing these students for the Texas ex-
amination in reading and mathematics. required for high school graduation. The
TI-IN teacher also visits each of the remote sites and spends a great deal of time
talking to students after class. In addition, a certified teacher at each location pro-
vides ftily instniction with materials provided by TI-IN. Thus far, the effort ap-
pears to be very successful; students are involved, highly motivated, and staying in
school. Whether this kin i. of course could be offered to more students in mere loca-
tions is a concern; 17-IN staff emphasize the key role played by the distant teacher
and her emphasis on interaction with students during and after the broadcast. It
might be possible to reach more students with an electronic network support system
or other means.

Question 4. What kinds of evolutionary changes do you see taking place with dis-
tance learning in the future? What limitations on the use of distance learning are
there?

We will continue to see new ways of brokering educational services, involving
schools, regional educational agencies, higher education, private providers, muse-
ums, and other institutions. If distance learning opportunities are to reach more
schools and communities, providers and systems need to be better connected to each
other and to the recipients.

Experiences with the Star Schools projects and other efforts will provide a better
understanding of the learner in these settings, roles for teachers, and how to struc-
ture interaction and contexts for learning. Much can be learned from the teachers,
developers, and students who are experimenting with this new educational resource.
These participants as well as those who are evuating current experiences with dis-
tance education systems are the experts. Their experience and knowledge should be
ahared and used to improve and expand distance education.

All aspects of distance educationinfrastructure, programming, and operation
will continue to require funding. Individual schools and districts cannot carry these
burdens on their own. Furthermore, there are now state policies that limit the ap-
plications, efficiencies and availability of distance learning options. These include
state regulations on certification, curriculum, control, and textbook selection. The
conflicting and complex web of intrastate and interstate telecommunications poli-
cies will continue to create difficulties.

Nevertheless, it is still the face-to-face student/teacher interaction in the class-
room that remains the heart of the educational process. Distance learning can be a
tool for meeting some needs in education, but should not be thought of as an all-
purpose solution.

Sincerely,
NANCY CARSON,

Pmgrum Manager,

SAUL:UTE EDUCATIONAL HESMRCES CONSORTIUM,
COLUMBIA. SC 29251),

May 7. Ig.(11.
U.S. SENATE,
Committee on labor and Human Resourres.
Washington, 1K' -70510-6,100.

MTN: AMANDA BROUN: Responses to additional questions by Senator Ken-
nedy subsequent to the testimony of Cary Vance on April /Tts1Vbefore the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee.

Question I. A major direction for distance learning is the journey into uncharted
waters of possibility and exciting change in education. The true excitement of what
we are involved in is the vision of what can be done to bring an excitement and
responsiveness to the learning process that can only come about through the power
of communication afforded by distance learning initiatives.

1 4 I
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There are a tremendous number of unserved learners in this country, not only in
the areas you mention, illiterate and non-English speaking, but in the very popula-
tions we were charged to address- I disagree with tz.e who say additional satellite
downlink installations are not necessary. For many schools this capability is beyond
their reach without help. The private sector will not be able to address the total
need for equipment, either, especially in rural America. At the same time cable pen-
etration covers a very small percentage of those needing service, especially in rural
areas. SERC is actively developing experimental models and is working to increase
the installed base of potential users. Mh are important. Both need support. Both
needs must be addressed to reach the full potential of what has been started.

Question 2. The feasibility of expanding Star Schools technology to serve addition-
al populations is a natural evolution of what we are about. SEW!, for instance, is
currently looking at ways to address adult populations through GED offerings. It
only rmkes sense to use an existing technology platform across the broadest spec-
trum possible. We must make sure, however, that we grow in a deliberate, well-
planned manner and until we reach a critical mass in our installed be of learners
served, we need federal support to bring this about. Let us no: make th, ::istake of
reacting to the possibilities of technology. Let us make sure we continue to use the
tools to address identified needs as we continue tr expand our knowledge of how
best to meet those needs.

Question 3. There is a role for the private sec,or in providing distance learning
resources. The private sector has a vested interval in helping develop a pool of well-
educated, productive citizens. The education corrmunity will welcome the infusion
of support from the private sector if it is convina d the private sector will not drive
the decision making process to the point that pri rate interests supersede the needs
of a given population. It is for that reason I impTare the Congress to leave the deci-
sion-making power in the hands of the non-pmfit sector. Decisions based on the col-
lective wiMom of a team composed of educators, technology experts, and, further
following the SERC model, private sponsors committed to serving America through
education will be driven by needs of the eduratLn system. To date, SERC has a

rign:rship with Sony of America and has received foundation support from the
Foundation. We continue to vigorously pursue other private partnerships. We

do agree this is much needed if we are to continue to grow and succeed.
The question, "what happens to the schools in these areas (those without a strong

base in the private sector) when federal funds run out?" is a critical one. It has been
SERC's position that federal support is needed for startup and expansion to the
point where an organization like SERC can be self-sustaining. There is an economy
of scale in distance learning that provides tremendous relief to those individuals
who will benefit from it. Once the base of those served has reached sufficient levels,
costs decrease for everyone since much of the cost of distance learning is fixed.
Again, Congress can best help by helping us expand that base. Operational costs can
then be sustained through user fees and support from the private sector.

Qaestion 4. Ms Carson mentioned that students who take distance learning
courses have to work a little harder than other students. I would suggest that dis-
tant learning students don't work harder, they work differently. Students in distant
learning courses take more responsibility for their own learning They work togeth-
er in cooperative groups They question and seek in areas beyond the classroom.
This style of learning is quite diflerent from a classroom situation where typically
the teacher is in control and students may abdicate their responsibility for their
learning. The focus of our work with distance learning has been to work with ad-
vanced students. Those were the ones who most directly benefitted from our original
mandate and those were the ones who could most easily adapt to the "unknowns" of
distant learning. There is no reason to think, however, that the same type of learn-
ing environment will not work for remedial students. Students at all levels respond
to a system that believes in them and gives them responsibility, and credit, for suc-
ceeding. Distance learning can serve remedial students. There will be lessons for all
of us to learn as to what works best, but we will experience the same kinds of stle-
CPSS.

Question 5. There will be much evolution in the field of distance learning in the
future. That is why Congressional support is so critical at this point so we can learn
how to work most effectively as the technology opens up new possibilities. Sn the
area of satellite delivery, compressed video will dramatically lower the costs of
transponder time in about 5 years as a single transponder can be used for the deliv-
ery of up to or even 16 signals at the same time. Fiber optics will continue to play
an expanding role offering increased capacity for delivery as well as greatly in-
creased eapability to use 2-way communication where appropriate. All of these ad-
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vances will lower the cost of the delivery system to present and unserved popula-
tions.

Again, it is clear that technology will open up new possibilities. The change, how-
ever, will occur in content and teaching methodology. How much of a given course
needs to be interactive? What kinds of student feedback are the most effective?
What should be the role of the computer, which can adjust to individual progress
and learning style? The combination of prescriptive learning ushw a computer cou-
pled with distant access to live resources will be a powerful one indd.

Question 6. Distance learning is limited by the access we have to the tools. There
is a need for hardware to link the learner to the teacher. This includes additional
satellite downlinks, additional transponder time and access to other distribution sys-
tems such as cable. ITFS and fiber. The need for additional downlinks is obvious.
More schools, and other institutions, will be able to use the reeources. Institutions
are also restricted, however, by limits of sections or times when these live resources
me available. Support for additional sections, time slots and the ability to reach all
4 United States time zones will greatly enhance our ability to reach the greatest
number of learners, thus, bringing costs down for everyone and leading toward fur-
ther self-supported operation.

Given the arguments that distance learning does not replace the classroom teach-
er and that initial costs can be high, the fact remains that distance learning is the
only solution we have found to date for meeting critical needs for education in areas
where there are simply not enough teachers available to do the job.

I hope this information will be helpful as this Committee continues this important
work.

Sincerely,
GARY N. VANCE,

Executive Director.

SOUTHERN NEW ENOLAND TELEPHONE.
New HAVEN. CT 06510,

May /I, .0.9j.
HON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Chair. Comnuttee on Labor and Human Resourres.
Washington. DC 20510-8,1tX1.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Thank reusofor the opportunity of testifying before the
Committee on Labor and Human urces an behalf of SHETSouthern HPW
England Telecommunications. It helped to highlight, for me the unique capabilities,
as well as, the differences that exist among the spectrum of telecommunications
providers involved in distance learning applications. The possibility of enabling the
demonstration of those differences/alternatives through another round of Star
school grants in which the local telephone companiee could participate is certainly
exciting from our perspective.

Before responding to your questions, I would first like to state some of our general
findings from the SNET Links to Learning project effort. We found that telecom-
munications technology is a tool which can help educators transform their class-
rooms into compelling learning centers for the students of today and tomorrow.
However, the tool can only be effective if educators have it available to them and
then choose to use it.

We also found through our SNET Links to Learning efforts that for educators to
embrace any technology, it must be proven as an effective and economical tool
which can be easily used in the classroom and which produces results of equal or
better quality than today. Furthermore, it must setts. a problem which educators
view as important; technology utilization cannot be increased simply by espousing
technology for technology's sake. The criteria of availabihty rounds out the equa-
tion for successful technology adaptation.

I would like to commend your efforts in promoting the educational use of telecom-
munications technology throughout Anwrica; the grant process and associated na-
tional funding are paramount to the advancement of technology use in the schools. I
hope that the following responses to your questions are helpful to the commission in
your process to reauthorize the Star School furding.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM F. WERWAIP$.

Assistant Vkv President.
I. Q: Will the proposed reauthorization legislation encourage the type of distance

learning instruction SNET is currently involved in within Conneilicut by giving a
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priority to Star School applivants which include a telecommunications entity willing
to donate in-kind services to the networks? Will this do the trick? Is there mare we
can do to increase this kind of involvement?

A: Yes, if priority is given to Star School applicants which include a telecommuni-
cations entity wiling to be a partner in a consortium and donate inkind services,
and if that priority is ma cancelled out by the current priority for multistate consor-
tiums.

From SNET's perspective, we can only provide distance learning via our telecom-
munications infrastucture within our state; inter-state communications is provided
by long distance carriers (ATT, MCI etc.), SNET involvement would be ble only
in a proposal involving a consortium of Connecticut entities; but we Wire a state-
wide proposal could be beneficial and more discretely tailored to the needs of our
state. Different from the current Star Schools production studio classrooms, such a
Connecticut proposal would rely on local classroom teachers teaching from their
own classrooms and would provide an additional model for educators considering
distance learning. The expansion of current Star Schools would tend to reinforce
those models and their telecommunications service providers as the models of
choice.

2. Q: Does SNET donate in-kind services like phone lines for educational use? Do
schools pay anything for these lines? If so. approximately how much?

A: SNET cannot donate any tariffed service such as a phone line. Instead, we pro-
vide competitive dollar grants for K-12 educators who need seed money to get start-
ed in using telecommunications technology. A portion of this money may be used to
install and maintain phone lines, etc. A special grant provided the funds to estab-
lish the 2 video distance learning networks which are currently supported by SNET.

We do provide the following in-kind services of: half day to 3 days of teacher
training on the use of telecommunications, on-line data bases and video distance
learning equipment to K-12; seminars on telecommunications and educational uses
of telecommunications for both K-12 and college educators; consultation to schools
who are planning for new uses of telecommumcations, and building or renovating
existing schools. Many K-12 schools still have only 1 or 2 lines in the school and
have very little experiences with tAecommunications in general.)

The current rate for a single phone line for a school is approximately $40.00 a
month.

3. Q.: What kind of a break, if any. are the schools getting financially? Is there
such a thing as an "educational rate like we have commercial or residential rates
for phone service?

A: Currently schools are charged the same rates as the commercial rates.
There was a "governmental rate" at one time which provided discounted rates to

all municipal entities including education. However, this rate was abolished by our
state regulatory apncy many ',ears ago. In our latest rate hearing, the Connecticut
Commissioner of Education asked that a discounted educational rate be reinstituted.
This latest request is pending before the regulatory agency.

4. Q: What are the barriers that you see to increased use of telecommunications
by the schools?

A: Based upon input received from participating educators and project numager's
viewpoints, we feel that the major barriers include:
1. Costs-The affordability of equipment and services can exclude schools from consid-
ering telecoc munications.
2. Teacher tiaining and supportFAucaturs must be provided adequate training and
support, not only at implementation, but ongoing support during the initial years of
use.
3. Teacher preparation--Higher education must recogni7e the need to provide up-to-
date technology courses for prospective teachers
4. Lack of planning --Most schools have yet developed a formal long range techoolo-
gy plan.
5. l'iecemeal approach to technology integrationWithin individual schools (QM'
teacher uses computers extensively while another ignores them); among schools, we
see schools that are always attempting new methods and approach technology as an
opportunity while others continue to perform with current resources; finally, acnxis
the nation, there is no direction or approach for technology use in education.
6. Administration supportThe introduction of technology must be supported by
the derision-makers. Administrators must actively support efforts at introducing ef-
fective technology solutions into the curriculum.
In addition, other concerns affecting the deployment of technology include the edu-
cators fear of technology, the availability of time for educators to learn the technol-
ogy. and the amount of curriculum time to use technology with students. Finally,
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since few schools employ technology consultants, educators can easily be over-
whelmed with the amount of available educational technoloa to choose from.

5. Q: What kinds of programs work well in your experience? What needs improve-
ment? What are your plans for future expansion?

A: What kinds of programs work well?
The SUET Video Link trial continues to be widely used by participating schools.

Current!), there are 7 coursesItalian I, Russian I, Etymology, Russian II, Italian
Astronomy, and Philosophybeing taught in the New Haven area using the

fiber networs. Many of the SNET Data Link and SNET Voice Link telecommunica-
tion efforts ased by the educators also proved to be quite successful. Some examples
include: electronic pen-paling with other schools throughout the world; use of on-
line data bares as a research tool for the preparation of papers; participation in a
stock market competition using on-line stock quotes as a tool; the use of interactive
seminar progrems such as National Geographic Kids Net in elementary schools; and
the use of voice messaging as a parent-teacher link to improve home school commu-
nicaticn.

Our evaluation at the end of the trial indicated that these activities were success-
ful for a number of reasons:
Educators were provided sufficient training to enable them to use the technolegy
with students and ongoing support from educator discussion meetings, administra-
tive support, and technical consulting.
The edu atom were motivated to learn the technology and they were involved in
determining how to use it.
The educators used the services to fulfill a need.
The cost was right. SHET funded the activities for the 2 year effort and schools
were not concerned about the cost structure.
The technologies that were used are available today and were not experiments.
--The technologies vrere relatively easy to use and educators felt comfortable with
the services after initial training.
Access to on-line data services was simplified by using the SNET statewide packet
switched networkConnNET.

What needs improvement?
In general. areas needing improvement are counter to the successes previously

mentioned:
In many trials, educators are given the technology but are provided minimal sup-
port, both at the beginning and throughout the project effort. Educators involved in
a trial should have the opportunity to converse with other participants as the trial
progresses. Currently, there is no easy way for educators to review projects with one
another. A number of alternatives are available: periodic discussion forums, elec-
tronic mail connections; voice mail connections, or an electronic bulletin board to
promote interaction of the participants.
In order to recognize the diversity of schools throughout the nation, more empha-
sis could be placed on selecting schools that are "new" to technology; in our trial,
participants were selected by SNET and the Connecticut State Department of Edu-
cation using criteria to insure that urban. suburban. and rural communities were
involved.
Information on the progress of the many trials in education should be mere
widely distributed.
Finally, the pricing of educational services should be more economically priced
and flat-rated so that schools are not subject to prices whkh fluctuate based upon
usage.

What are your plans for future expansion?
SNET continues to support the educational community through the sponsorship

of a telecommunications incentive grant. $50,00() has been allocated to support
schools interested in implementing telecommunications projects. In 1991, 1;3 schools
received awards and are currently involved in their projects.

6. Q: Does the technology used by SNET lend itself to the kind of multistate net-
works that have been funded under Star Schools, or can they only be used in a more
localized way?

A: SNET employed services and technologies which are available through the
public switched network for all of the telecommunication trials SNET Voice Link.
SNET Data Link, and SNET Videe Link.
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SNET Voice Link
The jeublic switched telephone network provides access to voice messaging sys-

tems. The user simply calls the service from any tolichtone capable telephone from
anywhere in the world to use the service.
SNET Data Link

SNET DataLink's main emphasis was to demonstrate the effectiveness of data
telecommunications to schools. SNET's packet switched networkConnNETwas
used to provide telephone access from any school in Connecticut without incurring a
long distance charge. This network was designed specifically to handle data telecom-
munications and has gateways to major interstate carriers such as Tymnet and
Dialcom; on-line service providers such as Dialog and Dow Jones rsake their data-
bases available by using these networks. For those on-line services which do not pro-
vide such access, the schools use the public switched network long distance and
"SW services.
SNET Video Link

Two different technologies are being used in SNET sponsored video effortsfull
motion video over fiber and digitally compressed video using higher capacity (TI car-
rier, telephone services over existing copper telephone facilities. In both cases, the
networks can be extended to other locations, but all participating sites must use
compatible end user equipment.
Video Fiber Networks

The addition of fiber to the nation's telecommunications network will provide a
super highway for telecommunications. This network can be used to traffic voice,
data, and video signals simultaneously by defining paths or channels for each appli-
cation. It is technically feasible to extend our fiber video network to additional loca-
tions within the state and to interstate locations using fiber paths. In order to inte-
grate these video networks with other interstate locations, 2 requirements exist:
1. Widespread deployment of switching equipment that is capable of processing the
large bandwidth requirements of video telecommunications (which is currently
under development
2. End user video transmission equipment must be compatible to receive and decode
other vendor's video transmiasions; or
The national telecommunications network must be built with the internal ability to
translate video signals from one manufacturer's format to another.
Digitally Compressed Video

SNET's compressed video link uses 71 facilities (a copper telephone !into uhich
provides video quality which has proven to be acceptable for student use. These
lines are universally available in the public switched telephone network. Digitally
compremed video has been used by corporations for years to provide national and
international 2-way video teleconferences. All major interstate carriers MCI,
SPRINT, and AT&T) have the ability to interconnect sites using their networks.

The major limitation of compressed video is the fact that all sites must be using
compatible end user transmission equipment.

7. Q: Does your technology lend itself to any kind of individualized service deliv-
ery, for example could a particular child receive a signal from his or her classroom
if they were homebound for a short period of time?

A: A number of opportunities to expand home-school links are available using
today's telecommunications technology.
VIDEO Oppm-to n it ics

Although technically feasible, the cost of providing 2-way interactive video be-
tween the home and classroom would be relatively high at this time However, with
the introduction of Integrated Services Digital Network, ISDN, into the public
switched network, home school video could be transported using low speed transmis-
sion. In addition, the cost of end user video equipment continues to decline and will
likely became an affordable expense in the near future.

A less costly option is the one way freeze frame video which sends the image of
the teacher to the student used in conjunction with 2-way audio thus allowing the
student to see and hear the teacher, and converse using the audio return. This tech-
nology uses regular phone lines for both video and audio.
DATA Telecom m onicutums Opportunthes

The use of data teleconununicatkms from the home as a classroom interface can
be implemented today through the use of a regular telephone line and modem. How-
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ever, in order to maximize the usefulness of a computer interface, the lesson or in-
structional aids would have to be available in computer format. An audio link could
enhance the arrangement by providing a 2-way voice connection to supplement the
computer information.
Audio/Voice Opportunities

Homebound students maid easily be linked with classes by using a simple spea-
kerphone and a facsimile machine. This would permit the teacher and student to
have constant audio contact and to transmit written materials dynamically; it may
require more concentration from the student since there is no visual image to aid
the instruction.

MASSACHUSETTS CORPORATIoN FOR EDUCATIONAL TELErOMMUNICATIGNE,
CAMBRIDGE. MA.

May 15, 1,9,91,
HON EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
United States Senate,
('ommittee on Labor and Human liesourres,
4.18 Senate b.rkser Office Building.
Washington, DC 20510-6,100.

DEAR SENAToR KENNEDY: Thank you for the opportunity to address the committee
with MCET's ideas aboat Star School reauthorization. We are pleased to contribute
towards the development of a bill that will move the nation's educational system
forward. The current Star Schools program you initiated has already had a major
impact on schools' throughout the country, as was demonstrated so effectively at the
hearings.

In response to your specific questions:
1. Is there a way to reconcile the disparate views about curriculum focus?

Gary Vance quite properly articulates the need for mathematics, science, and for-
eign language instruction in the nation's schools. However, it takes time, effort, and
financial resources to create new courses. Of those courses that have been funded,
many are of excellent quality and most are useful beyond the area covered by a
single consortium. In addition, through Star Schools and other funding, there are
now a sufficient variety of mums in these areas to give potential users a choice ofapproach or instructor.

With so many needs in education, particularly in basic literacy, access to existing
courses should be an essential elealimt in an overall strategy for educational im-
provement. Currently, sharing of existing courses is problematic with the idiosyn.
cratic structures of the various consortia.

However, monies and leadership are necessary to provide information and accesS,
SOnle ideas would he to:
Produce a regular (monthly) schedule of distance learning courses with additional
access to schedule and program information through a national computer network
Conduct a series of meetings to estab:ish a frame work for comparable access fees,
charges for courses, determination of chargeable unit (i.e. students. downlinks.
school system, community).
Articulate a plan that will spell out alternative strategiea for sharing of present cur-
ricular offerings.

At the same time, there is pressing urgency for using distance education as an
essential part of addressing the need for a more literate public. No one course or
technology will be a panacea to the needs of this diverse audience. Literacy is the
building block upon which all other curriculum areas are based. The Star Schools
program needs new directions, while maintaining its present strengths. Teaching lit-
eracy and citizenship to a multigenerational audience using multi-technologies
would be 2 important foci.
I. Would expanding the audience detract from work with K.12e

Although there is not a great deal of data about the limits of expansion or the
optimum class size with satellite. telephone, or computer technology, the experi-
ences of former Star Schools recipients indicates that effective expansion requires
support structures, human and technological. If these are in place, neither present
nor future students in any audience or learning environment will be shonchunged.
With the Mass Learn Pike, the scope and breadth of planned piwramming for 1991-
92 exceed the ability of any or.e school, community, or state to absorb. Participatory
programming quite 'iogiCally requires many participants. We need additional eta-
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dents from other states to make our own offerings educationally-effective and cost
efficient. There is also the opportunity to repeat present offerings at different times
for other audiences without the large development costs. We are preparing to do
this for the TI-IN national audience in some subject areas. Finally, new audiences
will allow us to reexamine learning from other perspectives. My expectation is that
such research findings will have a powerful impact upon our primary constituency.
I. Hwy can the private sector help? What happens when the funding ends?

Private sector assistance is not difficult to achieve if thinking is not in terms of
major monetary donations. Schools need to be inventive and develop relationships
with local industry and local business. In Massachusetts schools have promised the
local beauty parlor and gas station spreadsheet help in return for computers, had
technology "dinner dances' , asked for the pennies in the motel wishing well. Local
colleges have paid for satellite dishes for local K-12 schools in order to train their
student teachers. Corporations like to acquire a dish for towns in which they are
located. Police and fire departments have traded equipment purchase for access.

A school system in Michigan invited the entire Chamber of Commerce to a meet-
ing to try out their new videodisk math curriculum, with third-grade students
acting as aides. The fallout in terms of support was extraordinary. The cable indus-
try has helped Massachusetts to maximize the installation of 120 satellite dishes to
serve 500,000 children and countless adults. Now Nynex and New England Tele-
phone will initiate demonstration projects in different towns, using MCET as the
broker/researcher/program designer. Corporations will underwrite program devel-
opment and production, particularly when they can see that small amounts of
money or equipment serve a large audience effectively. They want to give their
heads as well as their pockets, and have been invaluable to us in planning, in con-
tacts, in publication, dissemination, public speaking, and so much more.

Every disiance learning project must look at its stability and lung-term viability
without soft money. Although MCET receives an appropriation from the state legis-
lature (demonstrating their responsibility to educat ion every dollar is matched by 2
from other sources. The sale or network membership, sales of programs, corporate
underwriting, alternative programming in non-school hours at a fee, the afterlife or
certain programs and products. rental of equipment, services, facilities, as well as
foundation and federal support must come together in a comprehensive business
strategy for a continuing revenue stream. Too much of educational innovation has
wither& and disappeared when federal money was ended. The test of at least a por-
tion of our total educational package will be its portability and value to others.
4. Dues distance learning only serve the best and the brightest?

Although this question was asked of Ms. Carson. it is one that I feel most strongly
about. Our Star Schools programs and products were ALL designed for the Bart
Simpsons as well as the Doogie liowsers. We have found that technologies may be
just another delivery system to the advanced student, while they are a lifeline to
the less able. Distance learning may be able to replace the teacher in areas where
there are no qualified staff. Satellite teaching, telephone communications, and com-
puter networks support and enrich the lives of teachers who are in the classroom on
a daily basis.

As the information explosion continues, communications technologies will prove
themselves a necessary adjunct to classroom instruction. a partner- toward providing
excellence in fundamental curriculum.
5. What does the future hutde

We are only at Volume One of our experience in distance learning. It will be im-
portant to remain cognizant of new technologies, and the. appropriate use of present
possibilities. How can 3-way fiber systems be used for more than a dozen schools?
Are there limits to one-wav video, two-way audio in terms of numbers, kinds of pro-
grams, depth of learning? Will the telephone become an essential part of the educa-
tional program-touch tone, voice mail, picture telephones? What will compression.
low-level satellites, split transponders bring to the menu of courses, classes, and in-
dividualized learning opportunities? Combinations of technologies, multiple cable
channels, integration of broadcast and satellite, CD. DVI will begin to be more pessi-
ble and viable. What about interactivity? Will devices like the keypad be replaced
by others that allow for reflection and analytic responaes? As computer networks
grow and become more acceasible to ordinary people, will interface devices change
and be useful to education providers? Star Schools legislation must allow educators
to begin to explore the parameters of these questions. This legislation has always
stretched the frontiers of education, and allowed a diverse kind of exploration to
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take place. Nut to continue this would be to become a very different and perhapsredundant kind of program.
6. Are there limitations?

Certainly, we will and have found limitations to each communications technology.We may want to ask a dilTerent set of questions. How can we exploit available tech-nologies? How can we combine available technologies? How can we demand that thecreative and inventive geniuses of our society produce technological tools that willaccomplish national educational goals as they have been created to fulfill defensegoals?
Senator, you have always said of this hgislation--We want Star Schools, notStar Wars.' I want Star Tools, not shut doors to using communications as an invest-ment in the future of the nation, and perhaps the society.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide my input.

Sincerely,
1NAHETH MILLER,

Exeentim Director.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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